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GULF STATES MARINE FISHERIES COMMISSION 
312 Audubon Building 

New Orleans, Louisiana 70112 

REGULAR MEETING, OCTOBER 17-18, 1963 
THE BROADWATER BEACH HOTEL 

Biloxi, Mississippi 

QEEICIAL ATTENDANCE OF COMMIS~ION..@§ 

PRESENT ABSENT 

ALABAMA 

FLORIDA 

PROXIES 

STAFF --

I.J. W. Brannan, Jr. 
Will G .• Caffey, Jr. 

W.Randolph Hodges 
Bruce J.Scott 

L.D.Young, Jr. 
Feltus Daigle 

George A.Brumfield 
Hermes Gautier 

J. Weldon Watson 
Richard H.Cory 
Virgil Versaggi 

George W.Allen 
George W.Allen 
Bruce J.Scott 
Robert M.Ingle 
George A.Brumfield 

W. Dudley Gunn 
Mrs.Ellen S.Hoover 

Claude D.Kelley 

Walter O.Sheppard 

Alvin Dyson 

Stanford E.Morse,Jr. 

(For Claude D. Kelley) 
(For L. W. Brannen, Jr. 10/18/63) 
(For Walter O. Sheppard) 
(For W.Randolph Hodges, 10/18/63) 
(For Hermes Gautier, 10/18/63) 

OTHER, STATE GOVERNMEI'[T REPRESENT AT I\?:ES PRESENT 

George Williams, James N.McConnell, Lyle S .. St.Amant, Theodore B .. Ford, Jean 
Williams, Terrance R.Leary, Edwin A,Joyce,Jr., William J.Demoran, George A. 
Rounsefell, James G.Broom, Randall Pierce, Charles J.White, Joseph A. 
D'Alfonso, George H.Williams, Whitney C.Martinez, Walter R. Nelson, R. M. 
McPhearson, David Zoellner, T.H.Walker, Jack C. Mallory, Jerry J.0 1Keefe. 
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filT_IVERSI'TY LABOPATO~.Y Bfil:_RESENTATIVES . PR~SENT 

Gordon Gunter, Patricia Bengirt, Thelma Rattisau,,, J.Y.Christmas, Wayne 
Watkins, Clarence P.Idyll, Charles J.Guice, Joseph A.Riehl, Lowis T.Graham, 
Donald J.Burney, G.Robert Lunz. 

FORMER COMIJI~SS±ON~RS~ .. PRESENT 

Ch::.r1es W. Bevis, Joseph V.Colson, Ernest C.Mitts, James H.Summersgill. 

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT REPRESENTATIVES PRESENT -......--..... ............... __ ,....,.__.,. __ . ...._...,__,.__... . .. ........... ~ 

U.S. BUREAU OF SPORT FISHERIES AND WILDLIFE: Spencer H. Smith 

U.S. BUREAU OF OUTDOOR RECREATION: Jerome F. Anderson 

U.S. BUREAU OF COMMERCIAL FISHERIES: Charles H.Lyles, Travis D.Love, 
George W. Snow, R.T, Whiteleather, Milton J.Lindner, D.V. Aldrich, 
J. Bruce Kimsey, Harvey R., Bullis, Jr., James E. Sykes, C.R. Chapman, 
Richard A, Waller, E. Moret Smith. 

U.S. PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE: Lester E. Blaschke, R. J, Hammerstrom, 
C.B. Kelly, Frank J. Silva. 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF STATE: William c. Herrington 

liEPR~SENTA1JYB:S OF _INDUSTRY PRESENT 

John R.Nelson, John C .. Ferguson, John Mehos, Lawrence W.Strasburger, Paul 
Kalman, Harry I.McGinnis, James L.McConnell, Ben Humphreys, James McPhillips, 
F.E. Haas, William A, La.sere, Ray Ladendorff, John W. Lewis, John B.Lincecum, 
Buddy Gillis, Nick Marvnr, Theodore s. Shepard, Will L .. Hardee, Ernest H. 
Powell, Jr., Eimile Lapeyre,Jr., 

REPRESF..NTATIVES OF COMMERCIAL AND SPORT FISHERY ASSOCIATIONS PRESENT 

Joseph S.Ramos, O.M,Longnecker,Jr., W,V.Robertson, Bernard Lorino, William 
R.Neblett, Ronald W.DeLucien, Earl M.Rome, Pete Farrar, R.W. Myers, 
Vernon K. Shriner, Antoine Alario. 

CL~RGY •••••.•• ';11RADE JOURNAL REPRESENTATIVES PRESENT 

Reverend L. c. Hoff 

William Corbino, Winston Leonard 
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Commission Cha.irman Caffey called the meeting to order at 9 :45 a.m. 
Reverend L. C. Hoff, Pastor, East Howard Baptist Church of Biloxi, rendered 
the invocation. 

Preceding the calling of the roll of Commissioners, the Chainnan introduced 
Commissioner J..1. W. Brannan, Jr., of Alabama and Commissioners J. Weldon 
Watson and Virgil Versaggi of Texas_; each having been appointed to the 
Commission since its last meeting. 

Mississippi State Representative Jerry J. 0'Keefe was introduced for the 
purpose of welcoming the group. In addition to extending a hearty welcome, 
Mr. 0 1Keefe spoke of the economi.c value of the Mississippi fisheries and 
of the importance to the fishery resource of interstate cooperation. 

Mr. Richard T. Whiteleather, Assistant Director, Bureau of Commercial 
Fisheries, Region 2, was next introduced to apprise the group of a recently 
im.nlemented menhaden research project. Copy of the presentation by 
Mr, Whiteleather is ~t ~che~ to these Minutes. 

The Chainnan complimented the Bureau on the developing of such a comprehen
sive program of research and exploration for the in1portant menhaden fishery, 
then -oresentod Mr. Jerome Anderson, Field Director, U, s. Bureau of Out
door Recreation, Region 5. Mr • .Anderson's excellent coverage of the 
functions prescribed for the co~_paratively new Bureau was praised by the 
Chairman. Copy of the paper is ~~cond attached to these Minutes. 

Before presenting the annual report of the Commission, Chairrnan Caffey 
reminded. the delegates that copies of the 1962-63 consolidation of Gulf 
States' activities end those of the Bureau of Ccm.mercial Fisheries and the 
Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, were available on the literature 
table. Copy of the annual report is third §J.tached to these Minutes. 

A fifteen minute coffee break was taken and upon resumption of the morning 
session, Mr. Cornelius B. Kelly, Director, Northeast Shellfish Sanitation 
Center, U.S. Public Health Service, was introduced, His presentation was 
highlighted through the showing of films taken in various parts of the 
world where depuration of shellfish has made considerable progress, Copy 
of the address is fourth attach~ to these Minutes. 

Dr. ·Gordon Gunter, Director, Gulf Coast Research Laboratory, was next in
troduced to speak about the Mississippi Oyster Program.. A resume of his 
conpletely extemporaneous speech follows: Dr, Gunter pointed out that the 
former Seafood Commission did not look after the oyster industry very closely, 
but that the situation had changed completely when the Marine Conservation 
Commission was founded. The biologist for the Cormnission is a member of the 
Gulf Coast Research Laboratory staff, and he spends his full time working 
on shrimp and oysters. In the five years previous to the establishment of 
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) this Conunission the production of oysters was 85,000 barrels, and la.st year 
it was 260,000 barrels. By the planting of shells and seed oysters the 
Commissicn has established 5,000 acres of fine oyster bottom, where 3,220 
existed before. The biologist carries 6 votes on the 10 man Commission with 
regard to biological matters. He and the chief inspector have worked together 
to manage the oyster reefs and to bring about observation of the laws in 
such a way that the industry and the Commission are working together better 

-~ ' than at any time in history for the management of the Mississippi oyster 
reefs. 

) 

The ·Chairman recognized Mr. Charles H. Lyles, Bureau of Commercial Fisheries, 
Washington, D.C., who lauded the Commission for its early recognition of 
the importance of fishery landings records and its continued effort toward 
refinement of such data. He presented the Commission with two bound volumes; 
one containing Texas Landings (1949-60) and the other Alabama Landings 
(1950-51 & 1954-60); Mississippi Landings (1951-60); and Louisiana Landings; 
(1957-60). 

Commissioner Young requested a moment prior to adjournn1ent of the morning 
session and upon being recognized took the opportunity to express to Chair
man Caffey the gratitude of the Commission for his endeavors during the 
year and as a further expression of appreciation presented the Chairman with 
an engraved plaque. 

The session was adjourned for luncheon at 12:30 p.m. 

At 2:00 P.n. Chainnan Caffey called the afternoon session to order and intro
duced a panel composed of Corunissioner W. Randolph Hodges of Florida, Vice
Chairman Richard H. Cory of Texas and Mr. George W. Allen (substituting 
for Alabama Commissioner Claude D. Kelley) of Alabama. The panel proceeded 
to infonn the delegates of the enactments of their respective 1963 legisla
tures with regcird to the marine fisheries. Copy of the above panel presenta
tion is llfih attached to these Minutes. 

The next subject presented concerned Commercial Shr:ix1p Culture. Included on 
the panel were Messrs: Lyle s. St. Arn.ant, Louisiana Wild Life and Fisheries 
Com.mission; Robert M. Ingle, Florida State Board of Conservation; G. Robert· 
Lunz, South Carolina Wildlife Resources Department; David V. Aldrich, Bureau 
cf Commercial Fisheries. Copy of these informative presentations is ~ 
attached to these Minutes. 

Mr. Robert M. Ingle, Chairman of the Co:mmission•s Shrimp Research Cor.naittee 
was called upon for a report of the Conm1ittee's meeting of October 16. 
Mr. Ingle stated that the standardization of definitions of shrimp life 
history stages, that is, larva, postlarva, juvenile, etcetera; was discussed 
at length. It was decided, he said, that the Committee should go back and 
take all of the most :important species and work out standards in terninology 
for the SDecies in each individual case. He added, that a list would be 
prepared for further consideraticn at the March Commission meeting in New 
Orleans. 
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Mr. Ingle also stated that the group discussed the cld problem of the best 
size shrimp to fish, mortality rate and related items. He concluded by 
saying that a reevaluation of research material already ga,thered was being 
nad.e, 

A ten minute recess was called at his juncture. 

Upon resunption of the afternoon session, the Chairman recognized Dr .. Thecdore 
B. Ford, Chairman of the Co!!lrrlission's Estuarine Committee. Dr. Ford proceeded 
tc review the history cf the establishment of the Estua.rine Technical Coordi
nating Committee by pointing out that the matter pertaining to the closure 
of Vermilion Bay for the purpose of creating a fresh water reservoir largely 
f cr agricultural purposes would have dealt a death blow to that ir.1portant 
estuarine nursery grounds and shrimping areas as well as the high quality 
adjacent wnter fowl and fur-bearing mnrshes. The Com.mission was alert, he 
said, tc the extent of the probable changes and their influence on the fisher
ies of this Gulf coastal area and the competition that other such Gulf ccast
al nrens might be confronted with in the future. The Comnission adopted a 
veIJr a;:)prcpriate resolution, he added, which was widel;r circulated to the 
various state and federal cfficials nnd agencies, and various private individ
uals and groups; the resclution cw.manding immedio.tely considerable interest 
among the various grour>s concerned with estuarine fisheries and wildlife. 
Subsequently, with the ad.vent of the Mississippi River-Gulf Cutlet Navigaticn 
Project which would affect a tremendous area of the Louisiana marshes and 
Lake Pontchartrain en the east side of the river in the vicinity of New 
Orleans, the Commission recognized, stated Dr. Ford, the need for having its 
various scientific advisors to study the prospective influences of such 
prcjects on the several highly important estuarine areas located in the five 
member Gulf States, and created the prominent Estuarine Technical Coordinat
ing Committee in 1958. 

Following the establishment of this Co:m:r.littee, it has functioned on several 
occasions from which recommendations were offered to the Commission for 
the adoption of resolutions pertaining to either the conservation of or 
scientific research on estuarine areas. In our opinion, said Dr- Ford, this 
has stimulated substantial interest in ensuing work on estuarine problems. 

In view of the various programs in effect by the states and the Bureau of 
Connnercial Fisheries and Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife of the Fish 
and Wildlife Service, it seems timely, Dr. Ford stated, that the two Bureaus 
be called on for a general summarrJ and discussion of their efforts during 
the past two years. For instance: at our lnst meeting Mr. Spencer Smith, 
Regional Supervisor, Branch of River Basin Studies, Bureau of Sport Fisheries 
and Wildlife, made a very interesting presentation on the estuarine studies 
associated with the pre and constructional phases of the Mississippi River
Gulf Outlet project, Louisiana. We had proposed, continued Dr. Ford, to ask 
him to discuss other estuarine aspects of their program today_ Unfortunately, 
his char:ts and graphs were lost while enroute to the meeting. Therefore, 
Dr- Ford requested that his part of the program be deferred until the Com
mission's next meeting in March 1964 in New Orleans. 
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We are fortunate, indeed, Dr. Ford stated, to have Mr, Charles Chapman of 
the Bureau of Ccnr.iercial Fisheries, Galveston Laboratory, who is in charge 
of the Estuarine program emanating from that facility, to present aspects 
cf their work as well as those under the supervision of Mr. Jim Sykes of 
the Bureau cf Conun.ercial Fisheries, St .. Petersburg Beach Laboratory, Dr,Ford 
stated that Mr. Chapman was eminently well qualified to discuss this with us 
and that he was pleased to present him, Copy of Mr. Chapr.1an 1 s com;Jrehensi ve 
re~ort is s~vonth att~hed to these Minutes. 

After Mr, Chapman's presentation Dr. Ford stnted that in addition to looking 
forward to the presentation by the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife at 
the March meoting, we hope to look forward to having general sur.:unaries 
presented by the technical representntives of the member states. 

Chairman Caffey not receiving any response on ca.Jlfor further matters for 
consideration, expressed the a:ppredation of the Comnd.ssioners for the interest-
ing and enlightening presentations of the day and the very fine attendance. 

The session was adjourned at 4:30 p.m .. 

Meeting at 5:00 p,m. was the Resolutions Committee appointed earlier by the 
Chairman, Serving on the Committee were Commissioners Young, Brumfield and 
Vorsaggi. Messrs. George Allon (proxy for Conrrnissioner Kelley) and Robert 
Ingle (proxy for Commissioner Hodges) also served on the Con1111itteo. The 
Conu11issiont s officers attended the session. 

From 6:00 - 6:45 p.m .. in the Coronet Room two very interesting and informative 
films were shown - the Sponge Industry and Trawl Action at 210 Fathcms. Some 
sixty-odd delegates attended and much interest was shown in each presentation. 
Mr. Bevis answered many questions concerning the Florida Sponge industry 
and Mr. Harvey Bullis' cow.ments prior to the showing of the Trawl Action 
film are ~~ attached to these Minutes. 

f.!:iday ( Oct~be:r 18) 

The Commission Executive Session began with the serving of breakfast in the 
Vogue Room at 7:30 a.m. 

The Commissioners were joined at 9:30 a.m. by Mr. William C. Herrington, 
Department of State, a.nd representatives of industry for a session in the Esquire 
Room, which meeting terminated at 11:30 a,m. 

The scientists and guests gathered at 9:30 a.m. at the Gulf Coast Research 
Laboratory, Ocean S·prings, where various subjects were brought up and discussed 
during a conducted tour of the facilities by Dr, Gordon Gunter and staff. 

At 12:30 p.m. the Commissioners and meeting delegates gathered at the cnfeteria 
on the Gulf Coast Research Laboratory earn.pus where the Mississippi Marine Con
servation hosted the group to a delightful seafood luncheon, 
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With some guests arriving as some were being served and with still others 
departing, the usual final session was not heJ.d. Had the session been held 
Cor~1missioner Caffey would have passed the gavel to Commissioner Richard H. 
Cory of Texas, his successor to the Commission's chairrnanship for 1963-64, 
and presented the Commission's newly elected Vice-Chairman for the ensuing 
year, Comnissioner George A. Brunfield of Mississippi. Reading also would 
have been mnde of a general interest resolution which was adopted at the 
Executive Session; copy of which follows: 

"BE IT RESOLVED that the Gulf States Marine Fisheries Conunission go 
on record «s approving in principles. 1988 (88th Congress-1st Session), which 
legislation is designed to prohibit fishing in the territorial waters of the 
United States and in certain other areas by persons other than na.tionals or 
inhabitants of the United States; and 

"BE IT RESOLVED that endorser.ient of the purpcses of this proposed 
legislation is in no way intended to define territorial limits that are present
ly or may be clair.1ed by any State of the United States.; and 

11 BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that copies of this resolution be transmitted 
to the members of the Senate Ccnrjittee en Cornrnerce, the members of the House 
Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries, and the Congressional Delegations 
of the States of Alaba1YLa, Florido., Louisiana, Mississippi and Texas." 

A formal closing session likewise would have permitted announcement of the 
Connrl.ssionts future meeting sites and dates which are: 

1. Monteleone Hotel, New Orleans, Louisiana, March 26-27, 1964. 

2. Brownsville, Texas (tentative) October 15-16, 1964. 

-7-

Prepared by: W. Dudley Gunn 
Director 
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Following breakfast, which began at 7:30 a,m., and ended at 8:15 a.m., 
Chairman Caffey called the Executive Session to order. 

Commissioner Young moved that the Minutes of the March 1963 meeting be 
approved without reading. Comn1issioner Daigle seconded and upon vote the 
motion passed. 

Copies of a suggested budget (copy herewith f,gst attached) for fiscal year 
1963-64 was distributed. The Director reported a true October 15 bank 
balance of $15, 801. 82 on hand in the National American Bank, with all mem
ber states having paid. current year's membership dues except Mississippi, 
Commissioner Brun1field reported that the Mississippi Marine Conservation 
Commission had voted at an early October meeting to increase the Mississippi 
dues from $1,000 to $1,500 per annum. He said that their Commission hoped 
to contribute up to the $2,500 figure set as an annual maximun1.by the 1962 
Mississippi Legislature when finances pennitted. The Director then stated 
that with the increase of $500 from Mississippi the Commission would have 
a 1963-64 operating fund of $22,227.50 against an operating expense 
estimated and suggested budget of $19,766.25. 

Commissioner Young stated that he hoped it would be possible for the annual 
Louisiana dues to be increased from $5,000 to $6,000, Commissioner Young 
offered a resolution which would increase the salary of the Commission 
Director from $9,500 to $10,000 per year, retroactive to July 1, 1963. 
Commissioner Daigle seconded and upon vote the resolution, which is ~2!1S! 
at.~<?.hfil!, was adopted. 

Conunissioner Young moved thnt the budget under consideration be increased 
to carry salaries for the year of $14,200. Commissioner Daigle seconded, 
and upon vote the motion passed. 

The Director explained the salary arrangement of the Office Secretary, as 
had been approved by Chairman Caffey; that is, that the Office Secretary 
would receive $300 monthly for work on Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and 
Friday of each week and $16 per day for any Monday worked. Commissioner 
Cory moved that the arrnngemont with the Office Secretary be approved and 
that the budget be accepted with the estimated operating total being changed 
to read $20,266,25. Commissioner Daigle seconded and upon vote the motion 
passed. 

Commissioner Young, who served as Chninnan of the Resolutions Conunittee at 
its October 17 meeting, proposed the following resolutions: 

l, To Commission Chainnan Caffey for his meritorious service to the body. 

-8-
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2., To the Mississj,ppi Marine Conservation Commission for its 
gracious hospitality during the meeting, and with special 
thanks to Mr. George Williams and the law enforcement staff. 

3. To Dr. Gordon Gunter and staff of the Gulf Coast Research Labora
tory for the interesting and informative tour of the Laboratory. 

L~. To The Broadwater Beach Hotel management and staff for fine ser
vices rendered, and with added appreciative note for Mr. Bill 
Baker's conducted tour of the hotel grounds and gardens. 

Commissioner Scott seconded the above for adoption and upon vote the resolu
tions were adopted. The resolutions appear in the order listed above as 
attachments to these Minutes; third, fourth, fifth and sixth .. 

With reference to future meetings, it was brought out that the March 26-27, 
1964 meeting would be held at the New Orleans Monteleone Hotel. It was 
stated that the 15th annual meeting would fall on October 15-16, 1964 nnd 
that on the rotntion plan the meeting would be held in Texas. Commissioner 
Scott moved that the October 1964 meeting be held in Brownsville. Commis
sioner Versaggi seconded and upon vote the motion pnssed, 

Senate Bill No. 1988 (88th Congress- lst Session) was discussed at length. 
Commissioner Young read a resolution which had been adopted by the Resolu
tions Comrrdttee, including distribution of the same. Commissioner Scott 
moved for adoption of the resolution, Comrnissioner Brumfield seconded 
and upon vote it was adopted. Copy of the resolution is herewith seventh 
attach~d. 

Rules, regulations and laws affecting the commercial fisheries of the Gulf 
States was a topic presented for consideration by Mr. George Allen (proxy 
for Comissioner Kelley). During the discussion it was suggested that it 
might be well to hold a meeting of one or more persons, which each member 
state would send, one day prior to the March 26-27, 1964 Commission meet
ing for the purpose of not only studying the rules, regulations and laws, 
but to inquire :into the licenses and taxes for possible inequities that , 
might exist, Mr. Allen so moved,. Commissioner Young seconded and upon 
vote the motion was passed. The Director was requested to prepare a 
questionnaire covering the various subjects to be considered,. Commissioner 
Young volunteered to assist in its preparation. The Director was further 
requested to consolidate the accomplished questionnaries and to distribute 
them to the States at least one month in advance of the spring meeting. 

Commissioner Watson nominated Cormnissioner Richard H. Cory for the office 
of Commission Chairman for the year 1963-64. Commissioner Scott seconded. 
No further nominations were presented and Commissioner Cory was acclained 
Commission Chairr:1an for tho coming year. 

Commissioner Young nominated Commissioner George A. Brumfield for the office 
of Co:rru:1ission Vice-Chairman for the year 1963-64. Comr..lissioner Versaggi 
seconded. No further nominations were presented and Commissioner Brumfield 

-9- (M-39) 
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was acclaimed Cor.:rrnission Vice-Chairman for the coming year. 

No further business remained to be transacted and the session was 
adjourned at 9:30 a.m., whereupon the group was joined by Mr. William 
C. Herrington, Department of State, and representatives of the commercial 
fishing industry for a session which was adjourned at 11:30 a.m. 

Prepared by: W. Dudley Gunn 
Director 

-10-
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CHAIRMAN 

:c'"~\ WILL G. CAFFEY, JR., MEMBER 
, ,. SENATE, STATE OF ALABAMA 
' / MOBILE, ALAl!IAMA 

.... 

VICE-CHAIRMAN 

RICHARD H. CORY, MEMBER 
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

STATE OF TEXAS 
VICTORIA, TEXAS 

SUGGESTED BUDGET FOR FISCAL YEAR 1963-64 
..........-. - • 'I 

Estimated Income F/Y 1963-64 

Alabama 
Florida 
Louisiana 
Mississippi 
Texas 

$3,500.00 
4,500,00 
5,000.00 
1,000.00 

-· 6' 000 ~..QQ 

Cash on hand close F/Y 1962-63 
$6,727.50 - $5,000.oo· Louisiana 
contribution naid in advance) 

$20,000.00 

1 .. 727~50 

DIRECTOR 

W. DUDLEY GUNN 

OFFICE SECRETARY 

EMILY C. CARR 

HEADQUARTERS OFFICE 

312 AUDUBON BUILDING 
NEW ORLEANS 16 

LOUISIANA 

TELEPHONE: 524·1765 

Estimated 
·Funds Available 

$ 21,727.50 

EXPENSES 

Salaries 
Traveling 
Office rent 
Stationery, printing & supplies 
Telephone & telegraph 
Postage 
Electricity 
Equipment maintenance 
Accounting 
Insurance 
Meeting expense 
Publication expense 
Payroll·taxes 
Depreciation 
Sundry 

ALABAMA FLORIDA • 

Per Audit 
1962-6_3 

$ 13,700.00 
1,430.46 
1,080.00 

h40.65 
539.49 
184.21 

LOUISIANA 

57 .89 
69.28 

250.00 
247.92 
287. 70 
654.48 
323.31 

61.30 
.39,70 

$192366 .• 39 

• MISSISSIPPI 

Suggested 
1963- 64 

$ 13,700.00 
1,700.00 
1,080.00 

475.00 
525,00 
250.00 
60.00 
75.00 

250.00 
250.00 
300.00 
675.00 
326,25 
60.00 
40,00 

$19.766.25 

• TEXAS 
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RESOLUTION 

BE IT RESOLVED by the Gulf States Marine Fisheries 

Commission that the salary of its Director be increased 

from $9,500,00 to $10,000,00 per annum, effective at the 

beginning of the current fiscal year. 

The foregoing resolution was adopted by the Gulf States Marine 
Fisheries Commission, October 18, 1963, at a regular Commission 
meeting held at the Broadwater Beach Hotel, Biloxi~ Mississippi. 

)()~,, µ ' ,. ,. 'vvvvWl_, 
W. D. Gunn, Director 
Gulf States Marine Fisheries Commission 



RESOLUTION 

WHEREAS, Will G. Caffey,Jr., appointee of the Governor of Alabama 

on the Gulf States Marine Fisheries Commission, has served as Chainn.an 

of the Commission for the year 1962-63; and 

WHEREAS, he has served in a most distinguished mnnner, having not 

only discharged in a highly commendable fashion the duties of such 

office as set out in the Commission directives, but having additionally 

served the member Gulf States through his attendance and participation 

at meetings, conferences and hearings concerned with the marine fisheries 

resource. 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Gulf States Marine Fish-

eries Commission express to Will G. Caffey, Jr., its most sincere appre-

ciation for the fine leadership he most generously provided the Cammis-

sion during his tenn of office and during which period the objectives 

of the Compact so admirably advanced. 

The foregoing resolution was adopted by the Gulf States Marine Fisheries 
Commission, October 18, 1963, at a regular CoI!llD.ission meeting held at 
the Broadwater Beach Hotel, Biloxi, Mississippi. 

~()~1M./ 
W. D, Gunn, nlfe:tor 
Gulf States Marine Fisheries Commission 
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RESOLUTION 

BE IT RESOLVED that the Gulf States Marine Fisheries Commission 

express to the Mississippi Marine Conservation Commission its most 

sincere appreciation for the kind invitation to the delectable sea-

food luncheon tendered October 18th on the campus of the Gulf Const 

Research Laboratory. 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that this Commission particularly express 

its gratitude to Mr, George Williams and members of the enforcement 

staff for the preparation and serving of a luncheon long to be re-

membered by the entire group. 

The foregoing Resolution was adopted by the Gulf States Marine 
Fisheries Cow.mission, October 18, 196.3, at a regular Commission 
meeting held at the Broadwater Bench Hotel, Biloxi, Mississippi. 

lN. o,~1*1A·~ 
W. D. Gunn, Director 
Gulf States Marine Fisheries Commission 



RESOLUTION 

BE IT RESOLVED that the Gulf States Marine Fisheries Commission 

express to Dr... Gordon Gunter and staff of the Gulf Coast Research 

Laboratory its sincere appreciation for the scheduling of a tour of 

the Laboratory in connection with the October 17-18 meeting of this 

Commission at Biloxi, Mississippi. 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that this Commission extend its best 

wishes for the continuing effort being made by the Gulf Coast Research 

Laboratory in interest of the marine fishery resources of the seaboard 

of the Gulf of Mexico. 

The foregoing Resolution was adopted by the Gulf States Marine Fisheries 
Commission, October 18, 1963, at a regular Commission meeting held at 
the Broadwater Beach Hot$l, Biloxi, Mississippi.. 

I ,\· ... -Q') (;r;)···-
1

1 )~~'V\1Vv' 
IV\J.ck l 

W. D. Gunn, Director 
Gulf States Marine Fisheries Commission 



RESOLUTION 

BE IT RESOLVED that the Gulf States Marine Fisheries Cor.1.41.ission 

express its sincere appreciaticn to the nanagenent and staff of the 

Broadwater Beach Hotel for the ccrdial hcspitality and splendid food 

and services enjoyed by the group on the occasion of the October 17-18, 

1963 neeting of this Ccr.inission at Biloxi, Mississippi. 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that this Connissicn extend its nany thanks 

tc Mr. Bill Baker for the interesting tour by the lady folk of the 

botanical gardens of the hotel. 

The foregoing Resoluticn was adopted by the Gulf States Marine 

Fisheries Cont1ission, October 18, 1963, nt a regular Cct1bissicn 

neeting held at the Broadwater Beach Hotel, Biloxi, Mississippi. 

j .~ [). Q,y 
lAJ .'a ., . /J A.~ V\"Vl,-

w. D. Gunn, 
1

15frectcr 
Gulf States Marine Fisheries CoD.oission 



RESOLUTION 

BE IT RESOLVED that the Gulf States Marine Fisheries 

Commission go on record as approving in principle S, 1988 (88th Congress

lst Session), which legislation is designed to prohibit fishing in thG 

territorial waters of the United States and in certain other areas by 

persons other than nationals or inhabltants of the United States; and 

BE IT RESOLVED that endorsement of the purposes of this 

proposed legislation is in no way intended to define territorial limits 

that are nresently or ma3r be claimed by any State of the United States; 

~) and 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that conies of this resolution be 

transmitted to the members of the Senate Committee on Commerce, the mem-

bers of the House Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries, and the 

Congressional Delegations of the States of Alabama, Florida, Louisiana, 

Mississippi and Texas, 

The foregoing Resolution was adopted by the Gulf States Marine Fisheries 
Commission, October 18, 1963, at a regular Commission meeting held at the 
Broadwater Beach Hotel, Biloxi, Mississinpi. 

lAt·Q~~ 
W. D. Gunn, Director 
Gulf States Marine Fisheries Commission 
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GULF STATES MARINE FISHERIES COMMISSION 
Bilor..i, Mississippi 
The Broadwater Beach Hotel 
October 17-18, 1963 

"GULF MENHADEN RESEARCH PROGRAM" 

R.T.Whiteleather 
Assistant Regional Director 
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries 
St.Petersburg Beach, Florida 

(COPY) 

• 

1. Appropriation of this research program was made in August 1963 by the 
Congress in the amount of $125,000. 

2,, The program financing was strongly endorsed by the menhaden industry, 
and as a result of favorable congressional action the Bureau is gratified 
that it is now possible to begin this long needed research. 

·3. There were earlier resolutions by the Gulf States Marine Fisheries Com
mission for Gulf menhaden research in years gone by, In fact, as early as 
1950 the program was recorrunended. Also, in 1955 the Commission adopted a 
resolution that the Atlantic menhaden research program bo extended into the 
Gulf and that funds for such studies be ailocated on a contra.ct basis through 
universities in the Gulf States. Some S-K funds were then allocated for this 
purpose; specifically, a contract was given the Gulf Coast Research Labora
tory at Ocean Springs, Mississippi, which completed in 1960 a 3-year menhaden 
study to identify population units. The s0me funds supported a 1-year study 
at Tulane University in 1958 to describe and illustrate the larval stages of 
Gulf menhaden. In addition, the Bureau did some routine srunpling of conunercial 
catches from 1956 to 1959. Also, an analysis of the records of the explora
tory fishing operations over a decade or more yields some information on the 
occurrence of menhaden in the Gulf. All of this work has provided a useful 
foundation for the Gulf menhaden program, but the present appropriation is 
the first regular financing for D. full-scale progrrun. 

4. Some statistics on the Gulf fishery give us a good picture of the need 
for a research progrrun, The menhaden resource in the Gulf of Mexico is com
posed of several species which are poorly known, At present, they support the 
largest fishery in North Arnerica. Prior to 1940, the nnnual purse seine catch 
was less than 15,000 tons. During the following decade, the industry begnn 
expanding, and by 1957 reached substantial magnitude. From 1949 to 1958, the 
annual catch fluctuated between 138,000 and 280,000 tons and averaged approxi
mately 200,000 tons. Beginning in 1959, the catch increased each year and in 
1962 amounted to 530,000 tons. The catch in 1963, for the first time, will 
exceed ihat in the Atlantic. In 1948, there were 34 vessels engaged in the 
Gulf menhaden fishery and 6 reduction plants, located in Mississippi, Louisiana, 
and Texas, processed the catch into fish meal, oil, and condensed solubles. 
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In 1963, the number of vessels had incrGased to 69 and the number of 
reduction plants to 12. In fn.ct, the recent rapid growth of the Gulf men
haden industry has been phenomenal. 

5. The present progrrun planning contemplates headquarters of the menhaden 
program in the Bureau's biological laboratory at Beaufort, North Carolinn. 
This is whore the current Atlantic menhaden program, which was initiated 
in 1955, is headquartered, and it seems judicious to place the menhaden 
biological research under a single headquarters staff since the resource 
being studied extends all the way from New England to Mexico. As the phases 
of the Gulf program are implemented, however, sane substations or field 
stations will be established in the Gulf area. Facilities and personnel n.t 
the exploratory fishing nnd gear research base at Pascagoula, of course, 
will be called upon for those parts of the program related to their special
ties. 

6. The program has been planned to meet the requests of the r.ienhaden industry 
for research to (1) investigate the causes of seasonal and annual fluctua
tions in the catch, (2) deternine if the populations con withstand increased 
fishing on a sustained basis, and (3) conduct explorations to deterr.1ine 
offseason distribution of ndult fish. Since the landings at present are 
connosed principally of one-rmd two-year old fish, a failure of the one-or 
two-year classes could cause a sharn decline in the cormercial production. 
Knowledge of Gulf menhaden, including the existence and availability of the 
older segment of the menhaden po-pulation, could possibly soften the blow of 
any year-class failure, and also might provide the industry with sone advance 
notice of adverse conditions. The Bureau program in the Atlantic has reached 
the noint where reasonable predictions have been made from estimates of 
prevailing conditions. 

7. The first year's program in the Gulf basically is made up of five activi
ties: 

1. Collection of biostatistics on the fishery, including sarupling of 
the catch, conpilation of catch records, and collection of effort data. 

2. Adoption of ADP :methods for tabulation and analysis of biostatistical 
data. 

3. Evaluation of estuarine nurseries and esti!!J.ation of juvenile abundance. 

4. Biological studies concerning spawning, early life history, and popu
lation structure. 

5. Exploratory studies to deternine offseason distribution of adult fish. 

All of this work will be done within the $125,000 appropriation currently 
available. 
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8. Extension of the work into the second year would require a total 
of $200,000 if the program plan is to be followed implicitly. The $75,000 
additional would be required for a tagging study which would furnish 
information on the population structures and features of life history 
and migration, In fact, the first five years of the program are planned 
to obtain knowledge on all aspects of the resource. Since so little is 
known of the biology of the Gulf species, initial efforts must be directed 
toward understanding basic features, their life history, and behavior. 
As said before, several species occur in the Gulf of Mexico, and we must 
know which are important to the fishery at present (i.e., the catch by 
species). We must know which offer potential for future development. We 
must know their distribution and movements and changes that occur season
ally and over longer periods. We must know whether there is a mixing of 
the various stocks of fish. We must know the extent to which variations 
in tho catch are due to variations in year-class survival rates of re
cruitment and mortality. We also must know as soon as possible about 
the offseason distribution of the adult fish of the species now taken 
mainly and the potentials in areas not now commercially fished. The program 
has been planned to accomplish these objectives in the shortest time possible, 
consistent with good research practices. It will not be possible to im
nlement research on all of the above mentioned lines of inquiry at once. 
Initial studies will be perfonned by the Bureau. As the prograri develops 
and additional funds become available, contract work with other governmental 
agencies and academic institutions may be awarded when necessary and ex
pedient to get the job done. 

9. With the experience already at hand from about eight years of menhaden 
research in the Atlantic, we believe that the Gulf progrru:i can be launched 
with better than average expectations, 
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GULF· STATES MARINE FISHERIES COMMISSION 
Biloxi, Mississippi 
The Broadwater Beach Hotel 
October 17-18, 1963 

"BUREAU OF OUTDOOR RECREATION" 

Jerome F. Anderson 
Regional Director,Southeast Region 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
Atlanta, Ga. 

(COPY) 

Participation in the Gulf Marine Fisheries annual meeting is of special 
intel'."ost to me. I did participate in your annual meeting some three years 
ago and so my repeat perfonnance here today has some connotation of a 
compliment, At least I can rationalize that my earlier appearance was not 
so bad that I was not invited back, At the earlier meeting I was associated 
with the u. S. Study Comnission, Southeast River Basins and spoke on that 
subject at that tir.1e. I now hasten to add that this is not truly a repeat 
perfomance. This tine I an here and intend to talk to you on the basis 
of recreation and the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation which has been establish
ed since I last net with you. 

I look forward to the little 11 gems 11 of infcnnation that I will be exposed 
to as I listen and participate in your meeting., I recall one little "gem" 
of information that was passed on to me the last time I met with you in 
Mobile when I learned that sone 10 nillion cats in the United States are 
fed at least one r.1eal each day of corlrlercially prepared cat food, most 
of which has a fish base. Most certainly this means the cats are big 
business to the fishing indu$try .. I classify this as a little "gem" of 
infoir:J.ation because I assure you that in the last three years, on nany 
occasions when ccnversation has been dragging, I have dropped the comment 
about 10 million cats being fed one meal a day and always it seer.is to 
stir.:ulate further conversation., I an. certainly wondering what little "ger:i.s" 
I will pick up this time. 

Let me turn from the business of "cats" to the subject of outdoor recrea
tion. 

Your business of fishing is closely related to sport fishing in our coastal 
waters. Outdoor recreation, in its broad sense, encompasses sport fishing 
as well as hunting and a broad spectrun of other recreation activities. 

Mushrooming cities, sprawling urban areas, spiraling population gains, 
and ip.creasing demands for land by industry and conr.1erce all serve to remind 
us we have relatively little time in which to take effective action to 
dedicate additional out-of-door areas, particularly adjacent to raetropolitan 
areas, and to provide in.proved access and, in many instances, inproved 
management methods which will meet .Ar.1.erica's growing outdoor recreation 
needs. 
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A report submitted to Congress in 1962 by the Outdoor Recreation Resources 
Review Cmmission noted that outdoor recreation resources are not nearly 
adequate to i~1eet public needs now and for the future. More than ninety 
percent of' all Americans now participate in outdoor recreation activities. 
These activities range from driving for pleasure to crunping, hunting, 
fishing, boating, picnicking, swimming, and a multitude of other activities. 
The ORRRC Report also noted that the Federal efforts and activities in the 
recreation field were spread through sone twenty or more agencies nnd were 
without a single effective focal point in the Federal Government. ORRRC 
recoi:nended creation of a Bureau of Outdoor Recreation as a focal point. 

Shortly after the release cf the ORRRC Report, Secretnry of the Interior, 
Stewart L. Udall, at the direction of the President, acted to establish 
the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation within the Departnent of the Interior. 
This was done on April 2, 1962. Thus the Bu~eau of Outdoor Recreation 
passed its first birthday on April 2 of this year. A little over a nonth 
later, May 28, 1963 to be exact, Public Law 88-29, the so-called Organic 
Act of the Bureau was signed in"t:f.o law by President Kennedy. 

This Act defines in law the Bureau's specific responsibilities through the 
Secretary of the Interior for the pr~notion and coordination and developoent 
of effective prograns relating to outdoor recreation. The Congress declared 
it to be desirable that all AmericD..n people of present and future generations 
be assured adequate outdoor recreation resources., The Congress further said 
that it is desirable for all levels of Government and private interests to 
take prompt and coordinated action to the extent practicable to conserve, 
develop, and utilize such resources for the benefit and enjoyment cf all 
the firlericmi people. 

FUNCTIONS OF BUREAU OF OUTDOOR RECREATION 

There are some seven major functions and activities in which the Bureau 
of Outdoor Recreation is active. 

INVENTORY 

Prepare and r1aintain a continuing inventory and evaluation of outdoor 
recreation needs and resources of the United States. 

CLASSIFICATION 

Prepare a system for classification of outdoor recreation resources to 
assist in the effective and beneficial use and ~anagement of such resources. 

NATIONWIDE PIAN 

Fonnulate and maintain a conprehensive nationwide outdoor recreation plan, 
taking into consideration the plans of the various Federal agencies, States, 
and their political subdivisions, The plan shall set forth the needs and 
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denands of the public for outdoor recreation and the current and foreseeable 
availability in the future of outdoor recreation resources to meet those 
needs. The plan shall identify critical outdoor recreation problens, 
recor.ir1end solutions, and recor:u:iend desirable actions to be taken d:. each 
level of governt1ent and by private interests. The Secretary shall trans
oi t the initial plnn, which shall be prepared as soon as practicable within 
five years, to the President for transmittal to the Congress. Future re
visions of the plan shall be sirtilarly transmitted at succeeding five-year 
intervals. 'When a plan er revision is transmitted to the Congress, the 
Secretary shall transnit copies to the Governors of the several States. 

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE 

Provide technical assj_stance and advice to and cooperate with States, 
nolitical subdivisions, and private interests, including ncnprofit organiza
ticns, with respect to outd()Or recreation .. 

REGIONAL COOPERATION 

Encourage interstate and regional cooperation in the planning, acquisition, 
and development of outdoor recreation resources. 

RESEARCH AND EDUCATION 

(1) Sponsor, engage in, and assist in research relating to outdoor recrea
tion, directly or by contract or cooperative agreements; (2) undertake 
studies and assemble inforr!lation concerning outdoor recreation, directly 
or by contract or cooperative agreeaent, and disseminate such infon.1ation; 
and (3) cooperate with educational institutions and others in order to 
assist in establishing education prograns and activities and to encournge 
public use nnd benefits from outdoor recreation. 

INTERDEPARTMENTAL COOPERATION 

(1) Cooperate with and provide technical assistance to Federal departments 
and agencies and obtain from then inforr.lation, data, reports, advice, and 
assistance that are needed and can reasonably be furnished; and (2) prooote 
coordination of Federal plans and activities generally relating to outdoor 
recreation. 

These seven fields of activity that I have just gone over comprise the 
najcr functions of the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation; but of more :i.nmediate 
ccncern and interest to you,hbwever, is how is the Bureau doing .. 

Basically, the first year of the Bureau was devoted pr:i1:1arily to exnnining 
the direction the Bureauts action should take and gathering together the 
key Washington staff members to carry out the task. Actually in the year 
and one-half or so of the Bureau's existence, there hns been activity in 
all seven of the functions that I outlined to you.. But with the first year 
basically being devoted to staffing up and establishing policies for the 
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national level, the second year inaugurated the phase of gathering together 
qualified staff people for carrying the policies out in the field ... 

In a way I can be regarded as syr.1bolic of the second phase of activity, 
that cf gathering a field group together to carry out the work of the 
Bureau. I joined the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation as the Regional Directer 
for the Southeast Region, which incidentally was the first Region establish
ed and I an the .first Regional Director appointed. My tiuing was one day 
before the first birthday and since that tii:1e the Bureau has established 
six Regions covering the whole of the United States and six of the Regional 
Directors have already been appointed with the la.st one taking office the 
first of this month. 

Turning again to the ORRHC Report, it was pointed out that the Federal 
agencies should not assune a role of donilmtion but rather "the States 
should play a pivotal role." 

Now let me turn to some of the compiexities of State organizations in the 
recreation field. Most State outdoor recreation activity is found either 
in the parks, fish e.nd gane, or forestry agencies of the State; however, 
other State organizations such as the $tnte highwll.y or road departments 
are involved in recreation, to scme degree, in one way or another. Alto
gether the States have sone 500 offices concerned with outdoor recreation. 
This is an average of 10 per State and the range is from 4 to 26 agencies 
within a State, This wide variety of State arrangeoents for the planning 
and administration of outdoor recreation may be explained by differences 
in conditions between the States~ I strongly suspect, however, that such 
explanation would be a little bit r.10re rationalization than the full truth. 
Regardless of the reasons why, the facts exist. These facts compound greatly 
the difficulty of dealing with the States and the States one with another 
on outdoor recreation natters. 

I do not mean to infer that all states should adopt a single organizational 
arrangement nor that recreation should be the controlling force in the 
administration of natural resources by the States., Recreation, however, 
should be a much larger factor in State organizational plans than it has 
been in the past years. It is my understanding that many of the States have 
recognized this very fact a.nd I know here in the Southeast several have, 
within recent months, actually taken specific actions to make the State 
organizational structure more cognizant of outdoor recreation. 

Money is an essential elenent whether it is for personal activities or for 
Governrnent activities, either State or Federal. Accordingly, I would be 
remiss if I did not emphasize the Land and Water Conservation Fund Bill 
and its significance to the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation and outdoor 
recreation in general. A Fund Bill, regarded as a keystone for effective 
State and Federal action in the field of outdoor recreation, was recor.'lrlended 
by President Kennedy, introduced in both Hou-ss of the 88th Congress in 
February 1963 and was the subject of hearings by the Senate and House 
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Interior and Insular Affairs Cotunittees. The measure reflects closely 
recomoendations of the Outdoor Recreation Resources Review Co:r.ll"nission. 
Because the States play the key role in outdoor recreation, the bill 
places a special emphasis on assisting States in planning for outdoor 
recreation and in acquiring and developing recreation areas. Enactnent 
of a Land and Water Conservation Fund Bill would provide significant 
and far reaching assistance to assure sufficient outdoor recreation 
resources for both the present and coning generations. Money would be 
available in significant quantities and would permit States to do twice 
as much in the recreation field. 

In closing, let ne say that it is indeed a pleasure to participate 
in the Gulf Marine Fisheries annual meeting and my ears are tuned to hear 
new "gems" of infomation. 
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R.eviewing the activities of this commission for the year and the related 
research and production of the Marine Fisheries in our member states it 
gives me great pleasure to report that it has been a good ;>rear. 

A review of the resume compiled by the commission of State and Federal 
Research and Exploratory Activities for the past year shows that a great 
deal of effort has been expended by the several agencies for the good of 
the fishery resources of the GU;l.f and the industries sustained by them. 

The beneficial results of scientific research is now paying off and increased 
production demands that research programing continue, perhaps on an even 
accelerated pace, and on a broader front, as commercial and recreational 
fishing pressure increases at an ever accelerating pace. 

The marine fisheries with which we are concerned is indeed big business 
and numerous records - both in pounds landed and in value of the catches 
have been set during the past year. 

In total landings at Gulf ports we had a record of 1.4 billion pounds and 
the value reached $94.5 million dollars. 

Menhaden landings rose to approximately 1 billion, fifty-seven million 
pounds, which was a record high and the value rose to $12 million dollars. 
As to shrimp the landings rose from 133.8 million in the previous year to 
141.7 million pounds of heads-on shrimp and the value increased to a record 
high of 60,5 million as against h3.7 million dollars in the previous year. 
And the oyster fishery accounted for 18.8 million pounds with the value up 
three-quarters of a million dollars. Another record fell when industrial 
fish landings rose to approximately 97 million pounds. I could go on with 
other figures to indicate that this was indeed a record breaking year but 
I know that statistics are boring and that most of you are already intimate
ly familiar with these figures. 

The picture in the blue crab fishery is not as favorable. Production in 
round weight dropped to about 27 million pounds as compared with approximate
ly 36 million pounds for each of the two previous years; and although pro
duction increased slightly during the first seven months of this year, it 
is too early to tell yet whether the decline which we have experiencedis 
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merely cyclic or whether a depletionary trend is being experienced. This 
is one area in which we certainly need a great deal of further knowledge 
based on scientific rasearch. 

Unfortunately, we do not yet have combined production figures on annual 
landings of such commercial and sports fishes as the trouts, drums, or 
flounders; the principals of the so-called inshore species. The cor.1Inercial 
pressure on this group appears to have remained fairly constant for the 
past several years, according to officinl tabulations. While we do not 
have landing records for these fishes caught by the sportsmen, we are aware 
that recreational fishing pressure has and will continue to increase as 
the population, both resident and out-of-state, grows, as more leisure hours 
becone available for this activity, and as a greater an1ount of the family 
incone is being spent for the purchase cf boats and fishing gear. That 
landing statistics on the increasing sports catch are needed seems evident. 

It is good to note that the Bureau of Comnercial Fisheries shrinp research 
progran was further implemented during the year when the collection of data 
on spawning activity and larval abundance was expanded east of the Mississip
pi River Delta. I wish also to point out that, having proven their worth, 
the construction of artificial reefs continues to increase. The difficulty 
experienced by par"tyboat and private boat operators in locating reefs is 
rapidly being corrected by the instnllation of bell and lighted buoys, and 
other navigational aids. 

At its inception this commission realized that biological and allied re
search programs were fundamental to the acconplishment of its objectives. 
Therefore, this agency has always strongly supported the providing of 
adequate labor(l.tory facilities. We were pleased during the past year to 
welcome three new laboratories to the Gulf area: The Bureau of Contlercial 
Fisheries Gear Research Laboratory at ·Panama City, The Public Health Service 
Gulf Coast Shellfish Sanitation Research Center at Dauphin Island, and the 
Alabnri.a Marine Resources Laboratory, also at Dauphin Island. 

At the time of the forn.ation of this co:r.unission, the u. s. Fish and Wildlife 
Service was operating a shellfish laboratory at Pensacola, with a temporary 
laboratory at Sarasota to study the Red Tide outbreak of 1947. In effect, 
we had one permanent Federal biological laboratory for the entire continent
al seaboard of the Gulf. At the present time the service, through the 
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries, maintains biological laboratories at Pensa
cola, Galveston and St. Petersburg Beach.. In addition, the Bureau maintains 
a Pascagoula facility for exploratory fishing and gear development and, of 
course, the comparatively new Pana?!la City installation now concentrating 
on shrimp trawl development, and action, as televised underwater. The Bureau's 
techn<?logical laboratory completed in 1957 resulted from an early request 
of this Commission. Turning to the States, fourteen years ago only one of 
the Gulf States! Marine Fishery Administrations maintained cJ. coastal 
marine biological laboratory; namely Texas. For some years now Alabama, 
Florida, Louisiana and Mississippi have had laboratories in operation. 
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Alabama's was replaced during the year, as has been stated, while others 
have been enlarged or have expansion authorizations in hand. During the 
year also new university or college laboratories have been established 
and the facilities of those already in existence have been expanded. We 
feel now that the research facilities on the Gulf are of an order that 
the gap of knowledge of our fisheries as against the rapid expansion of 
the num.erous categories of the resource can be steadily closed. 

Funding at State and Federal levels continues to improve as our legisla
tive arms of government reassess from year to year the increasing importance 
of the fisheries. Another interesting observation is that the additional 
research facilities, and an accompanying expansion of programs, are provid
ing a greater impetus for students in our State institutions to pursue 
studies in the marine sciences and to locate here on the Gulf. 

In furtherance of the resolution adopted by this comnission at the March 
meeting in Clearwater, Florida your Chairman and other representatives of 
the commission"appeared and testified at the Senate committee hearings on 
the Bartlett Bill (Senate 627). This legislation, designed to promote State 
commercial fishery research and development projects and for related pur
poses, would make approximately $1,000,000 of Federal funds available 
annually for five years to the Gulf States with a 25 per cent matching of 
State funds. The bill as amended to add additional moneys for hardships 
caused by production failures, passed the Senate with only minor opposition, 
but as of this date its House counterpart has not been scheduled for hear
ine .• The passage of this legislation could be a renl assist to fisheries 
nrogrnming in our aren. 

As to other cor.nnission activities: A meeting was held in the latter part 
of May at the request of the commission, to discuss oyster containers. 
State Marine Conservation representatives and State Health Agency representa
tives together with Public Health Service and Bureau of Commercial Fishery 
renresentatives participated in this discussion. 

Also in May the Conference of Interstate Agencies established itself as 
a perrnanent body at a meeting attended by conunission representatives in 
Chicago. The next meeting of this group will be held May 10-12 at the 
Hotel Roosevelt in New York City and all commissioners are .cordially in
vited to attend according to our Oornmissioner Walter Sheppard, who was 
elected a Vice-Chairr1an of the Conference of Interstate Agencies. 

Earlier this month technical representatives from the Gulf area attended 
hearings at Washington which had the purpose of reviewing on n national 
scale the problems of the oyster industry, both biologically and economically. 

And speaking of future nretings, the Comt!lissioners extend to all of you an 
invitation to join them for the spring session to be held at the New Orleans 
Monteleone Hotel on March 26th and 27th, 1964. 
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As the end of r:iy Chaimanship of the Conmssicn is rap:idly drawing to 
a conclusion, please perBit me to express ny appreciation to the Cc~nissioners 
and to the many co-workers for their assistance throughont the year.'= all 
striving for the bette:rrment of the Gulf fisheries and the industries which 
are sustained by these resources. This continued cooperative effort will 
nean ouch to the present and future welfare of our entire society. I alsc 
feel that I would certainly be rer:iiss if I did not at this time recognize 
the outstanding contribution made by our Director, Dudley Gunn. Until you 
have had the pleasure of serv:lng this commission as Chairnan you cannot 
realize the considerable amount of work which Dud does day in and day out 
for this cot1i:1ission and the trenendcus job which he is doing as our Director. 
To him I wish to extend my special thanks. 



"OBSERVATIONS ON DEPURATION OF SHELLFISH" 

Cornelius B. Kelly, Director 
Northeast Shellfish Sanitation Center 
u. s. Public Health Service 

rr IS EXPECTED MR. KELLY'S PAPER WILL BE ATTACHED 

TO THE MINUTES OF THE NEXT REGULAR COMMISSION MEETING. 
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W. Randolph Hodges, Director 
Florida Board of Conservation 
Tallahassee, Florida 

Chairman Caffey, Director Gunn, fellow members of the Gulf States Marine 
Fisheries and distinguished guests: 

One of the more pleasant aspects of my job is the opportunity to attend 
these meetings of the Gulf States Marine Fisheries Commission. I say with 
complete sincerity that the State of Floridn and those of us from Florida 
who are privileged to participate derive great benefit from these meet
ings and from our State's membership in this organization, 

The fisheries problems of the Gulf ·states are quite similar. These discussions 
and the knowledge we take home of what our sister states are doing are most 
helpful in guiding us toward solutions of our individual problems. 

I am flattered to have been invited to share the platform this afternoon 
with the distinguished Commissioners from Texas and Alabruna, Mr. Cory and 
Mr. Kelley, and to bring you up to date on the laws governing the Florida 
fisheries enacted by our legislature this spring. 

We were most fortunate this yenr. Our legislature was conservation-minded. 
Significant advances were made in all fields under the jurisdiction of the 
Board of Conservation. The salt water fisheries is only one aspect, although 
a singularly ilnportant one, of the responsibilities of the Florida Con
servation Department. We also have responsibility for water resources, 
including flood control, waterways development, geology and beach erosion 
control. 

But here we are concerned with the salt water fisheries division. Several 
significant pieces of fisheries legislation cleared the legislature. But, 
of course, we had our disappointments, too. We are dangerously thin in 
manpower in our law enforcement personnel --fewer than 90 men to patrol a 
coastline that stretches nearly 900 highway miles from the Alabama line to 
Key West and up the Atlantic for another 500 highway miles. I had hoped 
to obtain funds to add 30 uniformed officers to our conservation patrol. 
The legislature gave us but eight. 

I am not pointing the finger of blane at our legislators. Our growth problem 
in Florida remains tremendous and our legislature faced a difficult problem 
in finding the money to provide all the services which are essential. Under 
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the trying fiscal circumstances in which our state found itself, I admit 
that our agency was treated most fairly in the natter of o.pprcpriations. 
But it will press us to do the law enforcement job with the men we have. 
However, we will do it. 

Perhaps the most significant legislation enacted by our legislature was 
the appropriation of $250,000 for a crash research program ained at finding 
a feasible method of controlling the red tide. I do not !jean Bear Bryant's 
Red Tide over at Tuscalocsa which needs cc~trolling too, I know I don't 
need to explain to you what the Florida rel tide is. But I don't know if 
you realize what a problem it has become t' us in Florida. 

The periodic, massive fish kills by the re i tide certninly have hurt our 
fisheries. That in itself would justify tl:a crash program to control it. 
In addition, the red tide seriously is affecting tourism, which is so 
:important a prop for our general economy. Although we have been wrestling 
with the red tide for many years, it only recently has become a topic of 
interest to the press. Unsightly pictures of dead fish littering our beaches 
and stories of the noxious odors that acccnpany red tide outbreaks flooded 
the nationts newspapers and news magazine~ this spring and even were pub
lished as far away as London. As you can j nagine, this did not help our 
efforts to encourage vacationers to come t.nd spend their time and noney 
along Florida's lower Gulf Coast. 

This special red tide study is being carr~ed out under the direction of our 
Director of Research, Robert M. Ingle. f )b has developed a program in which 
I have great confidence. He already has ~tarted gathering together the 
highly-skilled technicians needed in the program. 

Checks will be made on the principal eler .ents of selected stations in the 
rivers, bays, estuaries and coastal wate~ ·s fron1 Clearwater to Naples,, Muds 
will be analyzed similarly. 

Sarnples will be taken and checked for th1 typo and quantity of phytoplankton 
available over the entire range cf red t: .de occurrences. · We will seek to 
identify and ascertain the source of org< ·nic material in the red tide 
coastal areas which are vital to the gro" 1th of Jim Brevos. 

We will continue and accelerate the labo: ·atory work we have been doing in 
red tide research, cultivating phytoplan!ton and investigating particularly 
the role of H-2-S in the conditioning of sea water and we will increase 
our studies of the role of vitamin B-12 : .n the cultivation of the red tide 
organism. 

Because of the physical nature of Flcridr. which makes for widely differing 
conditions along our coastline, much of )Ur salt water fisheries legislation 
takes the form of local laws, applicable only to a single county. 
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Most of these 1963 local laws continued.the legislative trend of recent 
years to impose restrictions on the commercial fishermen by sealing off 
additional areas of inshore waters to netters or regulate the gear per
mitted for inshore commercial fishing. This trend is a natural follow-up 
to Floridats population explosion and the steady increase in tourism with 
the resultant increase of salt water sports fishermen. 

Even though all the statistical information we have at hand in the 
Conservation Department has convinced us that commercial net fishing does 
not work to the disadvantage of the sports fishermen, we unfortunately 
cannot convince many of the sports fishermen or the operators of tourist 
businesses. 

Several of our counties obtained local laws placing tight regulations on 
bait shrimping. For example, the legislative delegations of Escambia, 
Santa Rosa and Okaloosa counties joined to enact a law setting up a permit 
system for bait shrimping in Santa Rosa Sound and spelling out the gear 
that may be used and the quantity of bait shrimp that may be taken. 

In the field of Fteheries General Law, the 1963 Florida legislature shorten
ed the closed season on stone crabs. Formerly, it was illegal to take 
stone crabs between April 15 and October 15. Under the new law, the 
closed season on stone crabs runs from June 1 to October 15, This, of 
course, extended the lawful period for the taking of stone crabs 45 days. 
The Conservation Department endorsed the extension because our studies had 
shown there was no sound reason for continuing to clcse the season as 
early as April 15. 

Our legislature also prohibited the taking of egg-bearing blue crabs, 
or as we know them more commonly, sponge crabs, in the entire area east 
of the Aucilla River. There remains no restriction on the taking of blue 
crabs in the Gulf west of the Aucilla River, the stretch we know as the 
Florida panhandle. 

The striped bass was declared a game fish, taking it completely out of the 
commercial market, The legislature imposed a daily possession limit of 
six striped bass. This fish, of course, never has been important commercially 
in our state. It is not found in abundance in our waters, the principal 
areas being Nassau and Brevard counties, The Conservation Department sup
ported this legislation, We feel that with the protective covering of this 
law the striped bass rnay become in future years an important sports fish. 

One of the more significnnt legislative acts, in my opinion, permits the 
Conservation Department to use revenue received by the state from the sale 
of dead oyster shell for marketing research, transportation studies and 
promot~on, as well as biological research. Fonnerly, the dead shell money 
was earmarked exclusively for biological research and was the principal 
support of our fisheries research program. 

The vital biological research will not suffer because of the law permitting 
use of dead shell revenue for oth~r purp9ses. Up until last year, we had 
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been receiving about $80,000 a year from sale of dead shell. 

Shortly after I became Conservation Director J'uly 1, 1961, I disoovered 
that the state still was granting dead shell leases at fees that had 
prevailed during World War II, despite the inflation that had doubled or 
trebled prices of all other comrnodities. 

I set out to renegotiate the dead shell leases, and found little resistance 
among the lease holders.. As a result, revenue from dead shell sales has 
increased from an average of 10 cents per cubic yard to up to 26 cents per 
cubic y~rd, and the revenue has been increased to around $200,000 a year. 

I have long felt that marketing and promotion are the most pressing problems 
of our salt water fisheries. Increased productivity means little if there 
is no market for the fish landed. It is our plan to set up within the Depart
ment a marketing and promotion research section to study all aspects of the 
marketing program anddevelop suggested programs for increasing the sale of 
our fisheries products.. By creating more demand we should lift the prices 
paid to the fishermen at the piers •. 

You will recall that at the meeting of this Commission at Clearwater last 
spring, it was suggested by representatives of the Federal Government that 
our states rnact laws to restrict the activities of foreign fishing vessels 
in our waters, particularly those from the Soviet Union, Castro's Cuba 
and other 6ommunist-dominated nations .. 

Representative Bruce Scott of Ft, Myers, who is the Florida Legislature's 
Representative on the Gulf Statea Marine Fisheries, introduced and secured 
enactment of a law which prohibits the licensing for fishing in Floridats 
territorial waters of any vessel owned in whole or in part by any alien 
power which subscribes to the doctrine of International Communism. This 
law also makes it unlawful for an unlicensed alien vessel to take, attempt 
to take, or have in possession any natural resources of Florida's territorial 
waters. 

Lying as close to Cuba as Florida does, the problem of Castro's fishermen 
has worried us for some time. And we know that the Soviet Union has a 
substantial fleet of comrne+cial fishing vessels operating out of a Cuban 
refuge, 

We have had no trouble with Russian vessels, Occasionally we sight a Soviet 
flag trawler off our coast, but they merely have been in transit and 
apoarently have scrupulously followed the restrictions under international 
law which permit vessels to take the most satisfactory route in moving 
from one place to another~ 

We do know, however, that Castro's Communist fishing boats covet the riches 
of Florida waters. With food supplies short in Cuba, particularly since 
the destruction of crops by hurricane Flora, we can expect CastroJs boats 
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to become more and more of a problem. 

In closing, I want to call to your attention that Florida and Mississippi 
only recently have concluded a reciprocal agreement which will permit 
licensed Mississippi shrimpers to fish Florida waters without obtaining 
Florida licenses and grant Florida shrimpers the same courtesy in 
:Mississippi waters. The agreenent with Mississippi is similar to those 
previously effected with Georgia, Alabama and Texas, and I am sure will 
prove most valuable to the shrimpers cf both Florida and Mississippi. 

Thank you .. 

PANEL CONTINUEQ - "ENACTMEN'J.1S OF THE 1963 LEGISLATURES" 

Richard H. Cory, Member 
House of Representatives 
State of Texas 
Victoria, Texas 

Shrimp (Chapters 3.39 .and 340). 

The Texas Shrinp Conservaticn Act was extensively revised to plug loopholes 
in the previous Act by prcviding ncre clear definiticns of terns and provid
ing better separation cf bait and table shrimping. The runended law does 
not npply to Orange and Jefferson Counties which forr:.i the eastern extremity 
of the Texas coast and which have problems peculiar to themselves. It was 
provided that shrioping in those two counties would be left strictly to 
regulation by the Parks and Wildlife Commission. 

Merger (Chapter 58) 

A new agency, the Parks nnd Wildlife Departi:1ent, was crec.ted out cf the 
fcrrner Grune and Fish Commission and the Texas State Parks Board. The new 
agency is under the policy direction of a three-mun Ccr..ir1ission. The Depart
ment succeeds to the functions of both forner ngencies. 

Padre Island Seashore Area {ChaE~e! 38) 

The long, low-lying sandbar-type island lying off the lower 120 niles of the 
Texas coast experienced a milestone when enabling legislation was passed 
by the-Texas Legislature perr1itting the designation of 80 r.iiles of the island 
as a National Seashore, It is anticipated that the designation will increase 
the tourisn attracted to the lower Texas ccast as well as aid in the con
servation of important fisheries found both inboard and outboard from the 
island .. 
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Oy:ster Shell Dredging ( Chafiler 2481 
I , 

The procedure by ~hich perrnits for dredging of sand shell and gravel are 
granted was formalized and additional legislative guidelines were placed 
in the statute by this amendment. Full fact fin~ings in relation to the 
criteria upon which granting or denial of perr.1its is based are now required. 
To conservation criteria is added, "the requirement of industry for such ••• 
shells ••• ," as one of the :r.::iatters to be considered by the Comr.iission • 

. Confiscated Equipment ( Chnpter 373) 

Formerly, when contraband fishing equipment has been found, it has been 
public policy in Texas to cause the same to be destroyed. This statute 
perr1its contraband equipment to be used for research purposes by the 
University of Texas or Texas A & M University. 

Netting of Predatory Fish (Chapters 5 and 287) 

Controlled netting of black drmn fish during winter months has been expanded 
in two counties by these Acts. The netting of these fish allows the utiliza
tion of an otherwise wnsted fish resource and reduces the predation 
accomplished by black drum fish on game species. 

Regulatory Responsibility of Parks nnd Wildlife CCltlO±ssion 
(Chapters 287 and 409). __ _ 

Two additional Counties have been placed under regulatory responsibility 
of the Parks and Wildlife Commission, with respect to regulating the taking 
of marine species. The new counties, Aransas and Cameron, bring to 4 (out of 
18) the number of coastal counties so situated, 

Such regulation in Texas means thnt open seasons~ bag and possession limits, 
and lawful methods cf taking are prescribed by the Conunission upon recommenda
tions of staff biologists and after thorough airings at local public meetings. 

The addition of these two counties, along with several inland counties,brings 
to 150 (out of 254) the number of counties over which some form of regulatory 
responsibility has been placed in the Parks and Wildlife Commission. 

Sea Turtles (Chapter 3901 

In aid of a movement to reestablish the sea turtle along the Texas coast, 
where they wore once abundant, this statute was passed making it unlawful 
to kill or disturb sea turtles or their nests. 
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OYSTERS: Section 131 of Title 8, Code of AlabarJa, as amended, is anended 
f;1rther to read as follows: 

"Section 131. All oysters taken fron the public reefs of this state shall 
be culled unon their natural reefs or beds as taken and all oysters which 
neasure less than 3 inches in length and all dead shells shall be immediately 
replaced and scattered and broadcast upon the natural reefs or beds froCT 
which they have been taken, and it shall be unlawful for any captain or 
person in charge of any vessel or any canner, packer, co:mr.:lission man, dealer, 
or other person to purchase, sell or have in his possession or under his 
control nny oysters off the public reefs or bod.ding grounds not culled accord
ing to the provisions of this title, or any oysters from such reefs or bed
ding grounds under the legal size aforesaid. Any excess of over five per 
cent of dead shells and oysters under the size prescribed herein shall be 
considered a violation of this section, and in order that the inspector may 
arrive at the percentageof unculled oysters he shall cause to be culled 
according to law all or any nart of cargo or stock on hand, and if the cargo 
or stock on hand is found to contain I!lore than five per cent of dead shells 
and oysters under 3 inches in length, the insnector shall condemn said cargo 
and stock on hand and cause the same to be reculled and cause the shells 
and ;;roung oysters to be taken to some t'lace designated by an agent of the 
division of seafoods; Provided, however, that the director of conservation 
shall have the authority by duly promulgated regulations to reduce the legal 
r.i.easure of oysters to be culled to a length of not less thon two and five
eights inches, with an allcwance of not more than five per cent for under
sized O?sters, and not more than five per cent for dend shells, when the 
said director so deems the said reductions expedient or necessary; and pro
vided further, the director r:iay in his discretion designate certain public 
reefs as tc) which nn allowance of not more than twenty-five per cent for 
under-sized oysters may be provided fron January 1 through May 31 in en.ch 
year. Any person who violates any of the '.'.)rovisions of this section shall 
be guilty of a misdemeanor and upon ccnviction fer his first offense shall 
be imnished by a fine of not less than fifty dollars nor r.iore than one 
hundred dollars; and upon his second convicticn thereof he shall l:e punished 
by a fine of not less than one hundred dollars nor more than one hundred 
fifty dollars; and upon conviction of a third offense thereof shall be 
punished by Cl fine of net less than one hundred dollars nor more than two 
hundred ~ollars and the revocation of his license." 

Approved April 12, 1963 
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Secticn I.. That Section 647, as amended, o! Title 51, Code of Alabama 1940, 
be and the same is hereby nmended to read as follows: 

"Section 64.7. (a) Every distributor, refiner, retail dealer, storer, or 
user of gasoline shall collect and pay over to the state department of 
revenue an excise tax cf seven cents per gallon upon the selling, use or 
ccnsumrition, distributing, storing or withdrawing from storage in this 
state for any use>gasoline as defined or otherwise referred to in article 
5 of Title 51, Code of Alabama 1940, and l'l.s cimended; provided, that where 
the excise tax of seven cents per gallon upon the sale, use or consumption, 
distribution, storage, withdrawal from storage in this state of such 
gasoline shall have been paid to the state by a distributor, refiner, 
or by any retail dealer, storer, or user, such payments shall be sufficient, 
the intent being that the tax sha.11 be paid to the state but once, 

"(b) The state departr-1ent of revenue is hereby authorized 
to issue to the United States certificates cf exemption, upon for:rn.s prescribed 
by the department for use by the United States in purchasing gasoline within 
the state of Alabama and which is paid for by the United States. Any person 
in reporting and paying the tax to the department may deduct the nUL".lber of 
gallons of gasoline sold to the United States, as shown by such certificate 
of exemption duly executed by the United States and filed with such report; 
and the department is authorized. to adopt rules and regulations with respect 
to the issuance and use of such certificates. 

11 (c) The revenue, less the cost of collection, obtained from 
the taxes on gasoline, naphtha, and other liquid motor fuels, or any device 
or substitute therefor, commonly used in internal combustion engines, as is 
provided for in this section, shall net be used for any purposes other than 
the following, namely: 

11 (1) The revenue arising from the sale of gasoline, as herein defined for 
aviation fuel, shall be used exclusively for the purpose of paying the cost 
of acquirine, engineering, construction, improvement and maintenance of 
existing or rroposed airports and other air navigation facilities within the 
stQte, for the payment of the salary of the state directer of aeronautics, 
the salaries of other employees of the AlabllI'-!a department of aeronautics, 
and for the payment of other administrative and aeronautical expenses of 
the Ala.bruna department of aeronautics and for the further purpose of creating 
a sinking fund for the payment of the interest and retirement of the principal 
of all bonds which may be herenftor lawfully issued, sold and delivered for 
funds to be used exclusively for the enuuerated purposes. All gasoline or 
any substitute therefor, sold or delivered to any airport.within the state for 
use as fuel to propel airplnnes, is hereby classified as aviation fuel .• 

"(2) The_ Leeislature hereby finds as a fact that of all the gasoline sold in 
this State not less than thirty five one hundredths of one per cent thereof 
is used for marine purposes to propel vessels on inland and coastal waterways 
cf this State. The Legislature hereby declares that it is the policy of 
this State to use the funds derived from the sale of marine gasoline to i.n
prove boating and boating facilities, $ea.foods and salt water sports fishing 
in this State. Effective on the fir~t day of the month following the passage 
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and approval of this Act thirty five one hundredths of one per cent cf all 
State inpcsed taxes collected on the sale cf gasoline (except gasoline con
sumed in airplanes) shall be credited as follows: sixty per cent to the 
State Water Safety Fund of the Water Safey Division and forty per cent to 
the Seafcod Fund of the Seafood Division. 

"(3) The revenue arising fron1 the sale of [Sasoline, as herein defined, for 
all other ,-~ur::;osos shall not be used for any nurpose other than for the 
construction, improvement, maintenance and supervision of highways, bridges 
and streets, including the retirer.:1.ent cf bonds for the payr.i.ent of which 
such revenues have been or may herenftor be plede;ed. The payment cf the per 
dien and nileage of mer:1bers cf county governinp: bodies when mgaged in 
SUT)ervisinc; the construction, inprcvonent and naintenance of highways, bridges 
and streets, shnll be construed as used in supervision. However, the govern
ing body of each county is authorized to expend an anount not to exceed one
third of the total amount of such revenue that may be received. by such county 
in the payr1ent of any debt that may have been incurred by such county for the 
construction or maintenance of roads or bridges.. This fund shnll be allocated 
in the manner now provided by lnw. 

11 0n the 20th day of each month following that quarter of any fiscal year, 
all revenue derived from the sale of gasoline to be consumed in the :notor 
of a boat or vessel as defined in (2,) above shall be allocated to the astate 
Water Safety Fundl and •Seafoods Fund'. On the 20th day of each month follow
ing that quarter of any fiscal year, all revenue derived from. the sale of 
gasoline purchased and used for aviation fuel, less the cost cf collection, 
shall be allocated to the state department of aeronautics, or to the A:labana 
aviation commission, as the case may be, and the counties and municipalities 
which own or operate public airports where aviation gasoline is sold or 
delivered in the followine manner, namely: 

"Of the first twelve thousand five hundred dollars ($12,500) of such tax 
collected in any county in the quarter-fiscal year, the county and municipali
ties therein owning or o~)erating public air~)orts, or public airports where 
avi&tion easoline is sold or delivered, shall receive twenty-five per centum 
(25%) thereof to be allocated to each unit of government owning or operatine 
any such airnort, whether it be the sole or joint owner thereof, in the pro
nortion that the nurnber of enllons of aviation gasoline sold or delivered at 
each ·of such airports bears to the number of eallons of aviation gasoline sold 
or delivered in the county; of the seccnd twelve thousand five hundred dollars 
($12,500) of such tax collected in nny county in the quarter-fiscal year, 
the county and the municipalities therein ownine or operating a public air
port, or nublic airports, where aviation gasoline is sold or delivered, shall 
receive fifteen per centur1 (15%) thereof to be allocated to each unit of 
government owning or operating any such Dublic airport whether it be the sole 
or joint owner thereof, in the proportion that the nur.iber of gallons of avia
tion gasoline sold or delivered at each of such airports bears to the number 
of gallons of aviation gasoline sold or delivered in the county; of the third 
twelve thousand five hundred dollars ($12,500) or over of such tax collected 
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in any county in the quarter-fiscal year, the county and the municipalities 
therein owning or operating a public airport, or public airports, where 
aviation gasoline is sold or delivered, shall receive five per centum (5%) 
thereof to be allocated to each unit of e0vernr1ent owning or operating any 
such DUblic airport, whether it be the sole or joint owner thereof, in the 
proportion that the number of gallons cf aviation gasoline sold or delivered 
at each of such airports bears to the nunber of gallons of aviation gasoline 
sold or delivered in the county. Provided, however, if any public airport 
or airports is owned or operated by any unit or units of governnent outside 
of any county where such public airport er airports may be situated, such 
unit or units of government shall receive its pro rata share of the funds 
allocated in the proportion hereinabove stated. The remainder shall be paid 
to the state department of aeronautics, or to the Alabama aviation comoission 
as the case may be. 

11 (d) Every distributor, refiner, retail dealer, or storer of 
gasoline shall ndd the amount of the excise tax levied and assessed herein 
to the price of the gasoline, it beine; the purpose and intent of this provi
sion that the tax levied is in fact a levy on the consumer or user with 
distributor, refiner, retail dealer, or storer, or in the case of a licensed 
user, acting merely as an aeent of the state for the collection and payment 
of the tax to the state." 

Section 2. That Section 649, as arJended, of Title 51, Code of Alabama 1940, 
be and the same is hereby amended to read as fellows: 

"Section 649. On or befc.re the 20th day of each month, every distributor, 
refiner, retail dealer, or storer of gasoline, shall render to the department 
of revenue, on forms prescribed by the departoent, a true and correct statement 
of all sales and withdrawals of gnscline, as defined in this article,namely: 

"(a) All gasoline sold or delivered to an airport for use as air
craft fuel during the preceding month, and 

11 (b) All other gasoline sold er delivered for any other use during 
the same period of tine, and shall furnish said department such other reasonable 
inforr:.1ation as it may den.and and require, upon blanks to be fornulated and fur
nished by the departnent, and at the t:il:.1e of naking such report shall pay over 
to such de!)artment an aoount of money equal to the excise tax levied under the 
provisions of this article." 

'' Secticn 3., All laws or parts of laws in conflict with the provisions of this 
Act are hereby expressly repealed. 
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'' Section 4. This Act shall become effective irlr.lediatoly upon its passage 
and ap-proval by the Governor or by its otherwise becoming a law. 

1
• Approved Au8Ust 16, 1963. 

Tir:ie: 1:34 P.M. 

'•I hereby certify that the foregoing copy of an Act of the Legislature of 
Alabat1a has been compared with tho enrolled Act and it is a true and correct 
copy thereof. 

''Given under my hand this 19 day of August, 1963 .. 
1

' 

JOHN W. PEMBERTON, 
Clerk of the House. 
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~J "COMMERCIAL SHRIMP OR FISH CULTURE- PANEL" 

Lyle S. St. Amant, Chief 
~·· Di vision of Oysters, Water Bottoms & Seafood 

Louisiana Wild Life & Fisheries Commission 
New Orleans, La. 

) 

During 1962 and 1963 four experiments have been carried out in which shrimp 
were raised in a quarter-acre pond. The pond was constructed above sea level 
by the establishment of a ring levee and is fitted for complete drainage. The 
bottom of the pond is essentially hard sand which did develop an inch or two 
of soft muck after extensive usage. The ponds were filled with sea water to 
depths ranging from two feet to eight inches. All water was screened and fil
tered to keep out the larger animals and predators that might survive the 
pumu. Water was not circulated in the pond but additional water was added to 
account for evaporation loss. 

Of the four experiments conducted two were carried out during the spring and 
early summer involving brown shrimp, and two were carried out during the late 
summer and early fall of each year involving.white shrimp. In the fall experi
ment, in 1963, postlarva were used in stocking the pond and at the conclusion 
of the exnerirnent it was determined that 86 percent of the shrimp were actually 
brown shrimp as compared to only 14 percent white. No feeding or fertilization 
was used to increase poundage. In one instance, in the spring of 1963, attempts 
were made to poison out predators with limited success. In all other experiments 
no noison was used and certain predators existed in the ponded area. The detail
ed results of the four experiments are shown in the following table: 

1962 1963 
§12ring Fall s ring Fall 
Stocked with iuveniles Stocked with Post larvae ........_.......-.....-, ' 

Starting Date h-6 8-22 3-22 8-6 
Duration 60 da. 63 da. 75 da. 62 da. 
Ending date 6-5 10-24 6-5 10-7 
Stocking rate/acre 18,000 12,000 20,000 12,000 
Recovery/acre 13,216 10,352 8,992 7,960 
Stocking wt. (lb.)/acre 19,.23 29.61 Post larvae Postlarvae 
Recovery(lb.heads on)/acre 79.88 201.48 145 76. 80. 
Mortality rate 26. 24% 13.73% 55.04%~1; 37.81% 
Gain (lbs/acre/day) LOl 2,73 1.93 1.24 
Salinity range -0/00 23-26 26-35 32-35 23-35 
Temn.range (degrees F.) 73-90 93-56 59-89 96-80 
Count/lb. 166 50 62 B-122~HI; 

W-55 
~1; Poison used to control predation. Distress noted among shrimp 
~H1; Postlarvae mixed-Brown shrimp predominate although it was thought that all 

postlarvae were white shrimp. 

Note: Some predators were in all ponds, 

--
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Several interesting facts may be determined from examination of the 
results tabulated above. Best production occurred when using white shrimp 
during the summer and fall months. It is also evident that the stocking 
rate is an important factor and over-stocki.."1g conceivably will reduce 
the poundage rather than increase it, Mortality rates in all cases are 
rather low and considered acceptable for pond culture, In all cases these 
mortality rates appeared to be lower than those reported for shrimp in open 
waters. The highest mortality rate at 55 percent occurred in the pond 
when poison was used to control predators and where some distress was 
ncted among the shrimp. It is believed that additional experiments with 
proper stocking rates and either supplem.entnl feeding or fertilization 
should produce poundages acceptable for pond culture on economical basis. 

PANEL CON'fJNUEQ - "COMMERCIAL SHRIMP OR FISH CULTURE" 

Robert M. Ingle 
Director of Research & Asst. Director 
Florida. State Board of Conservation 
Tallahassee, Florida 

We find in Florida that there is no legal impediment to pond culture. 

A party from Connecticut investignted pond culture possibilities from an 
investnent standnoint in our stato last year and seemed to think there 
were scme laws which would impede such a developr.ient. 

The cost of water frontage in Florida is qucted at figures sufficiently 
high as to rule out the economic feasibility of comriercial pond culture 
at this time. It would appear that such land values will increase rather 
than decli.ne in the future, 
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PANEL CONT UJUED ( #3) 
"COMMERCIAL SHRIMP OR FISH CULTURE" 

G. Robert Lunz, Director 
Bears Bluff Laboratories 
Wadmalaw Island, s. C. 

There is a lot of marsh in South Carolina and there are some legal problems, 
particularly with state land. All of the coastal marshland of the state 
belongs to the state with the exception of that which was granted to in
dividuals by King George III. There presently is no provision in the state 
laws to lease land for shrimp culture; this must be obtained through the 
General Assembly. It is not believed that this would be a major difficulty. 

In South Carolina we have several ponds devoted to shrimp culture. One of 
these covers 50 acres and cost less than $3,000 to build. This pond has 
high ground around three sides so that only one side required a dike .. A 
100 acre pond across the river from the Bears Bluff Laboratory cost even less 
to build. 

Unlike Dr. St. /II!l.ant's ponds in Louisiana, the South Carolina ponds rely 
upon tides for the bringing of water and nutrients into the pond and the 
subsequent releasing of water from the pond. The tide at Bears Bluff is 
about 6 feet and the tides range fr01n 4.6 to 8 feet in South Carolina. The 
Bears Bluff Laboratory has 6 ponds ranging in size from 1/10 of an acre to 
2 1/2 acres. Temperatures in the ponds run as high as 95°F in August. The 
shrimp appear to thrive at the higher temperatures but white shrimp cannot 
stand temperatures at h.l 0 to 42 °. Salinity of the ponds varies from 8 parts 
per thousand shortly after storms to a high of 26 parts per thousand which 
is the normal status. 

Production of shrimp at the Bears Bluff ponds has ranged to 250 pounds per 
one-acre pond of white shrimp after being grown for 90 days. These shrimp 
were of 40 count, heads on. Both natural stocking and a combination of 
natural stocking plus introduction of juvenile shrimp into ponds were 
used. Detritus arid copepods come tc the shrimp pond with the movement of 
the water with the tide. This is a food for the postlarval shrimp. Once 
the shrimp have reached the juvenile stage they are usually fed at the 
Bears Bluff Laboratories but to date never enough food has been fed. About 
100 pounds per acre per month is fed. The amount of food necessary is quite 
a problem. A scientist from Ceylon visited the Bears Bluff Laboratories 
and suggested the use of chopped trash fish. The fish that is fed to the 
shrim1J at the laboratories is frozen, then ground up in a coarse hamburger 
grinder to pieces the size of a pencil eraser. The shrimp love this food. 

Predators are a problem in shrimp ponds. The 50 acre pond mentioned 
previously produced 480 pounds of shrirap one year together with 5,000 pounds 
of fish. That pond had not been treated with rotenone. Experiments have 
been made using tea-seed cake, These experiments were quite successful but 
extreme difficulty was experienced in obtaining tea-seed cake. Eventually 
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enough of the cake was accumulated from diplonatic pouches sent from the 
far east to treat a one-acre pond. Rotenone is a reliable standard for 
treating ponds to kill fish. Uusually about 3 pounds of 5% rotenone 
are used per acre foot of water. No bad effects on the shrimp have been 
experienced. using this concentrntion. This is about 6/100 parts per 
million rotenone. The rotenone must be distributed very carefully. Two 
treatments are given during each season. 

Ponds are stocked by draining about 2 feet of water from the pond on the 
ebb tide then permitting the incoming tide to refill the pond with water 
and the postlarval shrimp contained in the water. For some experinents 
juvenile shrinp are also netted and placed in the pond. 

I strongly enphasize the need for work such as that done by David Aldrich 
and also that done by Bonnie Eldred, who works with Robert Ingle. It is 
my feeling that eventually we will be able to order so many postlarvs.l 
shri.I.'.'~p for deli very on a certain date and these shrimp will then be used 
to stock the ponds; however, I do not belieye this will be done for a 
number of years. 
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"THE BUREAU OF COMMERCIAL FISHERIES 
GULF ESTUARINE RESEARCH PR GRAM" 

Charles R. Chapman 
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries 
Galveston, Texas 

(COPY) 

Biological research in Gulf coast estuaries has been conducted by the Bureau 
of Commercial Fisheries and its predecessive agencies for many years. 

For the most part, early studies treated individual species such as shrimp 
and oysters, were designed to solve specific but limited problems, or were 
of "survey" scope, While this type of investigation is still being ccnduct-
ed and represents the larger share of ou:r. research effort, a more' recent 
innovation has been the initiation of specific programs to study the estuarine 
environment on a much larger and broader scale than had heretofore been 
attempted .. 

This broadening of our program's scope has resulted from the realization 
that estuarine complexes of the Gulf coast contribute more than 98 percent 
of the harvest of commercial fisheries in the Gulf area, and that estuaries 
are undergoing very rapid change (and in many cases, destruction) due to 
commercial, industrial, residential, and agricultural development. The value 
of the estuaries may be conservatively appreciated when we consider that 
more than 1,100,000,000 pounds of estuarine-dependent species were harvested 
from the Gulf area in 1960 alone .. This figure does not include the harvest 
cf an extremely large sport fishery which is supported by many of these 
same species. 

In discussing any program of estuarine research, we must therefore acknow
ledge that a very large share of the research currently being conducted by 
the Bureau of Comtl'e.rcial Fisheries does, in fact, contribute either directly 
or indirectly to our knowledge of the estuarine environment and its biota. 
This contribution may be better understood if we provide a definition for 
the word "estuary." 

Although there are many definitions, the following was_ adopted at a recent 
Bureau conference: "Estuaries are those shallow waters with fluctuating 
salinities that differ from those of the adjacent sea. Usually, but not 
always, they are· semi-enclosed bodies of water. Physical factors resulting 
from the mixing of fresh and salt waters, and the resulting nutrient enrich
ment and high productivity of these waters, constitute the unique features 
of estuaries." 
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Current research that provides for enhancing our knowledge of the· estuaries 
may be considered for conv0nience cf discussion to include at least three 
senarate types, all of which are jnterrelated in various degrees. They are 
(1) supporting research, (2) cooperative research, and (3) specific 
estuarine research. 

I shall first briefly discuss supporting research and cooperative research, 
and then review the Bureau's specific estuarine research programs in some 
detaj.l. In so doing, I shall also locate the areas around the Gulf that 
are being studied. 

1) Sunnorting ~_§earch can be considered as research involving the study 
of a single species or a limited groupof animals which are estuarino
dependent during nll or part of their lives. Such studies may be conducted 
entirely or only partly in the estuaries~ Frequently, contract research 
would fall into this category. Investigaticn of the shrimp resource is a 
good example of supporting research. 

Supnorting research is underway at all Bureau of Commercial Fisheries 
Laboratories and Field Stations on the Gulf coast, while Bureau-sponsored 
contract research is now being conducted at several points on the Gulf coast. 

At the Bureau's Galveston laboratory, the Shrimp Fishery and Industrial 
Fishery Programs are working on coastal fishery resources from Texas to 
Floridn. Our Physiology and Behavior Program is studying, by means of 
laboratory experiments, the physiological requirements of, and the effects 
of sinulated hydrological changes upon, estuarine-dependent species found 
throughout the Gulf. In addition: the Bu.:rc:au 1 s Gulf-wide fishery statistics 
program inventories the catch of estuarine-dependent species; its Techno
logical Laboratory at Pascagoula works with estuarine-dependent species; 
its various gear research programs assist in developing new and better methods 
for harvesting estuarine-dependent species; and its exploratory fishing 
program locates new harvest areas and stocks which frequently consist of 
estuarine-dependent species. The Bureau's laborntory at Gulf Breeze is work
ing on problems now inherent in most estuaries, na.~ely, the effects (role) 
of pesticides as well as general problems of the shellfish industry. 

Thus, much of the Bureau's research effort on the Gulf coast does, in effect, 
contribute toward our knowleAge of the estuaries and lends considerable 
support to specific estuarine research prograr.1s. 

Also worthy of mention is Bureau-sponsored contract research on shrimp which 
is being conducted by the University of Texas in the Aransas Pass area, by 
Southwestern Louisiana University in Ver~ilion Bay, by the Gulf Coast 
Research Laboratory in Mississippi Sound, and by the University of Miami 
in Everglades National Park and the Florida Bay area of Florida, 
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2) Cooperative research includes ,joint studies by more than one organization 
for nutual benefit, in which distinct functions or perhaps limited objectives 
are involved. Individual efforts, of course, would frequently be considered 
supporting research. Bureau of Commercial Fisheries research programs are 
cooperating with numerous other Federal, State and private crganizations. 
For example, the estuarine program at the Galveston Laboratory has cooperative 
field studies underway with the Corps of Engineers and Texas Water Pollution 
Control Board. We also exchange data with our own laboratory programs, and 
hydrological data with the Southwest Resenrch Institute (for NASA). We also 
give technical assistance and certain data to the Branch of River Basin 
Studies in two regions, and just recentl~r to the Louisiana Wild Life and 
Fisheries Commission. Similar cooperative efforts are being conducted by 
other laboratory research programs. Cooperative research usually pays big 
dividends. Since research is expensive, this is an excellent way to stretch 
our bwlgets. 

3) Specifi£_§JLt.Jd£rine research can be considered as investigative activity 
that is sepnrately funded and is usually devoted entirely to an approved 
estuarino study., Such research frequently consists of ecological or environ
mental studies conducted over nn entire estuarine systeL1. Of necessity, 
these studies are often divided into several parts for administrative pur
poses. Specific estuarine research is presently being conducted in the 
Galveston Bay area by the Bureau's Galveston laboratory, and in the Tampa 
Bay area by its St. Petersburg Field Station. Estuarine research, as a 
separate project, is also being conducted in the Pensacola area by our 
laboratory at Gulf Breeze. 

The estuarine programs of the Bureau of Co1:unercial Fisheries have as their 
ultimate objective a single goal, namely, to assure that fishery resources 
receive adequate consideration in nultiple-use planning for and development 
of water resources and estuarine basins, and insofar as possible, to secure 
from them maxi.mun sustained harvests. 

In working toward this goal, several different approaches are used, not 
only by different laboratories but by the sane specific estuarine research 
progrnms, 

Thus, the St. Pete~sburg Field Station has undertaken study of the estuarine 
areas along these lines: 

1. Bottom study - to provide an index of estuarine condition, Study 
results· should be useful in estimating the effects of environmentil.. change. 

2. Fau.nal stu~lies ..- to determine tho dependency of ill.mature forms upon 
the estuary, and to attempt to relate seasonal and areal occurrence of 
animals in the estuary to measurable hydrological and hydrogrnphical 
fact.ors, 
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j ff'lrdrologicol~d ··-;ltinJ~~.1:.d.2.ies_ - to determine the extent and 
cor.-.position of phytoplarkton and zooplankton since they are basic eler:ients 
in the 11 food chain." Such studies would also define the hydrological 
character of an estuarine system. 

4. Wa.ter chemj_str:y: nnd . .E:rima:r:y productivity studies- to better under
stand the role of the chemical environment in the ecology o.f estuaries. 
It is hoped thnt a knowledge of the primnry productive capncity of 
estu.arine areas will provide a measure of their value. 

The St. Petersburg Field Station also plans to study circulation, flushing, 
and transport characteristics of a large estuarine system .. 

The Gulf Breeze Lnboratory, previously mentioned as carrying out supporting 
research, also conducts specific estuarine research. Its personnel are 
studying low-,intemediate-, and high-salinity areas within an estuarine 
system. Seasonal distribution and abundance of estuarine animals, includ
ing both benthic and pelagic forms, are recorded for each area.. Standing 
crops of phytoplankton and rates of photosynthesis have been measured to 
determine primary productivity. Clams have been used as bioassay animals 
and it is expected that monthly checks of their growth rates will prove 
useful in monitoring changes in the estuarine habitat. 

The Bureau's specific estuarine research progr~~ at Galveston was initiated 
in 1959. Early work was devoted to determining the types and scope of 
research necessary. During this period, our prograr.J. was divided into three 
separate projects: (1) "Ecology of Western Gulf Estuaries." (2) "Effects 
of Engineering Projects," and (3) "Evaluation of Estuarine Data." 

The first project, Ecology of Western Gulf Estuaries, was initiated as 
a sr.mll effort, to study species co:r:1position nnd relative abundance in two 
small but different types of estuarine areas--one of high salinity and 
the other of low salinity. The low-salinity area has since been found to 
bo the more valuable nursery area. Although ~uch valuable data were obtained 
from these earlier studies, it becane increasingly evident that the studyt's 
scope should be greatly increased to fulfill stated objectives, and broaden
ed to include study of the Galvestcn Bay estuarine system as a whole. This 
change was effected on January 1, 1963. In keeping with our expanded 
anproach, specific project objectives were delineated as follows: 

1) To determine the composition and size of fish and shellfish popu
lations inhabiting selected Gulf coast estuaries and coastal marshes; 

2) To describe and monitor the hydrological environment of these 
estuaries; 
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3) To determine the long-term functional relationships between estuarine 
populntions and measurable ch«J.racteristics of the environment, including 
that of coastal marshes; 

4) To determine ecological differences and similarities between several 
estuarine systems; 

5) To develop a level of value for estuarine areas and their component 
habitat types. 

Under our revised project, we have subdivided the Galveston area into seven 
subareas for study. Each subarea incorporates two to five distinct habitat 
types, namely, channels, open water, shoreline or surf zone, connecting 
bayous or tertiary bays, and special situQtions such as oyster reefs. 
Adjacent marshes as a habitat type will be added to the study next January. 
We now sample at 65 stations twice monthly, Stations are distributed so 
that the survey includes locations in each habitat type within each subarea. 
Hydrological data and biological materlal are obtained at each station. 
Populations of various fishes, crustaceans, and mollusks are sampled for 
density measurenents and life history data. A study of the relationship 
between bottom sedir:1ents and benthic aninals is also underway. Much detailed 
hydrological data is provided by the Corps of Engineers which is collecting 
such data for use in a model study of this area to be undertaken at its 
Experiuent Station in Vicksburg. In addition, the Texas Water Pollution 
Control Board has initiated a rather large pollution survey of the area and 
presently samples at 165 stations, of which 33 duplicate ours. They furnish 
us with a detailed water~~uality analysis from each station. We, in turn, 
make available our hydrological data to both of these organizations.All 
hydrological and biological data are being entered on ADP cards and then 
tabulated and analyzed on an IBM 1620 computer. 

Future plans for the ecology project include: (1) a study of primary 
productivity in which we will attempt to develop a method of measuring 
and determining the value per unit area of estuarine habitat; (2) the 
development of better estuarine biological sar.i.pling gear; (3) a study of 
the contribution and value of marshes adjacent to estuarine water areas; 
(4) the contribution of tributary inflow; and (5) the effect of changing 
water quality. Incidentally, the primary productivity study will start 
next January. Similar studies will be conducted simultaneously by several 
Bureau laboratories on the South Atlantic and Gulf coasts. Results of 
this work will reflect our participation in the forthconing "Biological 
Year." 

Since 1960, our biologists have also been working directly with the 
Branch of River Basin Studies field personnel from Region 2, assisting then 
in evaluating all engineering construction projects on the Texas Coast. 
We review drafts of BRBS reports for Coastal Louisiana (Region 4) and pro
vide data and consultant services on the fishery aspects of many major 
projects. In addition, we have undertaken a thorough review of literature 
pertaining to past research in Gulf coast estuaries and are coDpiling 
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inf,·~rr1~ti..0n o.ncl. dnta on the relationship between water development projects 
and estur1.rine resources, the resultant probler~1s, and possible solutions. 

My renarks about the Bureau of Corrmercia.l Fisheries prograns of estuarine 
research cannot begin to cover the multitude of details or the anlount 
cf work being done. To those of us who bear part of the responsibility 
for this reseei.rch effort, as well as the applico.tion of its findings, 
it is obvious that we have come a long way, but have much farther to go • 
It seems that we no sooner solve one probler1 than a dozen nore arise and 
demand solution. 

Most cf you are aware of the work that has been acconplished and that 
still continues on the Mississippi River-Gulf Outlet Project in Louisiana. 
Potentially, this project concerns nost of us, However, we are now facing 
a project that makes the Gulf Outlet look small in comparison. I an referring 
to the Texas Basins Project in Texas. This joint effort by the State of 
Texas, Corps of Engineers, and Bureau of Reclamaticn could detrimentally 
affect the entire cor1mercial fishery of the Gulf const by virtually eliminat
ing large segments of the industry in Texas. 

This project, plus others that are planned, would capture most of the 
tributary inflow to the TexD,s Coast, particularly in east Texas, and divert 
it by means of a large inland canal to southwest Texas for irrigation, 
munici.pal, and industrinl uses .. More than 60 reservoirs would be built on 
the major strenr.1s of Texas. Most of these would eventually be built even 
if this project is never authorized, but the significant factor here is 
that much of the water released fron these reservoirs would not be permitted 
to flow to the coast. The Bureau of Reclar1ation has estimated that by the 
year 2010, an average of alnost 55 percent of the water now flowing to the 
ccnst would be diverted for other use, and that during dry years, almost 
90 percent would be diverted. Thus, during dry years, tributary discharge 
to Sabine Lake would be reduced 89 percent, to Galveston Bay,93.5 percent, 
to San Antonio Bay, 99.7 percent, and to Corpus Christi Bay, 100 percent. 
A single feature of the Texas Basins project, the "trans-Texas" cnnal, 
would be responsible for .30 to 40 percent of this reduction in tributary 
flow, this figure being subject to considerable variation from area to 
area and from year to year. 

The Bureau is gravely concerned over the future prospects of the cor.1r.1ercial 
fishing industry in Texas. If we but realize that more than 98 percent 
of the commercial harvest fmn the Gulf Coast is composed of estuarine
dependent species, the future does not look bright unless some solution can 
be found now before material damage is done. 

We have been working with the Branch of River Basin Studies on this problem 
but our preliminary analyses of the projectts potential effects have in
dicated that much greater effort must be expended, For instance, the volume 
and value of the commercial industry in Texas for each estuarine systen 
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must be established. TM.s fa being done by using the most recent harvest 
figures available from our Branch of Statistics. The Bureau of Reclrunation 
is providing us with data on tributary dischnrge by months from 1941-1962 
for each estuarine system in Texas. We will attempt to establish the 
relationship between tributary discharge and commercial harvest and use 
this relationship to set n1inimum requirements of tributary discharge to 
maintain the fishery. Remember that in this situation, we will be competing 
with industrial, residsntial, and agricultural demands for the water 
involved--the only three uses recognized under Texas law. We must also 
project the fishery values both with and without the project for the entire 
Texas coast for a period of 100 years. This alone is a major undertaking 
and tin1e is short as it so often is with projects of this nature. The 
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries recognizes the impact that this project 
could very well have on the future of the fishing industry. We will need 
all the support we can get to develop ways and means of offsetting expect
ed damage. 

I want to thank you all for the opportunity to review our research pro
grar1s and discuss some of the problems we face. If any of you have 
questions, I will do my best to answer them. 
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"INTRODUCTORY COMMENTS FOR THE DEEP-WATER SHRIMP MOVIES AT GSMFC" 

Harvey R. Bullis, Jr .. 
Base Director 
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries 
Pascagoula, Ivtl.ssissippi 

The number one question in every shrimp fishermanJs mind is; how efficient 
is their trawling gear? Does the trawl catch every shrimp in the towing 
path? If not, how do the shrimp escane? What percent escape? It must be added 
tha.t these same questions have to be answered for the scientists and the 
gear exnerts before solid steps can be taken toward improved gear design. 

The short motion picture I am going to show to you this evening is a progress 
reoort of sorts on one aspect of the Bureau of Conunercial Fisheries study 
of shrimp fishing gear. The footage was taken with a Bureau designed auto
matic motion picture camera mounted on the headrope of a 40-foot shrimp trawl 
that was operating in the royal red shrimp grounds off the Mississippi Delta 
at a depth of 210 fathoms (or just slightly over one-quarter of a mile deep). 

) In 1961, a special shrimp gear research project was funded to conduct a more 
intensified study of shrimp trawling gear to determine if fishing efficiency 
could be increased. This project was to compliment the work that was then 
in progress on the study of the mechnnics of shrimp trawl operation. That work 
has resulted in two motion pictures that have been shown to the Gulf States 
Marine Fisheries Commission at earlier meetings. 

To the best of our knowledge these fiJms represent the first successful 
attempt to take direct deep water motion pictures. The equipment used (cameras 
and lights) is still considered experimental and is being improved with every 
test. I say this to warn you not to expect results in Technicolor and Cinema
scope.. Slow motion analysis of this footage has answered many questions 
already and, as a library of footage is acctm1Ulated, analysis will reveal 
previously tmknown information on: 

1. How many shrimp escape the trD.wl and how they do it. 

2. Density patterns, or how the shrimp are distributed over the botton. 

3. Many other behavioral patterns including the relation of burrowing 
to trawl capture, 

The four sequences to be shown were taken on a single 45-minute trawl drag. 
Each sequence covers a shooting period of from 1 172 to 3 minutes during 
which the trawl covered distances of from about 450 to 850 feet. The field 
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of illur.lination covers a path acme 4 feet wide immediately in front of 
the middle of the footrope. 

Pictures taken subsequent to these are in much better focus; however, 
these pictures show the largest nunber of shrimp seen to date,. Due to poor 
focus, it is not possible to identify many of the shrin1p that do not mcve 
or respond to tho trawl. Repoated evaluation of these films shows some 
56 indi victual royal red shrimp swimrning or jumping in response to the trawl. 
Of these, we can count 11+ individual shrimp that are lost to the catch by 
passing under the footrope, This indicates escapement below the footrope of 
at least 25% of the shrimp in the path of the trawl, We can assume that 
the figure is considerably greater than 25% since this is a measure of only 
those shrimp actually showing active response. 

Fcur short sections of bottori are photographed over a distance of some 
2 1/2 miles. The bottom shows surprisjng smocthness and uniforr.1i ty and the 
water is surprising1y clear. Density patterns of royal red shrimp show little 
uniformity though. Den~ity varies from a high of 1 por 114 ft2 of bottom to 
a low of 1 per 380 ft. · 

Most surprising of all was the poor relationship between these observed 
densities and the actual numbers caught in the trawl while the pictures 
were being taken. Prelir.linary calculations would indicate that the trawl 
being fished is catching perhaps less than 25% of the shrimp in the trawl
ing path. If this is generally true for most trawls and species, then we 
can look forward to some significant developments in increasing trawling 
efficiency in the cor.1ing few years. We believe observations such as these 
will show us the way. 
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Commission Cha.irman Caffey called the meeting to order at 9:30 a,m. Reverend 
McGeachy, Minister, Peace Memorial Presbyterian Church of Clearwater rendered 
the invocation. 

The Chairman expressed appreciation for the assist in registration by the 
Clearwater Chamber of Commerce and called upon Mr. R. L. Hendershott of that 
organization for remarks. 

The roll of Commissioners was next called by Commission Director Gunn. 

Mr. John c. Ferguson, Chainnen of the Board of the National Shrimp Congress 
was praised for his contributions as an official of various fishery associa
tions and was introduced for the purpose of welcoming the group to the State 
of Florida. In addition to extending a hearty welcome, Mr, Ferguson spoke 
of the great progress which had been made by the shrimp industry over the years, 
and of the advances that had been made possible through coordinated research 
by the states and the federal government. 

Chairman Caffey next introduced Mr. Thomas D. Rice, Special Assistant to the 
Commissioner, U. s. Fish and Wildlife Service, after a brief review of the 
latter's activities in interest of the fisheries. Copy of Mr. Rice's address 
is first attached to these Minutes, -----
Mr.Charles E. Jackson, Consultant on Legislation and Government Relations,was 
praised by the Chairman for his accomplishments as General Manager of the 
National Fisheries Institute prior to retirement in 1962, and was introduced. 
Copy of the presentation by Mr. Jackson is second attached to these Minutes. 

In presenting the next speaker, Chairman Caffey referred to his services as a 
member of the Gulf Commission and more recently as Executive Director of the 
Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission .. Copy of Mr. Ernest C.Mitt•s paper 
is ~ attached to these Minutes, 

A fifteen minute coffee break was enjoyed at this juncture. 

Upon resumption of the session, Dr.J. Laurence McHugh was introduced and welcomed 
back for another presentation to the Commission. As Chief, Division of Biological 
Research, U. S. Bureau of Commercial Fisheries, Dr. McHugh apprised the group 
of the purpose of the Tropical Atlantic Oceanographic project. Copy of the 
report is fourth attached to these Minutes. 

His many years of endeavor toward the advancement of the Gulf fisheries was cited 
as Mr, Charlie Bevis, Executive Secretary of the Southeastern Fisheries Associa
tion was introduced, Copy of Mr. Bevis' paper is herewith attached in order. 

The Chairman reminded the delegates of the next speaker's excellent coverage 
of the economics of the Gulf menhaden industry at the March 1960 Mobile 
meeting of the Commission, and then introduced Mr. Harry I. McGinnis. Copy 
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of his paper reflecting the views of industry regarding needed Gulf menhaden 
research if fifth attached to these Minutes. -- -
'Ihe session was adjourned for luncheon at 12:15 p.m, 

At 1 :45 p .• m., Chairman Caffey called the afternoon session to order and 
introduced Dr. Clarence P. Idyll, The Marine Laboratory, University of 
Miami, to preside for a series of reports by staff members of the Labora
tory and relative to the pink shrimp fishery. Copies of the three papers 
heard are sixth, seventh and eighth attached to these Minutes in the 
following ~: -- · · 

6th. "Docs temperature affect the abundance of Pink Shrimp 
Larvae?" (by Albert c. Jones) 

7th. "Progress report on a study of the Juvenile Phases of the 
Pink Shrir:lp in South Florida." (by C.P.Idyll and E.S. Iversen) 

8th. "Raising of Pink Shrii:1p fron Egg to Adult. 11 (by Joseph J. Ii:i'wo.ld) 

The Chairman referred to the splendid acconplishments of the Pascagoula 
Technologicci.l Laboratory since its work prograti was begun in 1958 and in
troduced Mr. Melvin E. Waters of that Laboratory for a report on "The 
Mullet (Liza) Util:i.zation Progran." Copy of Mr. Waters' paper is ninth 
attached to these Minutes. · 

The fornal phase of the afternoon session was adjourned at 2:h5 p.m, and 
the delegates were invited to participate in a taste panel of Liza, which 
sanpling was enjoyed by the entire group. 

At 3:15 p.n. the delegates were met and taken to the St. Petersburg 
Laboratory of the Florida State Board of Conservation in cars provided 
by the Board's Division of Law Enforcenent. The group was divided in.to 
parties following a briefing by Mr. Robert M, Ingle, Director of Research, 
Board of Conservation, and each party was conducted by a laboratory staff 
ne:r.iber on an interesting nnd informative tour of the facilities. 

1rhe raotorcnde returned to Clearwater at 6:00 p.a. 

Meeting at 7:00 p.n. was the Resolutions Cor:inittee appointed by Chairman 
Caffey and composed cf Cor.JUissioners Lawrenz, Sheppard, Dyson, Colson 
and Mr. Eugene A. Walker (Proxy for Conrnissioner Dodgen). 

Friday ~March ~) 

The Cor:mrl.ssioners net in executive ·s.Gissicn witb· the serti·ng H' ~bra·l\a.kfe.st at 
7:30 a.m. The session was adjourned at 9:15 a.n. for the final general 
session which was scheduled to begin at 9:30 a.m. 
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The session was advised by the Chairman of three resolutions of general 
interest which were adopted a.t the Executive Session: (1) Approval of 
S. 627 and H. R. 3738 (88th Congress - 1st Session). (2) Request for 
nember state conservation and board of health agencies to meet for dis
cussing and studying oyster shipping containers, (3) Suggested a meeting 
of the three marine interstate fishery agencies in 1964 on the Gulf coast. 

Chairnan Caffey called upon Dr. Ted B. Ford, iouisiana Wild Life and 
Fisheries Col:1L1ission, and Chairr:w.n of the Gulf Co1~1ission rs Estuarine 
Technical Coordinating Committee, to preside at the scheduled meeting of 
the Cor.:mittee. Dr. Ford stated that the Cor:mlittee consensus concerning the 
sponsoring of a sy:i~posiuri, at which estuarine technical papers would be 
presented, was to again consider the r~w.tter following a sinilar symposiU.t:l which 
had been scheduled to convene on the Georgia coast during the coning sw:nner. 

Preliminary to introducing the next speaker, the presiding officer referred 
to the interest of the Cor:mlission jn requesting research in connection with 
the dredging of the Mississippi River-Gulf Cutlet and its continued interest 
since such research was initiated. Mr. Spencer H, Snith, Regional Supervisor, 
Branch of River Basins, U, s. Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, Region 
4, was introduced for a current report on accomplishnents of the subject 
research, which presentation was highlighted by views of the project in 
various stages of progress. Copy of the report is tenth attached to these 
Minutes. 

The use of pesticides was cited by Dr. Ford as being of much concern to the 
Estuarine Cor:m1ittee because of their possible infiltration of the marine 
fisheries nursery grounds. For a progress report on the Bureau of Coril1ercial 
Fisheries Pesticide Program, Dr. Philip A. Butler, Director, Gulf Breeze 
Biologicnl Laboratory, was introduced. With the use of slides, the delegates 
were able to study the effect of various pesticides on certain of the 
cot1f.1ercial fishes. A copy of the referred to report is eleventh attached 
to these Minutes .. 

With no further estuo.rine matters to be considered, the chair was returned 
to Chairman Caffey, who introduced Mr. Robert Ingle, Chain:1an of the 
Coru:1ission' s Shrinp Biological Research Conmittee, to preside over a session 
of that Comnittee. 

Following a brief statement as to the purposes of the Comr.1ittee, Mr. Ingle 
called upon Mr. Edwin A,, Joyce, Jr,, Florida State Board of Conservation 
Laboratory, St. Petersburg, who reported on "Penaeid Shrit1p Studies of 
Florida's Northenst Coast". The extrnct follows: 

"Forty-five shrinp sonpling stntions were established in July, 1962, along 
the northeast coast. Fifteen offshoro stations extend fror.i St, Mnry's Inlet 
south to Cocoa Beach. 'I1he renaining thirty are located in the Intro.coastal 
waterway and the St, John's River. Day D.nd night sanplings are nnde at each 
station monthly. 
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"Eight penaeid species are being collected, but the predonimmt ones nre 
the comr.1ercially inportant white, brown, and pink shriups. Although 
sntlplings have be~n limited to the pnst eight nonths, sone apparent trends 
in o.bundo.nco, growth, nnd r.~igrations have been noted. 

"It appears that the lnrger white shriup, populating the St. John's River, 
begin their migrntion to the sea shortly before Septenber, since by 
October, only snall shrinp were collected at the southern end of the river. 
Findings from offshore stations sugGest that the shrimp ranee fron 111 r.1n. 
to 127 un. (totnl length) when they leave tho nursery nreas. 

"Only one white shrimp was obta.ined fro:r.i. the area south of the Ponce de Leon 
Inlet, whereas, north of this Inlet, this is the major species. 

"Further sanpling and hydrogrnphic data gathered from this part of Florida's 
coo.st should bring to light a better knowledge of the life histories of 
the shrinps of this area.rr 

Mrs. Bonnie Eldred, also of the Board's St. Petersburg Laborntory, next 
presented a report on "Monthly Abundance and Distribution of Penaeid Larvae 
and Post Larvae in the Tampa Bay Area." An extract of Mrs .. Eldred's 
reraarks follows: 

11Exar.1inations of plankton sanples, picking out the tiny larv:1l shrimps nnd 
identifying them to species and staees, is a slow, tedious process.. There
fore, workers in th:Ls field are so1Jetir:1es reporting on so.mplinr.ss nade 
several months ago. At this ti!:1e, wo have just finished analyzing our data 
of January through July, 1962. 

"Evidence to date shows that pink shrimp (Penaeus £!:1:2r_££_un) spawning 
commenced offshcre in April. Although seven postlarvne were found at our 
inshore stations durine January through Arril, the nur1ber increased to 58 
postlarvae in May, and to 368 in July. 

11 'I'he presence of enrly nauplj_ar forms of P. duorarum, at stations 20 to 
40 niles offshore and at depths of 40 to l20 feet, suggest that spawning 
is possibly confined to this area. 

"The relationship of water temperat1.1res and spm-ming of g, duoraruq have 
been carefully noted. In April, the te:m.pc;rature at offshore stations 
rose above 2c.0°c., and at inshore stations readings were above 25.0°c. 

11Fror1 Jnnuary throueh June, minor penaeid larvae were more abundant than 
larvae of f. durir~~· Protozoenn and mysis sto.ges are as follows: 
E· duo~~, m per cent; Trncn;ypon~~' 37. 0 per cent' Sicyonia' 21. 3 
per cent; Solenocer~, 17.3; and E£rapenae~, 8.6 per cent. Also, trynet 
samplings at offshore stations, for adult populations of f. duorarum 
through 1962, indicate th~t this species was rather scarce in this area 
during that year, 11 
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~r. Joseph H. Kutkuhn, Assistant Director, Galveston Biol6gical Laboratory, 
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries, was next introduced., Copy of his report, 
"Federal Research on CorJinercial Shrir.lps of the Gulf of Mexico", is twelfth 
Q:i_!,ached to these Minutes. Large and. excellently prepared charts were 
e1:iployed during the course of Dr. Kutkuhn' s presentation. 

Since the noon hour had been reached and a field trip to Tarpon Springs 
was scheduled for departure at 12:15 p.m., Chnirnan Caffey returned to the 
chair nnd with apologies to those scheduled participants who were not to 
be; heard, suge;ested that the shri.r.1p March report f'or Alabama, Mississippi, 
Louisiana and Texas to the Comr.1ission be incorporated in these Minutes. 
The March shrimp reports follow: 

Alabai:m..J.f .. rog Mr. Geor.~e-~A~). Shrii:1p landings in Alabama remained 
abcut nornal, the majority of shrinp being brought from offshore Louisiana 
wnters. A short run of brown shrit:p running from 20 to 30 count WD.S ex
perienced for two weeks off the beachs of Gulf Shores and Dauphin Island. 

M~.~-~J~sippi (Fron Gord~ilifil.~<z.r) Young brown shrir.J.p reached the nursery 
grounds nlone the Mississi1ri coast in March, In 62 standard hauls at 16 
stations 1,348 post larvae were collected. Ntmbers taken per hnul increased 
rapidly durinc; the month at some stntions. In general, stnticns along the 
barrier islnnds produced very few s~:'ecinens. 

Water tew.peratures increased during tho r.ionth and station temperatures in 
the last week of the month were practically all nbove 64°F and exceeded 
70°F on severnl occo.sions. Salinities fluctuated ccnsiderably at some 
stations and averages were higher in sone cnses than those for February. 

1£.~isinna (From Lz~~ S. St • .t~:i.~mt) The Loui.siona research program has been 
carried on with increased activities throughout the month of March. Post 
larval sanpling has been e.xtendc~d to the Te.xas line and to the Mississippi 
Sound. All data tc date indicates that post larval densities are equivalent 
to or better than in 1962. Some evidence indicates that there is a better 
or nore even distribution cf larva. Juvenile shrimp r.i.ade their appearance 
in late 1962. 

It is yet too early to determine accurate densities, counts and growth 
rntes. However, it should be noted that the distribution is more widespread 
and even than in 1962. This would lead us to make cautious prediction that 
conditions thus far in 1963 are equivalent to or better than they were in 
1962~ It is proposed that by April 18 all data will be sumr.lnrized to the 
extent that some prediction can be nade and that the opening date of the 
season can be set. 

Texas (Jron Terrance R. LeD.r;y) Snnpline of post larval shrimp in the Aransas 
Pass near Port Aransas showed a peak of post larvae on March 27 when water 
tenperature was about 20°C. 

The peak number cf T,)OSt larvae at Brazos Santiago Po.ss neo.r Port Isabel was 
taken on March 19 about one week earlier. 
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With apologies to Mr. Ingle, the Chain-rinn suggested that the film, 
"The Spone;e Industry", be shown at a future meeting o.f the Cor1mission. 

The closing General Session was then adjourned followine no response 
en call for other business. 

The delegates proceeded to Tarpon Springs ['.nd upon assenbling at Papa's 
Restaurant were greeted by their host for luncheon, Sponge Fishcmnn's, 
Incorporated. Following a delectable seafood luncheon, the group was 
greeted by Honorable Thomas Craie, Mayor of Tarpon Springs, following 
his introduction by Mr. Manuel Johnson, Honorary President of the 
Associo.tion. Othor Tarpon Springs individuo.1.s who made brief talks 
fellowing the luncheon included: 

Messrs: Lewis Alderraan, Vice-Pres, Chanber of Commerce 
Manuel Kouremetis, Pres_ Greek Corrrnuni ty 
Teddy Co.ntonis, Vice-Pres. Sponge Exchange 
George C, Tsourakis, City Commissioner 
Steve Lelekis, City Commissioner (Retired) 
George N. Arfaras, Sponge Producer 
Angelo Anc,elis, Pres. Sponge Fisherrnnnrs, Inc. 
John Theodore, Vice-Pres. Sponc;o Fisherman's Inc. 

Mr. Charlie Bevis was recognized and called upon Messrs. Bruce Scott, 
Robert Ingle, Will Caffey and Dudley Gunn for a few words. 

Chairman Caffey expressed the deep nppreciation of the Comnissioners and 
delegates for the very fine c'lir.1nx to the Clearwater meetine and wished 
the sponge industry every success in its future endeavors. 

Prepared by: W. Dudley Gunn 
Director 
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Executive Session, Clearwater, Florida, March 22, 1963 

Following breakfast, which began at 7:30 a.m. and ended at 8:30 a.m., 
Chairman Caffey called the Executive Session to order. 

Vice-Chairman Cory made a record of proceedings as the Bartlett Bill,S.627, 
and the similar Rivers' Bill, H.R. 3738, were discussed at some length. 
Commissioner Sheppard moved for the adoption of a resolution approving both 
bills which would make Federal funds available to the States for fishery 
research and related purposes. Commissioner Colson seconded. Upon vote, 
the resolution was adopted with Texas voting £2. and the other States ~· 
Dr, St, Amant, proxy for Commissioner Young, suggested that the Commission 
Director be instructed to gather material from the States as to projects 
that might be initiated should the legislation be acted upon favorably 
by the Congress and to consolidate same for publishing as Commission Re
search Prospectus No. 2. The coneensus was that this be done. The Director 
was also instructed to keep the States inf onned so that they may act as 
each saw fit with regard to hearings on S. 627, which bill Senator Bartlett 
was quoted as saying would probably come up for hearing in latter May or 
early June, Copy of resolution is herewith ~ attached, 

Commissioner Colson stated that from information reaching the Mississippi 
Marine Conservation Commission there was a real need for the developing of 
a standard tamper-proof oyster shipping container. He suggested that a 
representative of the conservation agency of each member State together with 
a representative of the board of health of each member State meet together 
for discussing and studying the matter. The consensus fran consideration 
of the subject was that such a meeting would be desirable. Commissioner 
Colson put his suggestion:in the form of a resolution. Commissioner Sheppard 
seconded. Upon vote the resolution was adopted, copy of which is herewith 
second attached. 

Commissioner Hodges presented a resolution inviting the Atlantic and Pacific 
interstate marine fisheries agencies to meet on the Gulf jointly with the 
Gulf Commission in 1964, Connnissioner Scott seconded. Upon vote the 
resolution was adopted. Copy of the resolution is herewith third nttached. 
The Director was asked to discuss this matter with the concerned' compact 
agencies at the May 6-7 meeting at Chicago of the Council of State Govern
ments Interstate Agency meeting. 

The Director was recognized by Chairmah Caffey. The fonner stated that the 
balance as of February 28, 1963 in the Commission's National American Bank 
account was $8,499.25 and that expenditures for the current fiscal year 
were in accord with the approved budget for operating expenses. 

Commissioner Scott moved that the Minutes of the October 1962 Commission 
meeting be accepted without reading since all Commissioners had been supplied 
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a copy through the December 3 mailing. Commissioner Dyson seconded and 
upon vote the motion carried. 

The Director reported that all arrangements had been co~pleted for the 
October 17-18, 1963 neeting with the Management of the Broadwater Beach 
Hotel, Biloxi. 

Upon inquiry of the Louisiana Delegation as to its preference for the March 
19-20, 1964 meeting, New Orleans and the Monteleone Hotel of that city 
was designated. 

The Director was instructed to prepare the following resolutions of 
apnreciation in connection with the Clearwater meeting: 

1. Florida State Board of Conservation (copy herewith fourth attached) 

2. Sponge Fisherman's, Inc. (Copy herewith fifth attached) 

3. Jack Tar-Ft. Harrison Hotel (Copy herewith ~ attached) 

4. Clearwater Chamber of Comnerce (Copy herewith seventh attached) 

No further business remained to be transacted and the Chairman adjourned 
the session at 9:15 a.m. for the final General Session in the Crystal 
Ballroom. 

Prepared by: W. Dudley Gunn 
Director 
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RESOLU .. rION 

!E IT RESOLVED that the Gul! States Marine Fi3heries 

eeemdseien go en record as approving S. 627 and H~ R. ~73$ 

(88th ecngrese - 1st Session} each ot which bills is designed 

to ~reiaOte State camnercial fishery research and development 

prejeets, and tor other purposes. 

Tk• reregeil\g Resolutien wae ad~pted by the ~lt States Marine 
Fisheries Commission, Maren ~2, 196.3, at a regular eommi.saiOl\ 
meeting held at the Jack Tar - Fort Harrison Hotel, Clearwater, 
Fleri.da. i 1 }-ti. 

1 

0 
VJ ~~ ... lJ}~tJA 

'-~~ WV"\.. 
W. D. Gwm, Direetcn-
Oul! States Mai-ine FishePies eemmis.sion 



( RESOLUTION 

BE IT RESOLVED by the Gulf States Marine Fisheries 

Commission that it extend a most cordial invitation to the 

Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission and to the 

Pacific Marine Fisheries Commission for a Tri-Commission 

meeting on the Gulf at a site and on dates in 1964 to be 

determined mutually agreeable. 

The foregoing Resolution was adopted by the Gulf States Marine 
Fisheries Corn.mission, March 22, 1963, at a regular Commission 
meeting held at the Jack Tar - Fort Harrison Hotel, Clearwater, 
Florida. 

,vJD ~A/vth\/ 
'-~ w. D. Gunn, Director 

Gulf States Marine Fisheries Conunission 
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RESOLUTION 

BE IT RESOLVED that the Gulf States Marine Fisheries 

Commission express its most sincere apprecintion to the 

Florida State Bonrd of Conservation for the very cordial 

hospitality extended upon the occasion of the March 21-22, 

1963 meeting of the body at Clearwater, Florida. 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that this Commission particularly 

express its gratitude for the interestingly conducted tour 

of the St. Petersburg Biological Laboratory of the Board by 

its competent staff and for the excellent transportation 

supplied by the Division of L~w Enforcement during the course 

of the meeting. 

ThG foregoing Resolution was adopted by the Gulf States Marine 
Fisheries Com.mission, March 22, 1963, at a regular Commission 
meeting held at the Jack Tar - Fort Harrison Hotel, Clearwater, 
Florida. 

tAf'·O~ 
W. D. Gunn, Director 
Gulf States Marine Fisheries Commission 



RESOIDTION 

BE IT RESOLVED that the Gulf States Marine Fisheries 

Commission express to the Ta1"'pon Springs Sponge Fishermen's 

Association its sincere appreciation for the very fine lunch-

eon tendered on March 22, 1963; for having arranged the in-

formative and interesting panel of speakers; for the dockside 

demonstration of sponge harvesting techniques; and for the 

conducted tour of the Sponge Exchange and the sponge process-

ing plants. 

The foregoing Resolution was adopted by the Gulf States Marine 
Fisheries Commission, March 22, 1963, at a regular Commission 
meeting held at the Jack Tar - Fort Harrison Hotel, Clearwater, 
Floridn. 

j ["I''\'~ 
lN W~)VvVvV\_. 
w. D. Gunn, Director 
Gulf States Marine Fisheries Connnission 
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\ RESOLUTION 

BE IT RESOLVED that the Gulf States Marine Fisheries 

Commission express its sincere appreciation to the mnnagement 

and staff of the Jack Tar - Fort Harrison Hotel for the cordial 

hospitality and splendid food and service enjoyed by the group 

on the occasion of the March 21-22, 1963 meeting of this 

Co121mission ~-t Clearwater, Florida. 

The foregoing Resolution was adopted by the Gulf States Marine 
Fisheries Commission, March 22, 1963, at a regular Cotmission 
meeting held at the Jack Tar - Fort Harrison Hotel, Clearwater, 
Florida. 

GD~.C(~w.-· 
w. D. Gunn, Director 
Gulf States Marine Fisheries Conm.ission 
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RESOLUTION 

BE IT RESOLVED that the Gulf States Marine Fisheries 

Cornoissicn express its sincere appreciation to the Clearwater 

Chanber of Commerce for the registering of delegates at the 

March 21-22, 1963 meeting of the body at Clearwater, and for 

the hearty welcome to the city which was extended at the 

opening session of the conference. 

The foregoing Resolution was adopted by the Gulf States Marine 
Fisheries Ccnmission, March 22, 1963, at a regular Ccr.nission 
meeting held at the Jack T~r - Fort Harrison Hotel, Clearwater, 
Florida. 

t.\fD~J'~~ 
w. D. Gunn, Director 
Gulf States Marine Fisheries Commission 
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GULF STATES MARINE FISHERIES COMMISSION 
Clearwater, Florida 
Jack Tar-Fort Harrison Hotel 
March 21-22, 1963 

Thomas D. Rice 
Special Assistant to the Commissioner 
Ftsh & Wildlife Service 
Washington, D. C. 

(COPY) 

This is the first opportunity I have had to meet with members of 
the Gulf States Marine Fisheries Ccmrniesion since I left tho ranks of 
industry and joined the force of bureaucrats in Washington. It is a 
pleasure to renew acquaintances that were made a number of years ago when 
you in the Gulf were experiencing some of the same problems that we were 
having in New England and we .joined forces to try to solve them. 

When I knew I was going to have the privilege of attending this 
meeting, I looked back over the records of some of your past sessions and 
found that Seton Thompson and Di.ck Whiteleather have kept you well informed 
concerning the Bureau of Commercial Fisherins Activities and that Walter 
Gresh and Paul Thompson, Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, have kept 
you abreast with marine and sport fishing activities. They have been loud 
in their praise of the ccr::1mercial and marine sport fishery resources of the 
Gulf and I have found it to be fully justified by the facts. 

One of the recent statistical bulletins reports that the 300 mile 
stretch of coastline between Pascagoula, Mississippi, and Port Arthur, 
Texas, is the most productive in the United States. Fully one fourth of 
the total United States catch was made in this very rich area, and it is 
well known that you have other resources stlll untouched. 

In spite of the bounty of your fishery resources, you are not 
entirely secure from problems that may have disastrous consequences. The 
unexpected decline in abundance of shrir:ip in the Gulf in 1961 is one example. 
As you know, steps are being taken by the Service and by the state conserva
tion agencies to ease severe blows of this kind through research that will 
lead to a method of predicting or forecasting some months in advance the size 
of the harvestable crop, 

Exploratory fishing to open up new resources and new fishing grounds 
so that existing industry can di versify its operC).tions also should provide 
sone relief. Better, more efficient gear is the subject of continuing study 
and als(.:i should minit1ize the adverse effects of fluctuating supplies on 
the fishing grounds. 

Up to this t:iIJe the only cc1:1petition for fishery products on the Gulf 
grounds has been fro~ our own fishing vossels. This picture is changing 
rapidly. Whereas, ct few years a.go the United States was in second place as 
a world producer of fishery products, we are now in fi~h place, Japan, 
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traditionally, has been in first place. Peru, Russia and Red China follow 
Japan in thnt order. Japan has undisputed leadership as a fishing nation 
with ocean-going vessels fro.m the Jo.panese Islands in Bering Sea, on the 
Grnnd Bnnks, off South and. Central America and off the African Coast. The 
USSR also has an ocean-going fleet of fishing vessels. 

During 1962 there were substantial fishing operations by Russia 
in Bering Sea and off the African Coast, and at one tlme last surr:mer 200 
large Russian vessels were on the Grand Banks off the New England coast. 
Russlan vessels, particularly, are seeking volume production to meet the 
~.nimal protein shortage in that country. Not only are there a large 
number of Russian vessels operating, but unlike our fisheroen, they do not 
fish selectively; they take everything they can catch. 

You can be sure these najcr foreign interests are not blind to the 
opportunities th«lt exist in Gulf waters. I rather expect that they are 
as well or better informed concerning the potential of our resources than 
we are, 

Two large Russian trawlers were contacted off the North Carolina 
coast last fall where they admitted to fishing experimentally for menhaden. 
A small fleet, presunably from those operating on the Grand Banks, was 
reported by the Coast Guard not long ago to be moving south along the South 
Atlantic Seaboard. They were presumed to be headed for the new base which 
Fidel Castro has a.nnounced he is building in Cuba for fishing vessels from 
the USSR. Cne Japanese vessel is scheduled to operate off the New England 
Coast in the swnmer, and move south to fish for shrimp in the Gulf during 
the winter months. 

All this seems to add up to nothing but trouble for the United States 
fishing industry, and it does appear that the Gulf is soon to see the same 
invasion we have already experienced in the North Pacific and North Atlantic. 
This competition on the fishing grounds soon is compounded by competition 
in our markets. 

There is legislation pending in Coneress that could provide some 
relief from the num.erous trouoles overshadowing the industry. First, probably, 
is the Bartlett Bill, S. 627, co-sponsored by Senators Magnuson, Jackson, 
Gruening, Kennedy, and Williams of New York. Cor:1panion bills have been filed 
in the House by Coneressmen Multer (New York), Rivers (Alaska) and Tupper 
of Maine. S, 627 would provide federal aid to commercial fishery states on 
a 75 percent federal, 25 percent state matching basis to promote cor:nnercial 
fishery resource and development projects. This is patterned scrnewhat 
nlone the line of the Gruening bill of tho last Congress. If passed, it 
would accelerate substantially the research on Gulf fishery projects, and 
lead ultimntely to better utilization practices, 'Ihis bi.11 has been rewritten 
to overcome the objections to the Gruening Bill. The chairman of the Atlantic 
States Marine Fisheries Cor.rrnission has spearhea~ed the drive to get approval 
of this lee:islation, and has done an excellent job. I know he has had 
support fron you also. The chief deterrent to enactment, if there is one, 
will be the 5 million dollar appropriation to implement the legislation. 
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Another bill pending in Congress is the Kilgore Bill, H. R. 2603, 
which would provide low interest, long-term loans to fishing vessel owners 
and operators adversely affected by the failure of a. fishery resource or 
other national disaster, This bill, like its predecessor in the last 
Con~ress, would require a transfer of operating funds from the Department 
of Agriculture revolvine fund to the Department of the Interior. Similar 
legislation relatine specifically to the oyster industry passed at the 
last session. We recoenize the need for this kind of authority to meet 
emergency situations in the fishing industry. Such assistance is now 
furnished to the nation's farmers. 

Still another bill is the fishing vessel construction differential 
subsidy bill, H. R. 1026, introduced by Congressman Bates of Massachusetts, 
and companion bills introduced by Congressmen Glenn of New Jersey, Tollefson 
of Washington, an old friend of the commercial fishing industry, Tupper of 
Maine and Burke of Massachusetts~ These are now known as the United States 
Fishing Fleet Ir.1.provement Act of 196), and one of the provisions ~f the Act 
is designed to extend until 1972 the present fishing vessel subsidy program 
in an run.ended f oro. It would increase the subsidy froo 1/3 to 1/2 of the 
cost of constructing the vessel in the United States, and extend the prograr.1 
to more fisheries than under the present law. This could be extremely impor
tant legislation to up-date the United States fishing fleet and nake it 
competitive with the large vessels fran othE;;r countries now frequenting 
our offshore waters. 

And now I should like to dwell for a few minutes on some matters 
that have bothered n1e somewhat over the past sevoral years. I have been 
impressed with the fact tha.t sor:iethin.e is missing in our concern with fishery 
development and conservation. What is missing is an appropriate balance 
within tho Department of the Interior, the Coastal State Agencies, and the 
Interstate Marine Fishery Comnissions as between the Cormnercial and Recreational 
Fisheries. 

The lack of balance is reflected in sreat and reasonable concern with 
co:r.rrnercial fishery statistics and little or none with sport fish catches. 
It is reflected in the ae,endas of such neetings as this, where the vastly 
inpcrtant shrimp resource is king and the vastly in1portant sport fish resource 
i.s all but ignored. It is reflected in great and good research efforts for 
a few of the major cor.ir1ercial fishes and little or no effort for the major 
gane fishes. 

What has brought this imbalance most sharply to my attention are the 
statistics of growth in nwJbers of salt water anglers and in the quantities 
and poundage of their catches all around the coasts. Most of this growth 
is recent and rapid, It has been reported in publications of the Outdoor 
Recreation Resources Review Cor.miission and the Fish and Wildlife Service, 
but it hasn't quite gotten through to us all that we•re riding a wave of 
the future. We had better te.ke account of it, We had better follow what's 
happening. We had better try to see clearly how we can take advantage of it 
to keep all our fisheries strong and growinB in the face of threats from 
pollution, river and shore and marsh development and destruction, 
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The Fish and Wildlife Service and the Interstate Commissions are 
the custodians of valuable and imperiled resources for all Americans. What 
can we all do together to achieve the most productive, best balanced 
effort on behalf of these resources? 

Have you as state organizations exhausted all possibilities to 
increase your income through sale of marine sport fishing licenses? To 
your credit, you have done better on the Gulf Coast than other areas have, 
but more :might be accomplished. 

Have you been able to devote as much time to your regulation of 
salt water sport fishery catches as to the regulation of fresh-water fish 
catches? Do we have a balance between sport fishery regulations and 
corrr.~1ercial regulations? Have we worked together to eet the facts necessary 
for the making of good rules for fishing? 

Have we worked as hard or as soon ns we should hq.ve on the nany 
proposals to dredge channels through fish spawning grounds and oyster beds 
and to cho.nge bayou outlets? We realize now that we began to study the 
Mississippi-Gulf outlet problem almost too late. 

Have we worked well enough together on the conplicated studies of 
water quality which will tell us whether the pesticides spr&yed on the 
land will decimate our youne fishes and our shellfish in estuarine areas? 

There is need for coraprehensi ve planning to meet these problens 
whether they arise from domestic or international sources or whether we 
are interested in sport fish, ccFJ:rn.eroici.l fish, or any other inhabitants 
of our coastD.l waters. A body such ns this, representing federal, state, 
industry and recreational interests, can, and I nm sure will, provide a 
valuable and continuing service in this respect. Thank you! 
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Clearwater, Florida 
Jack Tar-Fort Harrison Hotel 
Maren 21-22, 1963 

Charles E. Jackson 
Consultant on Legislntion and Government Relations 
Washington, D. C. 

(COPY) 

I must confess that while the thoughts expressed are truly mine, 
yet the speech wos compiled with the aid of a ghost writer. Even before 
I have finished, it is possible that I may join my associate in the 
spirit world. 

In days gone by the Fishing Industry of our state was one of the 
largest income producers of aJ.l our various activities. Yet as tiue has 
passed, the returns to the commercial fishing operations has faded far 
into the background, and in many instances companies who were financial 
rocks have been underminded by the economic tides and have disappeared 
beneath the surface. 

Now it is my frank opinion that if we will just face the facts 
and look the sj.tuation right squarely in the eye we can again put our 
industry back in its place in the sun. But the procedure is not going 
to be easy for, unfortunately, there are far too many of us who do not 
want to change our ways of thinking. 

Now before wo start to recomuend remedies, let rs begin by looking 
at the picture as to how our eating habits cm.pare with those of a 
generation or so ago. 

In the past, emphasis was placed on fresh fish. The catches were 
iced and usually shipped in barrels. In spite of the emphasis on fresh 
fish, I rather doubt that nany of us would be satisfied with the quality 
of the product of those days today. 

Now the nrogressive menbers of our industry have always tried to 
improve nnd give better products to their custori.ers. Unfortunately, sone 
of these folk~ would often get too far ahead of the procession and get 
lost. While I could give you many examples, there are ti:·J'O which I would 
like to tell you about. The first was about some of the work done by the 
father of one of our members, Briefly, he developed an excellent frozen 
fish package. The product was outstanding and it was put up in a oost 
attrnctive package, but the idea flopped and for this reason •••• just ·no 
one had the facilities for taking care of the product after he received 
it. Such a thing as a frozen food cabinet just didn't exist.. Another 
case which should be mentioned and that was when trawl nets were first 
applied.to the catching of shrinp .. In this instance a carlcd of shrinp 
was sent to Chicago nnd the shipper did not get the shipping costs .... and 
why? Because the consumers knew nothing about shrimp and wouldn't buy them. 
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Now the point that I ar.i trying to make is that conditions have 
changed from the times when customers went to French Market at some two or 
three o'clock in the morning so that they got the pick of the freshest 
fish on sale, Yet such procedure seems foolish to us today when we can 
go to a market at any tjJne of day and get an attractive package of ex
cellent quality which w~.s frozen in, say, Norway some six months ago, 

Now those are just some of the changes which have cone about in 
one generation. During that time our Florida Fishing Industry has slipped 
from among the lee.dors to near the bottom of the revenue producers of this 
state. 

Let's next analyze some of the reasons for this change, There are 
perhaps many, but probably the principal one is that after World War II 
we sent our best technicinns and modem equipment overseas so that our 
foreign neighbors could produce food to feed themselves, all of which was 
an excellent id.ea. However, from our standpoint there was a backfire 
in that our dear foreign brethern would rather have dollars than food, 
so the production is being shipped back to this country for dollars. So 
today more than one-half of the seafood consumed in this country is imported. 

Now naturally you would like to know why our U. S. production has 
not kept pace with foreign production. Thero are perhaps two or possibly 
three reasons. The first is confidence in the teachers. Our technicians 
go to undeveloped countries overseas where the U. S, is considered to be 
well ahead of the world and instruct in the latest oethods that they know. 
Our foreign brethern absorb the teachings, apply them and produce. Yet 
those same teachers donrt get to first base in trying to teach their own 
home folks in this country because their ideas are contrary to those used 
by a generation or more ago and are contrary to the way Daddy did it. 

So the first point that I would like to emphasize is that our 
methods, in most cases, are antiquated. 

Now the second thing is equipment. There is a "hue and cry", 
particularly from the New England a.rea, that there has been no new trawlers 
in that area for many years back. You know and everyone else knows that 
hns operated fishing vessels that an old vessel with a c~,po..ble captain will 
nroduce ouch more than the best equipnent available operated by a sorry 
captain. 

So when we look nt the picture of New England real closely we find 
that the average age of the average fisherman in that area is well over 
fifty years of age. So it is obvious as to what is needed is more new 
faces rather than more new bottoms. 

As you nay recall, we in Florida were to a great extent responsible 
for a law which made available funds for teaching the younger generation 
fishing methods, boat handling, navigti.tion, etc, This program started with 
a bang but somehow fizzled out. One of the reasons, I understood, was 
because the teacher had to have certain academic degrees, as well as so many 
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years of experience and folks so qualified were just not available.-

Some years ago a friend of mine was on the Fishery Advisory Board 
wr:,,y back when the old Bureau of Fisheries was under the Department of 
Cor~erce. In those days the Bureau of Fisheries had only one research 
vessel and that one opere.ted from Alnska. The said friend insisted that 
we needed such a vessel in the Gulf of Mexico, but was frankly told that 
there was not enough seafood in the Gulf to .justify such a prograr1. 

Fortunately this situation has been corrected, but unfortunately 
the pondulUin has swung too far in the other direction for now the Fish 
and Wildlife Service has elr.i.borated shore installations, as well as a 
fleet of large seagoing vessels. Even though the funds appropriated are 
nany times whnt they were .fornerly, yet the Fish and Wildlife Service seem 
of the opinion thttt these .funds are no where near enough, 

Now you would think that we had every reason to be very happy with 
the accomplishments of the Fish and Wildlife Service, yet on the contrary 
our thoughts are quite the reverse. For e~mnple, itf s good news to know 
that there ~,re tuna in the Gulf. So what? The Fish and Wildlife Service 
say that if and when the shrimn supply becomes unprofitable, that the 
shrimpers can go tuna fishing. All of which sounds logical if you didn't 
know that only the very largest of the shrimpers can carry even a noderate 
catch of tuna. Then, too,we don't know any of the habits of the tuna, we 
only know that at tines tuna can be caught in the Gulf, 

Now I ask you if it wouldn't be a practical solution to finish this 
problem for the government to cha.rter or subsidize n nuober of shrimpers 
so that we could deterr.iine whether there is a sufficient supply of tuna 
to justify a fishery, when nnd where the fish can be caught, etc. 

I can go on with exar.1ples, and one more before I leave the subject. 

It has always been assumed that Red Snapper could not be caught with 
nets. Well, the Fish and Wildlife Service proved it could be done. However, 
to date, I have not seen an opinion fron them to the effect that they 
believe it can be done econonically commercially. 

Now understand that I think that the F~sh and Wildlife Service have 
done some commendable work, but I do believe there is a big chunk of the 
road missing between here nnd there, Or to put it another way, the 
greatest thing in the world is the Dostage stamp because it sticks to one 
thing till it gets there. 

The last and perhaps the most discouraging detriment in the develop
ment of the fisheries of our state should be titled "Fisheroen versus 
Progress." As I said nreviously, one of the rapid developments of foreign 
fisheries is the fact that the fishermen of the undeveloped countries 
accept our teachings. Many of our fishing nethods were out of date genera
tions ago and politics block any cha.nge. For example, our Conservation 
Department has told the world how a handsome profit could be made by raising 
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oysters, and at the same time they insist that the only way you can 
harvest your crop on your leased ground is by the laborious and costly 
method of using hand tongs. 

Then, of course, you all know how ridiculous the purse seine law 
is, which states that no food fish caught :i,.n a purse seine can be brought 
into the State of Florida. So as a result a slow and insufficient gill 
net is still used, from which each fish is removed from the net by hand. 
If there is a large catch, the net with the fish in it are piled on the 
stern of the skiff and taken to the fishermen's dock where the net is 
wound on its reel at the time the fish are being removed from the net. 
By this time the fish have not only been mashed, but also begin to heat 
and spoil. But regardless of the fact that a purse seine can produce many 
times the poundage with fa.r less labor in less time, we still have the 
purse seine law. 

To sumni.arize •••• I still believe that we can again put the Fishing 
Industry of Florida ainong our outstanding enterprises if we can get the 
younger genero.tion interested in commercial fishing a.nd teach them modern 
fishing methods. 
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Mr. Chairman, Members of the Commission and guests, it is 
certainly a pleasure to be be.ck home here again. The several years that 
I served on this Commission were indeed an enjoyable part of my duties. 

I would like to congratulate the Gulf States Marine Fisheries 
Commission for the lea.dership and success in obta:Lning the much-needed funds 
for the shrimp research along our Gulf Coast. Your Commission labored some 
five years, and I sincerely believe without their leadership and efforts 
that this project would have beon some ten years in the future. 

I would like to comment briefly on some of the remarks that Tom 
Rice made regarding the necessity for the commercial people nnd the sports 
people to coordinate their activities. I feel very deeply about this, as 
I have seen success come in some of our states. If the commercial people 
are to assume their leadership, also be able to expand their industry, I 
feel that it is very necessary that they join hands with the sports people 
in order to get proper lD,ws enacted which will benefit both groups. 

I would like to very briefly discuss s. 627, which was introduced 
by Senator Bartlett of Alaske.. This bill is almost identical to the bill 
which the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Cormnission had drafted. We feel 
fortunate in having Senator Bartlett to introduce it, as ho will be the 
Chairman of the sub-committee which will hear it in the Senate. After much 
research and considerable leg work, we feel this bill, in its present form 
has removed all serious objections. We feel that the industry, all the 
states all around our great coast line will be able to wholeheartedly 
support this legislation. Your Executive Director has been very helpful 
in this matter. I called him from Washington. He was in bed with the flu 
but he contacted your senators, and mnny of them nre co ..... introducers. At 
the present time, we have more than thirty co-introducers to s. 627. We 
feel that we have an excellent chance of having this much-needed legislation 
passed in this coming Session of Congress. Hearings will be April 24, and 
we urge you people in tho Gulf to have representatives testify in order to 
present the need for this type legislation. 

In the past many years the biologists have not had the proper funds 
in order to accomplish the things that are needed, both for industry and 
for the sports fishing industry. 

In this act, the Stll.te of Alnbama would receive some 40 Thousand 
Dollars yearly; Florida, 2L~7 Thousnnd Dollars; Louisinno., 275 Thousnnd 
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Dollars; Mississippi, 131 Thousand Dollars; and, Texas, 333 Thousand 
Dollars. This would be on a matching basis -- 25% state funds, 75% federnl 
funds. As you can see, each one of your Gulf Coast states would have an 
opportunity to accelerate their research programs tremendously. 

I wish to ask your Commission to continue to support and help pass 
this important legislation. 

It has certainly been a pleasure to be here with you again, and 
I have enjoyed visiting with you and would like to invite nll of you to 
attend our meeting which will be held during the last week in September, 
and probably somewhere in the New England states. We will notify your 
Executive Director, and we extend a cordial invitri.tion to all of you to 
D,ttcnd our next Annunl Meeting. 

Thank you. 
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I have been asked to review the Interna.tional Cooperative Investigation 
of the Tropical Atlantic, a new, large-scale study of an important but 
little-known region of the world ocean. Adjoining, as it does, the pro
ductive waters of the Gulf of Mexico, this part of the ocean is of great 
interest to your Commission and its member States. 

Purpose of the Investigat~ 

The tropical Atlantic is a relatively poorly-known area of the ocean, but 
one which we believe is highly productive of marine life, In general, this 
region is similar in its circulation to the tropical Pacific, with two 
westward-flowing equatorial currents north and south of the equator, and 
an eastward-flowing equatorial counter current between. Recently in the 
Pacific an important new current has been found, the easterly flowing 
equatorial undercurrent or Cromwell Current. This carries a volume of water 
about a thousand times the flow of the Mississippi River, We now know that 
a similar undercurrent exists in the tropical Atlantic, but we know very 
little about its characteristics. 

These complicated systems of currGnts in the tropical regions of the ocean 
create upwelling of relatively cool, nutrient-rich water from below. This 
"plowing" of ocean waters fertilizes the surface layers, creating exten
sive zones of rich biological productivity. These are fertile feeding 
grounds for tuna and other surface-swimming fishes. The equatorial regions 
of the ocean are by no means the biological deserts the open ocean once was 
believed to be. This region in the Pacific is rich in marine life and pro
duces commercial quantities of tuna. 

The equatorial region of the Atlantic differs from the tropical Pacific in 
that the equatorial currents flow diagonally across the equator from 
southeast to northwest. They contribute substantially to the circulation 
of the Gulf of Mexico a.nd the Gulf Stream. Indeed, much of the water in 
the Gulf of Mexico comes from the South Atlantic. Oceanographic conditions 
in the South Atlantic, therefore, can have an :important effect upon marine 
life in the Gulf. North American fishermen thus have, or should have, a 
deep interest in what happens in the tropical Atlantic. 
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Organization of Cruises 

The International Cooperative Investigation of the Tropical Atlantic 
(ICITA) is a joint enterprise of several nations. One or more ships are 
being provided by Argentina, Brazil, and Venezuela in South Punerica; 
Congo, Ivory Coast, and Nigeria in Africa; the United States of America, 
U.s.s.R., and possibly Japan. At least 18 universities, private labora
tories, or Government agencies in the United States are participating. 
Several nations, unable to provide research vessels, are contributing 
scientific personnel. These include the Institute of Oceanography, Madrid, 
Spain; the Institute for Fisheries and Hydrobiology in Hrun.burg, and the 
Institute of Marine Science at Kiel University, Germany; the National 
Institute of Oceanogro,phy and the Lowestoft Fisheries Laboratory in the 
United Kingdom. Two international organizations, the World Meteorological 
Organization and the Interpaticnal C01mcil for the Exploration of the 
Sea, also e,re involved. 'f·he international coordinator is Mr. Vernon Brock, 
Director of the Bureau of Corrrnerci.:!.l Fisheries Biclogical Laboratory, 
Washington, D. C. 

The first series of cruises, under the code name EQUALl'1NT I, is underway 
at the present tine. A second series, EQUALANT II, is scheduled for the 
fall of 1963. 

What Will. the Investigntion /i.ccomplish? 

The rapid developnent of high-seas fisheries by a number of nntions, 
particularly Japan and the u.s.s.R., since the end of World War II is well 
known to you. The West Coast of Africa, from Dnkar to Cape Frio (approxi
mately 15° N, Lat. to 20° s. Lat,) has received particular attention, and 
catches of tuna and herring-like fishes in this region have risen sharply. 
There is a real need for detailed information on abundance, moveoents, 
and other characteristics of these:; and other valuable living resources in 
the region. Such infonnation will be valuable to prevent overfishing of 
resources presently utilized, and to identify resources new underutilized. 
This ~s of particular importance to the developing new nations of Africa, 
which have not used these resources to any great extent in the past. 

Off the northeast coast of South America, from the Caribbean to Recife, 
lies a continental shelf rich in marine life about which even less is 
known. These resources are of Dotential value to the United States nnd 
other nations of the Northern Hemisphere, and are being exploited to sone 
extent by several such nations now. They also are of great potential 
value to South A.i."":1erican nations, which need anir.v1l proteins to augn.ent 
the diet of their growing populo.tions. In the equatorial waters of the 
open ocean, as nentioned already, are tuna and other resources of unknown 
magnitude, valuable to us and to other nations. 

To understand the size of the catch that can be made from these waters, 
and to ensure that D.rud.I:i.um harvests will be nade and will continue, we 
need to know the habits of the living resources and the characteristics 
of their oceanic environment. From a more selfish point of view, we need 
to understand the ocean currents that S¥eep up the West Coast of Africa, 
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across the equator, flow north and west along the South .Atlerican coast, 
make a broad eddy in the Gulf of Mexico, and generate the great Gulf 
Stream. We need to know how these currents influence the abundance and 
movements of shrimp, menhaden, and other traditional resources along our 
shores. These are some of the benefits that this investigation will make 
possible. 

Other Benefits 

Other advantages will accrue to the United States fishing industry from 
these broad oceanographic studies. We must recognize that, except in places 
like the Northwest Pacific where our fishermen enjoy special advantages 
gained through interntJ.tional agreements, we have no exclusive right to ocean 
resources beyond our narrow territorial waters, If the United States is to 
remain a major fishing nation we cannot rely entirely on policies aimed 
at securing special privileges. Where such privileges are justified, and 
we can demonstrate our right to enjoy them, your Government will do every
thing possible to secure and maintain these privileges for you. But many 
resources off our shores do not qualify for abstention by other nations 
today and they are being fished with ever-increasing vigor. Oceanographic 
research in all parts of the world ocean will work to the advnntage of our 
fishing industry. It will provide American fisherMen with information which, 
coupled with their traditional ingenuity and aggressiveness~ will allow them 
to compete successfully with foreign fishermen anywhere in the world. 

Assisting Our Domestic Indus~ 

In helping our industry to remain competitive on the high seas, we must not 
neglect our responsibilities at home, Many of our most serious local 
fishery problems can be corrected by continual revision and coordination 
of the fishery laws of your individual States. This is one of the principal 
purposes and functions of interstate fishery commissions like your own. I 
would suggGst that you reexamine your performance and policies to be sure 
that you are doing everything possible in this direction, 

It might be well to give an example of what I mean, I cannot think of a 
better one than your oyster industry here in the Gulf t Cne encouraging aspect 
of the disastrous decline of the oyster industry of the Atlantic coast, 
from your point of view, is that the Gulf is producing a larger and larger 
proportion of the country's oyster harvest. I would urge you to take a 
lesson from the mistakes made by your sister .States on the Atlantic coast. 
Be sure that you are not creating, b:y- unnecessarily restrictive laws enact
ecl in the n~ne of conservf:1tion n set of condi t:Lons thrit will ,,revent 
free use of ri ccunul_r•ter tnrn·lertge .!:'Ind i:,,,rill r~lise the cost of nrocucing 
0ysters beyond the ·'"'oint of rAR sonrbJ.e nrofi t. Your Stf'.'te scientists and 
those of our Burenu rre nt ~rour service to ndvise you how to f'Void such 
costly errors, 
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Mr. Chairman, members of the Gulf States Marine Fisheries Cornmissioh 
and guests~ It is always a pleasure to appear before this group. The Gulf 
States Marine Fisheries ComHission has been most helpful to our industry 
and we are deeply grateful to Dudley Gunn nnd all the Conunissioners who have 
served throughout the years. I sincerely believe that you have done an out
standing job, We are proud to have you meet with us in Florida and always 
look forward to your visit with us. 

Dud assigned me a topic - 11The Activities of Southeastern Fisheries 
Association". I am going to vary sor:.iewhat from this topic and discuss 
with you some of our problems as an association, I think that these srune 
problems may apply to the Gulf States Commission- to the marine biologists -
to the members of our 5 State Governrnents(especin.lly the enf'orcenent agencies 
and lawmakers) whose duty it is to regulnte and control our salt waters -
and to the seafood industry itself, 

May I steal fron our good friend Charlie Jackson, who for so r.in.ny 
years served as general manager of National Fisheries !nstitute, the follow
ing: 

"Trials of an Association Secretary .. 

If he talks on the subject - - he is trying to run things. 
If he is silent -- he is dunb or has lost interest. 
If he is usually at the office --why doesn't he eet out. 
If he is out when we call -- why doesn't he stick around more o~en. 
If he is not at hor:1e at night -- he must be out carousing. 
If he is at home -- he is neglecting outside contacts. 
If he doesn't agree with you -- he is ignorant or bullheaded. 
If he does -- that's all he had to do anyway. 
If he can't help ycu find a better job -- he's a poor contact nan. 
If he•s more cordial to ono nember than another -- he's playing politics. 
If he should give someone a short answer -- trim hin down to size in 

the next budget. 
If he tries to explain both pros and cons of soBething -- hels pussyfooting. 
If he is well dressed ~-he thinks he's a big shot. 
If he isn't - - he's not a proper representative of his association. 
If he takes a vacation - - he's been on one all yenr_ 
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If he's been on the job a short tirie -- hets too inexperienced. 
If he's been on the job a long time -- we need new ideas and it 1s time 

for a change. 

A trade D,ssociation executive just can't win." 

I an sure that you have all read this but I run not so sure that 
all of you have given deep thought and evaluated the real and deep serious
ness and truth as Charlie has so aptly put it. 

No - a trade association executive can't win. 
No ... a co:r:inission can•t win. 
No - a director of conservation can•t vdn. 
No - a member of the legislature can't win. 
No - a biologist cantt win - and rJight I add 11 cantt conplete a project -

never has enough funds" generally tells the industry what to do 
instead of industry nsking for specific help but not assisting in 
getting that help. 

No - tho industry can't win, because there is no such thing as a united 
front in any problem concerning the fisheries industry and because 
the: Trade executive cantt win - tho commission cantt win - th~ 
conservation director cantt win- the legislator cantt win - and so 
goes the revolving circle - most always brings us back to the 
starting point, established years and years ago. 

On June 23, 1952 the constitution and by-laws of the Southeastern 
Fisheries Association were adopted and at that time the following "Objects 
nnd Purposes" of the association were adopted: 

1. To pronote in every legal manner the development, operation, mD.intenance, 
~.nd general welfare of the coti.r.iercial fisheries industries of the Southeastern 
United Stntes, nnr~1oly., Florida, Alabama, Goorgin, South Carolina, North 
Carolina, and other states desiring to affiliate. 

2. To conduct studies, engage in research, and in any or all other kindred 
and legititlate activities to aid the commercial fisheries industries of the 
Southeastern United States and Gulf of Mexico. 

3. To furnish timely information to its l!ler.1bership in every legal manner 
with respect to any and all matters vital to the maintenance and development 
of the commercial fisheries industry of the Southeastern United States and 
Gulf of Mexico. 

4. To collaborate and cooperate in every legal manner with all branches 
and agencies of the state and federal goverru.1ents having to do with the 
commercial fisheries industry, with trade nssociations, chambers of commerce, 
boards of trade, and other orga.nizations to tho end of protecting the health 
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and well-being of our citizens by educating them with respect to the high 
nutritive value of fishery products, and the establishine of a sound and 
coordinated goverrment pclicy which will protect and strengthen the 
fisheries industry. 

5. To nppear before legislative and congressional committees, and 
executives or administrative aeencies of state and federal governrr1ents 
for the purpose of pronoting and sponsoring the enactment of sound laws, 
rules and regulations pertaining to or affecting the fisheries industry 
of the Southeastern United States and Gulf of Mexico. 

6. To ndv.'.lllce in every legal manner the fisheries industry of the 
Southeastern United States by sponsoring sound laws, foreign treaties 
and agreements safeguarding the producing, processing, canning and dis
tributing of fishery products. 

7. To pronote in every legn.l mnnner the standardization and simplifica
tion of products. 

B. To conduct in every legal manner trade promotion activities, includ
ing advertising and publicity. 

9. To engage in nny lawful activities which will enhance the efficient 
and economic progress of the industry and apprise the public of its scope 
and character. 

Now nearly 11 years later these objectives and purposes are still 
the snme. Problens have increased with growth and e.xpnnsion cf the fishing 
industry throu8hout the world. We hnve had to nake progress to survive and 
I certainly think we have Qll nade a sincere eff crt to keep abreast of the 
ti1:1es. We are proud cf the strides nade by Southeastern. Our probler~1s 
and :)urposes r:my be the sane - but the nagni tude and importance of these 

· rroblor1s have gr.eatly incrensed. The progress that has been nade is the 
results of a dedicated effort by all of you to oake our industry grow 
nnd to.ke its rightful ::·lo.co, its honorable place in world econony. 

Before closing I would like to take this opportunity to extend to each 
of you a cordial invitation to attend the 11th annual Southeastern Fisheries 
Association Convention in St. Augustine, Florida, on May 18, 19, 20, 1963. 

I am not fussy and oad -- just tired. 

Thank you. 
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The menhaden fishery in the Gulf of Mexico is the fastest growing 
fishery in the United States. Production in 1962 reached a record high 
of 530,000 tons. This amount was approximately one-fifth of the total 
fish catch in the United States and one-half of the total menhaden pro
duction. 

Prior to World War II, the catch o! menhaden from Gulf waters 
amounted to less than 15,000 tons annually. Beginning about 1947, the indus
try began expanding, New pla.nts were built, processing facilities wore 
increased, and new vessels were ad4ed to tho fleet, By 1950, the catch 
had risen to over 163,000 tons, From 1950 to 1958, the annual catch varied 
about an average of 212.lOOO tons. The catch increased each supsequent year 
and in the past 2 years has more than doubled. 

The entire Gulf menhaden catch is manufactured into fish meal, oil, 
and condensed solubles. The meal and solubles are used in mixed animal 
feeds, primarily for poultry. Most of the oil production is exported to 
Europe, where it is mnnufactured into margarine, The combined value of 
these products in 1962 w8.s estimated at $22 million. 

The increased market demand for fish meal in the United States has 
been closely associated with the production of the menhaden industry. In 
1962, menhaden meal accounted for nearly 79 percent of the total U. S. 
fish meal production. Undoubtedly future domestic prod~cticn of fish meal 
will continue to be largely dependent on the menhaden industry. 

We recognize that in order for us to maintain our favorable position 
in the current fish meal market, we must be assured of adequate supplies 
of raw material. Furthennore, because of the narrow margin between the 
market price of our products and the ccmbined costs of catching and process
ing the raw material, we require tremendous quantlties of fish. 

For these reasons, the phenomenal growth of the Gulf menhaden fishery 
has been particularly encouraging to us in industry, especially since the 
Atlantic menhaden fishery in recent years shows signs of leveling off or 
even declining, 

The basio questions which we now face with respect to the resource 
are these: (1) Can the Gulf menha.den stock support even greater catches 
than are now being taken, or (2) Is the increased fishing in recent years 
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endangering the future supply of fish? Such information can only be furnished 
by scientific studies such as those being conducted on the Atlantic_ Menhaden 
fishery, 

The Gulf menhaden fishery at present is carried on along the coasts of 
Mississippi, Louisiana and eastern Texas. Approximately three-fourths of 
the catch, however, is t~.ken between Moss Point, Mississippi and Morgan City, 
Louisiana. Because the fishery is restricted to such a relatively short 
stretch of Gulf Coast, this suggests the possibility of a much larger annual 
catch than is now being taken. However, exploratory fishing work must be 
done to determine whether sizable concentrations of menhaden occur elsewhere 
in tho Gulf. Furthermore, the fish disappear from the northern Gulf some
time in October nnd are not seen again until the follo'tdng April or May. 
If the rnigration routes and winter locations of the fish could be determined, 
this informc:i.tion could lead to extension of our fishing season. 

Most of the fish in the catches are smnll, and biologists of the 
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries tell us that most of these fish nre in their 
second or third year of life4 Some offshore catches of larger, older fish 
have been reported by the Bureau's exploratory fishing vessels, and these 
sometime appear in our catches during the spring and fall migrations. Since 
these fi.sh are not being utilized by our industry, this portion of the 
resource is being wasted. I.f those older, larger fish could be located and 
caught, they could appreciably increase the yield and provide a greater 
economic return than is now being realized. 

Furthermore, since the fishery is bD.sed on fish in their second and 
third years of life, the failure of a single year class could cut production 
by at least 50 percent. The failure of two or more year broods could have 
catastrophic effects on our industry. 

Frequently the catch in one locality differs considerably from that 
in other localities during the fishing season. Such erratic changes in the 
supply of f:ish obviously are of great economic concern to both the fishermen 
and the plant operators. Fish meal inventorios which must be carried until 
each new season's supply of fish becomes known result in costly stcrage and 
handling. The repair r.i.nd reconditioning of vessels and pla.nt processing 
machinery in advqnce of each fishing season aro costly and, at present, are 
made with no knowledge of expectod catch. New processing plants and vessels 
htWG been constructed with no assurnnce that our cn.pitnl investments can be 
recovered. It would be extremely helpful, therefore, if prediction of catch 
could be mo.de so thnt we could plan our fishing operations, r:inrketing 
practices, and capital investments on an objective basis. 

No industry, including the menhaden industry, can operate successfully 
with so mnny unknowns. We have invested large sums of money in vessels, 
plants, and other equipment, and we con.not afford to see this great resource 
either wasted or unwisely used. 

There have been confirmed reports that Russian fishing vessels have been 
searching for menhaden along the coasts of our Southeastern Atlantic States. 
Recently we have been rending in tho news that the Russians have established 
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a fishing bo.se in Cuba. We cannot idly sit by while the nationals of other 
countries are searching the waters in our backyard for the very fish which 
support our industry. 

We have repeatedly urged that scientific studies be undertaken which 
will lead to a better understanding of the biology and habits of Gulf r.1en
hnden. We believe that biological research, similar to that which the 
Bureau of Comr1ercial Fisheries i.a. conducting on the Atlantic menhaden 
fishery, is absolutely essential to the wise utilization of the Gulf 
menhaden resource and thus will assist the nation's leading fishing industry 
in the uninterrupted continuatj.on of its operations and in the expansion 
of the markets for its products. 
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Study of the early developmental stages of pink shrimp on the 
Tortugas fishing grounds of Florida is being carried out by the Institute 
of Marine Science of the UnivE;rsity of Miami with the support of the Bureau 
of Commercial Fisheries. One objective of this study is to describe the 
abundance of the larval stages, seasonally and geographically, and to 
determine the factors which affect the num.bers and the survival of the 
larvae. This informntion will help in our understanding of the variations 
that take place in a shrimp population. Along with inforr.iation on survival 
at older ages, the study will point the way to discovering why some years 
are good and some years are bad for shrimping. 

Temperature is an important factor in the lives of all marine 
animals. It is perhaps the most important single factor govening the 
occurrence and behavior of life. Tho effect of temperature on reproduction 
of a spocies has be(m described many times. In temperate l'-nd higher lati
tudes reproduction usually is associated with the warn season of the year. 
What happens in the tropics or at great depths where temporntures are 
uniform summer and winter r.i.ay be different and is of great interest. Tropical 
organisms nay breed continuously, as has been suggested by some, or they 
no.y have definite breeding rhytht1s as do temperate organisms. 

Our study suggests thnt temperature is a primary factor which affects 
the spnwning of pink shru1p and tho abundance of lr1.rvae. The study shows 
that pink shrimp like many tropical species, have o. continuous breeding 
season but, like temperate and the majority of tropical species have a 
definite breeding rhythm. 

The continuous breeding season has been demonstrated by plankton 
tows made throughout the year on the Tortugas fishing grounds. In these 
tows young pink shrimp, less than 3 weeks old, were found each month of the 
year. In fact, in 3~ years, a. cruise was never unsuccessful in collecting 
larvne. The continuous presence of young larvae in the snnples is evidence 
that spawning is continuous and is not restricted to a certain period of 
the year. Other evidence that spawning continues throughout the year is 
from samples taken in inshore areas. Samples from the entranco to the 
Flamingo estuary in the Everglades National Parl-:: showod that postlarvae 
are present throughout the year. This is surprising, since in teLlperate 
waters penaeid shrimp are defini.tely seasonnl in their distribution in 
estuaries. In North Co.rolina postlarvae of pink shrir.1p were observed by 
Austin Williams only from May to November. In Texas the Bureau of 
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Conir.iercial Fisheries found that penaeid postlarvae were absent at the 
entrnnce t'"' Galveston Bay from mid-Decer11ber to mid-Februnry. 

The fnct thr:t the breeding season is cont:inuc1us throughout the 
yeti.r · ... rnvicles sor1 .. e interesting informrition [}.b·--ut the te:m.neratures n.t 
·which pink shrimp spav-m. Most narine anirrwls hnvo restricted temuerature 
rnnc;es for breeding. Presun.r:.bly Y)ink shri1:1."r\ do also, but since sDavming 
occurs throughout the yePr in the Tortu.gas area these lirlits are nre
sumebJ.y beyond the lini ts of the terr'!ernture ron,?,e of this environment. 
The observed temrierntures nt stti,tions at which S"1a·tming cc curred, (i.e. 
nt stnti.-:ms nt ·which lr.irvne 0f less thnn ? cio.ys in oge 1~~ere collected) 
ran[ed. from D lov of J..O. 6 °C t( ... a high of )rJ. 6 °C. These observed te1:Tpera
tures considernbly e:xtend the temporntu.re ro.ne:e for sn21rming of pink 
shrimp which hns b0en repnrted in the literDture. 

Some of the conclusions concerning the spawning season which have 
been reported in the literature have been bo.sed on the appear<':.nce of 
postlarvae at the mouths of estuaries. This is not a good criterion 
for crusta.cea, which may have a prolonged larval development, It is possible 
that even in northern areas pink shrimp r1ay spawn throughout the year but 
may not enter the estuaries during the cold winter nonths. Broad found 
large ready-to-spawn female pink shrimp off shore of North Carolina in 
Nover:i.ber but recruitment of postlarvo.e of this species has never been noted 
there in winter. It is possible that the shrinp may have spawned and the 
larvae remained off shore until spring. The Bureau of Cor..1mercial Fisheries 
found penaeid postlarvae off Galveston throughout the year although, as 
we just said, the postlarvae did not enter the bay during the winter. 

Although pink shrimp have a continuous breeding season in the 
Tortugas area, they have a definite breeding rhythm which is related to 
tenporature" There is a close relationship between the abundance of larval 
shrinp, as nen.sured by the cat.ches of plankton tows, and the teri.perature 
of the water at tho bcttcm, which is tho habitat of the adult shrinp. The 
figure shows this relation in 1959, 1960, 1961 and the first half of 1962. 
The temperature pattern consists of an increase in spring from the winter 
low, high temperatures during summer, a gradual decrease through the early 
fall and an abrupt drop in the late fall. The winter lows during the 
three years were between 19.5 and 21.7°c. The summer highs were between 
29.l and 29.8°C. 

The seasonal fluctuation in the numbers of larvae follows a 
similar pattern. The numbers of larvae were low during the winter, in
creased rapidly in spring along with risine water temi:eratures, fluctuated 
around a high level in summer and decreased in autur.m. The winter lows 
during the three years were less than 1 larva per tow. The sur:unor highs 
were between 60 and 250 larvae per tow. 

In 1961 the water temperntures fell off unusually early in the 
spawning season, The maximum teuperature was reached in June and tempera
tures decroased in July, August, and Septenber, In other years the 
temperature decline did not begin until September or later. The temperatures 
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in August 1961 were colder than in November of the two previous years • 
These cold temperatures were associated with sharp thermoclines, with the 
surface temperatures up to 5.7°C. higher than the bottom. The spawning 
intensity in 1961 followed this same trend. Maximum spawning occurred 
from March to June but f~w larvae were collected in the succeeding summer 
months of 1961 which had cold water temperatures. An average of 37 larvae 
in June was followed by averages of 0.2 to 3.4 in July to September. 

Temperature, of coltrse, may affect the numbers of larvae in several 
ways. It may affect the spawning intensity of the adults. Or it may affect 
the hatching of the egg and survival of the larvae. Finally, the growth 
and duration of the larval stages may be affected. 

It is possible that the fluctuations in numbers of larvae can be 
explained largely as fluctuations in spawning activity. Some ripe and 
nearly-ripe shr:imp are found on the Tortugas grounds throughout the year 
but tho highest percentages are present in spring and sununer, from April 
to November. Thus, the seasonal trend in numbers of larvae follows the 
seasonal trend in the percentage of ripe shrimp. 

Effects of temperature on hatching of the eggs and survival of the 
larvae also may be important in affecting the abundance of larvae, but 
we have less information on these factors. Some of our laboratory experi
ments which will be discussed in another talk indicate that low temperatures 
prolong the larval life and may affect survi vaL The planktonic life of 
shrimp is full of hazards and a longer larval life which is a result of 
prolonged development at low temperatures, may markedly reduce survival. 
This has been suggested in the case of sardine larvae in California waters 
where a three degree range of temµ;rature may result in a 10 fold variation 
in survival. Further information on the effects of temperature on these 
aspects of the life history awaits additional observations and experiments, 

There is a general pattern in the seasonal relationship between 
waters temperature and numbers of larvae. This is shown in the following 
figure. 

The munbers of larvae are plotted on the vertical axis against tempera
ture on the horizontal axis. The months are indicated by the numbers 1 to 
12, starting with 9 in Septomber 1959 and ending with 6 in June 1962. The 
resulting polygons give seasonal pictures of the temperature-larval relation
ship and makes possible a graphic comparison of the data. 

The numbers of larvae increased rapidly when water temperature in
creased in the spring months. The numbers of larvae also decreased rapidly 
when water temperatures docreased in the fall months. This pattern was 
observed in the 4 years in which data were collected. The increase in the 
numbers of larvae in the spring occurred at lower temperatures than did 
the decrease in the nur1bers of larvae in the fall. Apparently, the 
direction of the temperature change, as well as the absolute value of the 
tesperature, affects the spawning intensity. 
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A slight increase in temperature is sufficient to trigger gonad 
maturation and spawning in the spring while in the autumn a slight
decrease in temperature is sufficient to cause spawning to cease in 
the najority of the population. 

In conclusion, pink shrimp in the Tortugas area of Florida spawn 
throughout the year but the principal spawning season is from March to 
October. rrhe shrimp aro capable of spawning at temperatures at least 
between 19 and 30°C. and possibly at more extreme temperatures. The 
fluctuations in the numbers of larvae are related to the seasonal 
temperature cycle, probably beoa'IJse of the effect of temperature on 
the seasonal spo.wning cycle, 'Ihe effects of temperature on survival 
of the egg and larval stages remains to be determined. 
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GULF STATES MARINE FISHERIES COMMISSION 
Clearwater, Florida 
Jack Tar-Fort Harrison Hotel 
March 21-22, 1963 

"PROGRESS REPORT ON A STUDY OF THE JUVENILE 
PHASES OF THE PINK SHRIMP IN SOUTH FLORIDA 11 

c. P. Idyll and E. s. Iversen 
Institute of Marine Science 
University of Miami 

INTRQIJ.!LQ} ION 

With the support of the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries the Institute of 
Marine Science is studying the juvenile phase of the life history of the 
pink shrimp Penaeus ~~' in the Everglades National Park nursery 
grounds. The work was begun on October 1, 1962. The prograrn involves ob
taining quantitutive information on pink shrimp in an outlet of the nur
sery grounds. Information on relative abundance, sizes of shrimp, sex 
ratios of shrimp and movements of shrimp in this canal in response to 
environmental conditions are being sought. 

The area of Flamingo (Buttonwood) Canal where srunpling is to be done is 
about 60 feet in width and about seven feet deep at low low water. At high 
tide the depth may reach about nine feet. A bridge which carries vehicular 
traffic between the Everglades National Park entrance and Flamingo passes 
over the canal at the point of sampling. This area is about half a mile 
from the exit of the carml into Florida Bay. The heavy concrete pilings 
which support the bridge aro located at each side of the canal about six 
feet from the edges of the co.nal. The bottom. of the canal is of hard marl 
and is relatively flnt. There is considerable small boo,t traffic up and 
down the canal during the day and evenings, especially during week ends. 
Tidal currents are usually strongest on the ebb tide, but wind conditions 
often cause variations in strength and duration ns well as direction of 
the water movement. 

Considerable effort was spent in searching for and removing logs, rocks, 
cement rubble and drift wood which would have fouled the sampling net. 
Because the water is murky, co,reful underwater searching was required over 
an area about 60 x 60 feet. Numerous large rocks and logs, some weighing 
several hundred pounds were removed from the sampling area with block and 
tackle. 

Based on preliminary trinls with n channel net used by commercial shrimp 
fishermen in the Everglades Park, and observations made with SCUBA gear, 
a net was designed and nssembled. The first net is constructed of 3/4" 
stretched mesh nylon webbing throughout and is 13 feet by 76 feet with a 
cod and 6 feet square at the junction of the wings (upper end), tapering 
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to a 2 foot opening at the lower end. The cod end is about 30 feet in 
length. LeD.d lines are swen to both the top and bottom lines of the net 
to permit it to lie flat on the bottom of the canal when boats are passing 
through the sampling area. 1.arge brass rings were swen to each end of the 
not to fasten it to the movable pipe supports. 

During the first trials the lead line of the net did not stay on the 
canal bottom. To overcome this difficulty the cod end opening was enlurged 
from 6' squnre to about 1.3 r x 36' • Obsern1tions mnde by a diver showed 
that the net was lying on the bottom of the canal. 

A second net has been built which we expect will avoid small pockets in 
which debris collected in the first net. The new net is tapered evenly 
from the mouth to tho codend. It is more heavily weighted with the bottom 
line consisting of a solid row of leads, some 160 pounds. The top line has 
40 pounds of leads, The new net will be tested this month. The first net 
is believed to have caught virtually all animals moving in the cann.l,; the 
new net should do likewise. 

Since the net cannot remain erect during the entire sampling period it was 
necessary to build and install 500 pound concrete blocks which would hold 
movable 111 11 shaped pipos that permit the net to be raised and lowered. 
Stability of these blocks was accomplished by securing them to the bridge 
pilings by strdnless steel cable and turnbuckles. A system of removable 
overhead lines and blocks hns been nssembled which permits rapid rnising 
nnd lowering of the pipes nnd net by use of an automobile on the nearby 
roadwny. This can be done at all stages of the tide, 

Signs which WD.rn boD,ters thnt we are working with a net in the canal have 
been prepared and installed.. These 4 foot sqvare signs are placed on both 
sides of the net and can be lighted at night and removed when not in use. 
In addition, red kerosene lanterns high on the bridge provide further 
warning. 

Sampling is done twice each lunar month, for two ntghts running. The net 
is set at dusk and is fished over two tides. When the tide reverses 
direction the net is turned inside out. It fishes equally well on either 
tide, 

The cod end of the net is emptied every half hour. The net continues to 
fish while the cod end is being raised. 

At present, while the srunpling program is being shaken down, and while 
catches of shrimps a.re relatively small, the whole sar.1ple is being kept •. 
Later sub-sampling will be employed, 

Small fish are being kept. Big fish are measured, counted and released. 
Crabs are being sexed and counted and released. 

A Gurley current meter, Model No. 622 is used continuously while sar:J.pling 
is underway. The meter provides accurate mensurement of water velocity. 
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Temperature and salinity readings are made on each haul. A summary_ of 
samples taken is shown in Table I. 

RESULTS 

Abundance: A comparison of the numbers of shrimp caught on flood and ebb 
Currerits'"{ from current meter readings) is shown in the table #2. There is 
considerable variation within the several series of comparisons but the 
numbers of shrimp caught on the flooding current are low in relation to 
the numbers caught on the ebbing curre.nt. This was anticipated; in fact 
it was expected the..t the differences would be even greater than those 
observed. It was supposed that at this spot, close to the edge of the 
estuary, most shrimp movements would be towa~d the sea, with very little 
movement into the estuary. The fact that moderately large numbers of 
shrimp were oaught on the flood tide suggests that many of the shrimp moving 
towards Florida Bay return "inland" again. Clearly, however, there is a 
net migration out of the estuary. It will be of interest to see how the 
comparison of nu.'nbers on flood and ebb currents changes seasonally and with 
varying hydrographic conditions. 

It is necessary to differentiate between "flood tide" and "flooding 
current" since cori.monly the water falls while the current is flooding. 
This is probably associated with the character of the terrain, which in
volves a sizeable basin connected by a narrow inlet from the sea. Delay 
in emptying and filling this basin produces the anomo:Ly between current 
direction and falling or rising water level, A further peculiarity of 
the tides at the sampling area is that their duration does not coincide 
with tide-table predictions. Comm.only the tide will flood much longer than 
predicted nnd, the ebb stage will be relatively very short. Sometimes the 
reverse is true. This phenon:enon may be associated with winds, but the 
pattern is not at all clear. 

Perhaps as a consequence of the peculiarities of the tides, the shrimp 
abundance shows some unexpected patterns. One the basis of preliminary work 
during an ecological study of thee3tuary, it appeared that shrimp catches 
were highest when the velocity of the water was greatest. The new data show 
that there is a good agreement between catches and current on the ebbing 
current, but that this is not true on the flooding current. Cn the other 
hand, there is a good inverse relationship between the tide height and the 
ntunbers of shrimp caught in the net. This is true both on flooding and 
ebbing currents. It is not clear how the shrimp sense tide height, yet 
the anirnals appear to be reacting to it. 

Sizes of Sqrimp: During the whole period January 3 to February 9 the mean 
sizes of shrimp caught did not change. The time period is only 6 weeks, 
yet it is surprising that the mean size is the same, with one exception, 
for 6 sampling times. 'I'he mean size is 14 rnr.i carapace length and the small
est shrimp caught are about 6 mm. There is n considerable difference in 
size ranges auong the samples, but this is due to the variation in sample 
si~es .. 
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Light: Boat traffic in the canal is heavier in the daytime than during 
ti1'e'llight. During prelin.innry trials with the net w::1·have done nearly all 
sampling at night except when SCUBA diving for inspection of the net was 
involved. Sor.:i.e day sar.iples were obtained but are not included in the 
present analysis. Those taken in full daylight contained no shrimp. When 
sanpling was begun during darkness, and extended into daylight hours, 
the ntunbers of shrimp djJjinished greatly. One sanpling period which began 
at dusk and extended into darkness involved an ebb current. The early samples 
fror.:i this trip contained sorie shrimp during the dusk hours and as darlmess 
increased the numbers caught increased. Later we will conduct sanpling 
over a full 24 hour period. 

Ienper~.~~: Temperature affected the movement of shrimp when extrenes 
occurred, but the evidence is too sparse yet to make any close cor.1parisons. 

A very large shrimp catch was 1~ade during the cold spell of January 8-9. 
At that tine the nw:1bers of shrinp caught per half hour of sru:1pling were 
abcut 10 times as large as those taken at tines when the air teriperature 
was warner. 

General: Many fish and invertebrates other than shrimp are being caught 
in the net. Large nunber of blue crabs and snaller nu.nbers of soa catfish, 
9§1.:.~1.s.htl,l~s ~ are taken. Collections and counts are being r.1ade of all 
species caueht incidental to the capture of pink shrinp. 

Since we are in the early staees of this work the results fail to show 
any but the faintest of patterns. It seems clear however, that we have an 
opportunity to obtain D. good deal of valuable inf ornation about the biology 
and behavior of pink shri:r.ip with the technique employed. 
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TABLE I 
SUMMARY OF SAMPLES COLLECTED 

DATE SAMPLING INTERVAL NO. OF SAMPLES TAKEN 

START END EbOOD CURRENT EBB CURRENT 

January 3 2100 hrs. 2340 hrs. 4 

January 8-9 2030 04/i,O 10 5 

January 22-23 1945 0400 8 5 

January 23 1915 2400 4 5 

February 5-6 2237 0301 7 

February 6 1747 2240 10 

( February 19-20 1845 0545 15 6 

February 21 0400 0753 8 

March 5 0200 0702 2 7 

March 6 1905 2330 6 2 

TOTAL 56 48 
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TABLE 2 

Nur:ibers of shrirlp caught per sample 

DATE ____ F_LOOD TIDE 
Average no. Number 
per half hr. samples 

EBB TIDE 
Average ~o. · Number 
per half hr. samples 

FLOOD AS 
% OF EBB 

--·~-·-

Jan. 8 12 .. 9 

Jan. 22 23.3 

Feb, 6 4.4 

Feb. 19 24.2 

~ ....... ~~· ................ -.......-.-.~~ 

10 1,006.4 

11 102.6 

7 87.3 

15 226,0 

.. --.........~ ................... ..,....... .. 

5 

5 

10 

5 

1.3 

22.3 

4.6 

10.6 
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GULF STATES MARINE FISHERIES COMMISSION 
Clearwater, Florida 
Jack Tar-Fort Harrison Hotel 
March 21-22, 1963 

"RAISING OF PINK SHRIMP FROM EGG TO ADULT" 

Joseph J. Ewald 
Institute of Marine Science 
University of Miami 

Our present knowledge of the early stages of the life cycles of penaeid 
shrimps has been gained using three methods: 

1. By reconstructing a developmental sequence, linking together larval 
forms found in the plankton which show morphological similarities. 

2. By rearing larvae found in the plankton through one or more stages. 

J. By rearing larval hatched from eggs of known parentage through one 
or more stages. 

The first two of these methods have obvious drawbacks. The greatest 
weakness is that despite similarities with other stages, identity cannot 
be proven. Only by roaring eggs of known parentage under close observation 
through all phases of their larval development can we be certain of a shrin1p 1 s 
complete larval history. Many attempts have been made to do this, with little 
success in most cases. 

A fow outstanding exceptions exist. Dr. Hudcnags (19L4-2) in Japan has 
hnd great success at rearing ,E. .iaponicus in his laboratory and then in ponds. 
His paper describing the complete development nnd naturnl history of this 
species is a cla.ssic, for this type of work. In 1938 Holdt reared three 
species of penaeids into post-larval stages. In 1954-1955 Johnson and Fielding 
reared P~~ ~~if~~' the white shrimp, in ponds using mass culture 
techniques, 

Problems Emcountered in rearing shrimp lnrvnl include: 

l. That of obtaining fertile eggs. 

2. That of having adequate supplies of the right kind of food at 
the right time. 

3. 'That of the animal becoming entangled in its food or its excrement. 
(Especially as protozoea) 

No one had successfully reared through all stages any species of 
penaeid shrimp found in the Western Hemisphere prior to the present work 
at Miami. 
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Work at Miamo on the life history, distribution, and migration of 
the Tortugas pink shrimp, r_ •. ...9.}2:2.£§:.~ is supported by the Bureau of 
Commercial Fisheries. It was necessary to identify and describe the 
various larval stages of the pink shrin1p before the othor phases of our 
work could proceed. This work is greatly complicated by the presence of 
some 108 kinds of larval penaeid forms which are found in plankton samples. 

Dobkin (1961) described the first six stages (5 naupliar) 1 protozoeal) 
from reared material. He was unable to rear larvae any farther, although 
four attempts were made. He described succeeding stages from the preserved 
plankton. For the latter 6 stages he ccmpared such characters as exoskeletal 
spination, relative length of antennae and length and shnpe of the rostrum 
with the published descriptions of other shrin1p species such as found in 
Pearson (1939), Gurney (1943), Heldt (1938), and Hud.en:igc, (1942). In 
August and September of last year we succeeded twice in rearing pink shrimp 
all the way from egg to post larvae. I can only touch on a few highlights 
of these successes, and by doing so perhaps indicate so:ne reasru.i.~ I feel 
they were possible. 

Ob~aining fert~le eggs: The problem of obtaining fertile eggs in 
good condition has proven to be difficult for some workers. In the Tortugas 
fishery, following the work done by Cummings (1961) on maturation and spawn
ing of pink shr:i.mp, by Jones et ~!· on seasonal distribution of pink shrinp 
larvae, and by Iverson et al (I96b) on distribution of adults and by 
Costello and Allen (1962) on the migration of adults, we know when and where 
to find spawning females, 

Thus large ripe females were obtained in short, try-net hauls by a 
shrimp trawler out of Key West. They were transported to Miami at night 
in 50 gallon plastic garbage cans, only periodic l~innual areation being 
necessary. Temperature rose 2-3°C during transport~ 

At the laboratory these were placed individually in aquari~, and if 
spawning ocrurred it was within two days. Our experience indicates that if 
a shrimp does not spawn 2-4 days after it is brought to the laboratory 
it probably will not spawn. 

Most of the eggs are der.iersal. They collected on the bottom of the 
tanks in such nunbers that they often appeared as a white powder,. They 
could be easily siphoned out, 

Rearing technique: Eggs were allowed to hntch and pass through all 
naupliar stages in large finger bowls containing filtered sea water. During 
the naupliar stages the larva does not feed. As first protozoea appeared 
they were placed in individual compartments of clear plastic tackle boxes. 
It is now the larvae begin to feed. 

The tackle box nethod of rearing, developed at Duke University and 
used extensively in the Decaped rearing progran at our laboratory, has 
several advantages. One bie; advantage is that individual records can be 
kept for a large m.m1ber of larvae, These boxos can be stncked and stored 
quite easily. Water and food are changed each day and noltine, erowth, 
condition, and behavior can be observed for individuals. 
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Water: It has been shown that sea water from different area~ may 
have different characteristics which have narked effect on marine life. 
(Wilson and Art1strong, 1954). I suspected this r.1ight be important in 
rearing pink shritlp larvae because these larvae are rarely found in 
inshore waters. I tried both Biscayne Bay and Gulf Stre:an waters of 
identical pH and salinity. Extrer1ely high mortality occurred with 
those reared in Bay water and none survived uore than a week. Those 
in open ocean water survived relatively well. 

All the water for a given experiment was collected at one time 
and used throughout the experiment. Larvae were transferred each morning 
to trays containing "new" water. This helped to keep bacterial populations 
to a minimum. 

Fcod: Early stage shririp 11.rvae are known to feed on micro-organisms 
found in sea water. However, very little else is known on the kind of 
microorganism a shrimp larva can utilize. 

I have naintained pure cultures of several diatot1s, dinoflagellates, 
and other unicellular algae. In the rearine experit1ents I usc;3d c: ... anixdd 
culture consisting cf: 

Du!,!EJielln. te~tiC'.)..ecE = a unicellular aleae 

Tetra~~),18~ - a. unicellular algae 

PhnecdactylutJ. tr.icorn'lJtun - a diatom 
~ .. .........,..... . ..,....-..ii 

A strain cf Chlorella - a unicelluJ.ar aleae 

A narine yeast 

After the larvae had been transferred to new trays each day, 
fresh mixtures cf these organisms were introduced into each compartment. 

~a~er !§mperat~re£ Larvae were reared at three different temperatures, 
21°, ?6°, and 30°C. Very hiE,h mortality resulted at 30°c. Although 
mortality rates for the 21. 0 temperature were higher than at 25° some 
larvae appeared to do well at this temperature. This slide shows the 
fastest development tines for the two temperatures. As a comparison we 
note that the tine of development for r_. .ia:eonicus was 9-! ... 10~· days 
(Hudenaga), E· s~~~fer:u~ 10 - 12 days (Johnson and Fieldine), and for E· 
triBulcalus 18 days - (Heldt). 

Mortality: Of 1200 first protozoea started only 50 survived to the 
post larval stages, These deaths included specimens that were preserved 
for detailed study and those whose nortality was due to experinents with 
water source, temperature nnd laboratory-inposed conditions. 

Previous workers have encountered great difficulty in rearing larvae 
through the protozoeal stages. These animals possess app~ndages with many 
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feathery setae and can become entangled in food and fecal materials, making 
them ineffective swinuners. When this occurs they usually sink to the bottom 
to die. However, I have noticed that healthy, active larvae are generally 
nble to contend with this problem. Itthus appears to be brour_:sht on more 
by poor physical condition rather than anythin~ else. However, daily 
changine.: of the water minimizes the mnount of such materials in the water, 
thus enhnnces survival. 

Once tho first :r.:tysis stage was att.!::dned mortality decreased sub
stantially and the problews of rearing were greatly reduced. Once pest 
larvae are produced, I have had no trouble rearing the anir:.~ls to mature 
sizes. 

The results of this initial research may have ir.1.portant apflications 
both to the study of the biology of shrir.1p nnd to possible commercial 
rearing of shrit.l.p. Of course, growth stages identified from rearing are 
necessary in identifying tho plankton in spawning, distribution and abun
dance studies such as are being conducted at Miami and elsewhere. Perfection 
of techniques to enable mass rearing cif shrimp larvae will facilitate 
further studies on food preference, effects of temperature and lieht, and 
various aspects of behavior. These in turn may shed light on the dynamics 
of natural shrirnp populations. 

The ability to mass-rear shrimp from the eggs may opE.m the door to 
the possible artificial culture cf shrimp on lcree scales. In Japan Dr. 
Hudenaga has succGssfully roared pe.no.eid shrir.1p, first in the laboratory, 
and then in ponds. At the pres0nt time his shrimp farm outside Tokyo supplies 
restaurants with sh:rir.~p on a ser.i.i-co:r:u:o.e1~cial basis. It is expected that 
shrimp fo.rr.is in centro.l Jo.pan will eventually produce 2,000 tons of shrimp 
per year. (Market News Service, Bur .. Comm. Fish., Jn.n, 15, 1962) 
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11 THE MULLET (LISA) UTILIZATION PROGRAM" 

Melvin E. Waters 
Pascagoula Technological Laboratory 
Bureau of Corrunercial Fisheries 

(COPY) 

The Pascagoula Technological Laboratory of the Bureau of Commercial 
Fisheries has had a utilization program on most of the available under
utilized species of Gulf of Mexico fish since its inception in early 1958. 
Several products have been studied at the Pascagoula Technological Labora
tory which would utilize mullet as a raw material. Smoked mullet, smoked 
mullet sausage, canned smoked mullet fillets, dry salt mullet, and several 
forms of canned mullet have been prepared Dnd favorably reported on by 
our taste panel. 

For the present fiscal year we have been engaged in a canning study 
to develop the best possible canned fish from mullet.. The Florida Stnte 
Conservation Board had suggested that a product could be developed, which, 
with sufficient advertising, might well enter the institutional markets 
now held by other arenrs products. It was estimated that the volume of 
canned fish used by the Southern State Institutions a.lone would support a 
considera.ble volume of canning. With this in mind, we joined the Florida 
State Conservation Board in a study to develop both a consumer and in""'." 
stitutional canned mullet pack of highest quality. The State proposed to 
test market the product and publicize the product under the no.me 11 Lisa. 11 

In our technological study we abandoned the former method of trying to 
develop the most economical product which would compete with cheaper pro
ducts, Our primary concern is to develop a product from mullet which the 
consumer will select from a multiple choice taste test. We were hindered 
by the fact that most people dontt like canned fish directly from the can. 
We believe that taste panel work should be done directly on the canned fish 
as opposed to combining the fish in salads, etc. 

I would like to digress one moment here to point out that most people 
untrained in food selection tnste panel work will invariably compare a 
product to some other canned product, rather than to judge it on its own 
merits. Even in our own Sureau organization this new canned mullet product 
is often rojeqted because its color, flavor, texture, or dryness does not 
compare to Alaska salmon, Pacific Coast tuna, or Norweginn sardines. It is 
necessary to acknowledge th.::i.t mullet is a unique fish with its own taste 
characteristics.. Canned mullet should never be compared to any other food. 
Tnste panelists should simply decide if they would buy this fish when 
offered in regular consumer channels. 

Most of you are familiar with former cnnning attempts of the University 
of Miami, the major cnn companies, nnd our own attempts at Pascagoula .. Suf-
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fice it to sny none of these products would ever command any of the-house
wife's dollar. It is true that a few individuals well acquainted with 
mullet would gladly eat this earlier product but, in general, it met with 
complete rejection. 

We are going to present here today the most recent product of the 
Pascagoula Technological Laboratory, and ·out some other packs for your 
evaluation, I will explain the method of packing our experimental product. 
(I have prepared an instructional sheet to distribute for your convenience.) 
Two to three~pound mullot were scaled and filleted, The fillets were 
soaked for l hour in e. 10% salt solution. The fillets were steamed at 212 °F. 
for 5 minutes on wire racks so that the oil and dark juice could drain off 
in cookitlg, After chilling to firm the flesh, the white meat is picked 
out in large pieces and hand packed in a can. 

Most of you know that it is necessary to have a certain "Fill of 
Container" drained weight under u. S. Food and Drug Regulations. As a "rule 
of thumb," in the absence of a published stondard, o cDnned fish product 
should have 70% of the can's water capacity in drained flesh. In order to 
get this .70% in mullet by this 1~1ethod, we must put in 10% over the desired 
cut-out weight. Thus, we put 80 ounc·es in the #10 cans; 13 ounces in .the 
#300 cans; fill the can to 1/8 inch headspace with 5% brine; heat to 160°F. 
and close the can. 

Now that we are working with a boneless product which is precooked and 
preheated, alnost to the point of killing all vegetative bacteria, we can 
cut down on our retort time. To establish correct processing time, we used 
thermocouples and a potentio:r:1eter to determine the heat penetration in both 
#10 and the No. 300 cans. In this method Bi-metallic probes are placed 
through the can walls with thermocouple wires leading out under the retort 
lid to a potentiometer calibrated to read temperature values. With this 
set~up one can read tho continuous temperature in the center of the can as 
the pressure rises in the retort. Previous studies published have establish
ed the fact tha.t if the center of the can is held at 240°F. for 5 minutes, 
complete sterility will result_. Our thermocouple studies showed that the 
No. 300 can required 40 ninutes at 240°F. and the No. 10 can 50 minutes 
at 2~.0°F, to obtain the required 5 minutes at 240° in the can centers. The 
cans should be cooled in the retort upon completion of the processing, in 
order to prevent further cooking which will soften the fish. To further 
establish the complete sterility of the product at this greatly lower pro
cessing tirne, several cans were incubated 3 weeks at 37°c. and 25°c. No 
"swells" developed, and the lot co.n be assur:1ed safe. 

The product, as presented here for your examination, is bland enough 
to suit modern consumer requirements. It could be utilized in salads, 
casseroles, loaves, and othor dishes. The cost at this stage has not been. 
considered; however, it might be noted that our yield is in the nature of 
20% on the round fish. In other words, it took 22~~ pounds, or 10 large fish, 
to fill this one No. 10 ca,n by this pre-cook, white-meat-only method of 
packing. 
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In closing, I will mention one other phase of our mullet utilization 
studies. Our Ann Arbor Technological Laboratory has been engaged in a 
study on filleting of Great Lakes fish. They have a filleting machine 
under contract at Menoninee, Michigan, north of Milwaukee. We tock .500 
pounds of mullet to Menominee last January for a filleting test. Un
fortunately, the mnchine wo.s designed for a flat fish-like herring and 
our round mullet did not fit the set-up. A considerable amount of rib 
bones were left in the fillet. 'Ihese results indicate that to be really 
practical, a special filleting ma.chine must be engineered for these 
larger round fish. Machine ;filleting would lower labor cost in production. 

The Bureau invites requests for further infonnation. 
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11REPORT ON MISSISSIPPI RIVER-GULF OUTLET NAVIGATION PROJECT 
AND LAKE PONTCHL\RTHAIN HURRICANE PROTECTION PROJECT, LOUISIANA" 

Spencer H. SDith,Branch of River Basin Studies 
Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife 
Atlanta, Georgia 

The Bureau of Sport Fisheries nnd Wildlife and the Bureau of Conmercial 
Fisheries are completing jointly conducted investigations on two public 
works projects within the New Orleans vicinity. Both studies were coordi
nated with the Louisiana Wildlife and Fisheries Cornnission mid were carried 
out under authority of the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act. 

The first initiated was the Mississippi River-Gulf Outlet navigation 
project authorized to be const!'\lcted by the Corps of Engineers. The project 
will be a 36 x 500 foot navigation channel frorJ New Orleans extending 
70 miles southca.st through a tidal marsh area, Chandelour Sound, and into 
the Gulf of Mexico. 

The 2100 square-~1ile tidal narsh area subjected to project-occasioned 
effects is a highly vnluable oyster, shrimp, and fishery area. Saline 
conditions are maintD.ined. here through an intricate circulD.ticn pattern 
of saline flows frou lake Borgne to the north, and Chandeleur Sound to 
the southeast, Primary effects which could have resulted to fish and 
wildlife from construction were considered to be: (1) Transaction of the 
circulation pattern by the channel alinement; (2) intrusion of higher 
saline Gulf of Mexico waters by the channel; and (3) silt disp.ersion and 
dar..mge from channel dredging and future maintenance. 

Investigations required to consider needs and devise raeasures to reduce 
project effects to the resource fell into the following general categories: 
(1) Hydrological studies to deten11ine net flows and circulation patterns 
through the marsh; (2) limited biological studies to establish rolative 
value of marsh and sound areas as fishery nursery and harvest zones; and 
(.3) appraisal of utilization by hunters and fishermen including the 
coLnnercial fishery within the zone of project influence. 

Channel construction is currently at one-half width diraension. Spoil 
dispersion has been effectively controlled by construction of levee
enclosed ponding or lagooning areas into which the hydraulically channel
dredged material is pumped,. The lagoons were dosifi'lled in size to allow 
for settling of solid dredge effluents within the lagoons with discharge 
of the dredging fluid through weirs constructed in the levees. 
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It is our op1m.on the existing water exchange and circulation patterns 
within the marsh can be generally sustained by r:iaintenance of, and 
salinity control within, the three ma,jor bayou flows crossing the 
channel alinement from Lake Borgne southward through the marsh. Provi
sion for the cross flows has been accomplished by keeping the bayous 
intact at point of intersection with the channel. Data to establish 
specifications for salinity control structures are being collected. 

The second Corps of Engineersl project of oajor significance to fish and 
wildlife interests is the Lake Pontchartrain hurricane protection study 
for the city of New Orleans. This study was initiated by the construction 
agency as a survey-scope investigation to determine a feasible method to 
reduce hurricane tide surges within Lake Pontchartrain. 

The lake is a 640-square mile, shallow, saucer-shaped area connected to 
Lake Borgne by two passes.. Accordingly, it is subject to tidal influence 
with its lower half having a marine environment. The concept of hurricane 
control was based on closure of the two passes in combination with a par
tial lakeshore levee system. 

A high-value sport fishery for both marine and fresh water fishes is 
supported by the lake. Also, a significant cor:unercial bait-shrir1p and 
crab fishery exists. 

Fish and wildlife investigations were designed prim.arily around a model 
study conducted by the Corps of Engineers. Major concern for the resource 
was based on project-occasioned alteration to salinity conditions within 
the lake. Model studios reveal thnt perm.anent closure of 75 percent of 
the cross~section of the two passes would not significantly alter present 
salinities, provided the vertical cross-section of the renaining 25 per
cent was maintained,. Net exchange of water would be sustained by a 
differential in head and resulting increased velocity occasioned by the 
partial closure. 

One ccmplicating factor of importance was fcund during the model study 
operation. Mississippi River-Gulf Outlet channel will be connected to 
Lake Pontchartrain through the existing Industrial Canal, A deep-water 
area in the vicinity of the lake juncture with the canal will cause 
head-developed increased-velocity inflow of the heavier saline waters from 
the Gulf Outlet channel. In consequence, a structure must be designed to 
control the exchange of fresh and salt water at this juncture. The Divi
sion Engineer, IM.VD, has recommended the hurricane control project with 
the Industrial Canal structure, 
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have\een gradually concentrated at the B~ological Laboratory at Gulf Breeze, Florida. 

During the past two years, the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries' pesticide studies· 

Much dt the early work had to be concerned with development and standardization of testing· 

methods since the response of marine animals to pesticides varies significantly from that 

of many fresh water forms used as test animals. This phase of the work has been com]?lete·d 

in so far as the labor~tory studies are concerned, and much of our effort is being directed 

now towar~s the standardization of techniques for the field program. 
. (, -

The investigations fall into three categories. Still the most urgent and 
. . 

requiring a majority of the effort is the determination of the acute ·toxic levels of the 

( Jre important chemicals now in use or expected to go into production soon. The second 

type of investigartion involves observations of possible toxicity due to chronic exposure 
. ·~'<: . ' ' . . ' 

~i . 
to relatively low 'g,oncentrations ... This work involves few species and only the most common· 

·::;r~; 

~\ 
pesticides, since o~servation periods extend approximately six months. Emphasis is placed 

u.ifrt. . 

on possible ill effects during the early growth of the test animals. 

The third phase of the program involves the evaluation of important chemicals 

under field conditions. The objectives are to relate laboratory findings to field results 

under .varying conditions of terrain and weather so that pesticides having minimal effects 

on commercial fisheries can be identified. 
l ' :. ( 

The, diversity ()f commercially important marine species bas ~~d~ it.: neces~ary to 
; !-: 

limit the screening program to representative species of the major groups of 'animals. 

·, ! 



( Acttte. toxicity· le{rels·· :are·: determined by exposing. groups of' shrimp and crabs to 

~ several ·concentrations of; each·p~;st:tcide for a period ·of 48 hours. All ·of the ·shrim'.f> .. _; 

,- tests !and most Of the crab' tests ate ·conducted in running sea water t·o Which an acetone 

stock solution of the pesticide is introduced at a continuous rate. Because of their 

insolubility in acetone a.nd comparatively low toxicities, some of the herbicides and 

fungicides are tested on crabs iri standing water aquaria. Constant-flow systems, in 

which the test solutions are renewed continually, have the advantage of ensuring 

sufficient oxygen and.the desired.concentration of pesticide. 

Mollusks 

3 

The commercial oyster, and the New 'England bard clam, are the principal mollusks 

used in the screening program. Incidental observations have been made on other clams and 

( mussels typical of the estuarine habitat. 

The.acute toxicity of each pesticide is determined by exposing separate groups 

of small oysters to several concentrations of the chemical for a period of 96 hours~ 

Tests are conducted in running water aquaria to which acetone-stock solutions of the 

pesticide are 'introduced at a continuous rate. The reaction of an oyster when 

sufficiently irritated by contaminated water is to close its shell. The oyster does not 

feed while closed and therefore does riot grow, so relative chemical toxiCity is'indfca.t:ed 

by changes in growth rate. Consequently measurement of shell growth:· is an objective method 

for evaluating the effects of pesticides. Average shell growth of ·oysters·; iri. each test 

concentration is compared with control animals receiving no pesticide· t'o determine' median 

toxicity values. 
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In general, there was no decrease in growth rate and in some cases, treated 

~ groups grew slightly better than controls. While clams do not reach maturi~y at this age, 

~ the oysters spawned spontaneously during the same periods that controls did. Mortality 

in all groups was comparable and in many cases was caused by predators (crabs) that grew 

up in the experimental aquaria. It was noteworthy, that all aquaria maintained a high 

population density of local animals whose swimming larvae came into the tanks naturally 

with the water supply. More than fifteen local species of mollusks, echinoderms, and 

worms were identified in the test and control aquaria. 

At the termination of these experiments, the oysters were screened to 

determine whether they bad acquired any tolerance to the individual pesticides. In no 

case was such an effect observed. 

Fish 

Laboratory and field studies show many of the commonly used 

pesticides are highly toxic to estuarine fish. Because of their abundance in local 

waters and commercial importance, we have used mullet and spot primarily in our tests. 

Twenty-four and 48 hour median tolerance limit values, are obtained by exposing 

groups of ten fish to five or more concentrations of each chemical. The tests were 

conducted in running sea water aquaria. 

In general, the chlorinated hydrocarbons such as DDT and endrin, are most toxic. 

Ten of them or about half of those tested caused a 50% kill in the test animals within 

24 hours at concentrations of less than 10 parts per billion. Some of the newer 

pesticides are safe to use at levels as high as 2 parts per million. The organic 

phosphorus compounds are very toxic at levels approximately 1 part per million while 

the herbicides are relatively non-toxic. 
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"FEDERAL RESEARCH ON COMMEHCIAL 
SHRIMPS IN THE GUl,F OF MEXICO - - 1962 11 

Joseph H. Kutkuhn 
Bureau of Coor.1orcial Fisheries 
Galveston, Texas 

In preparing for scheduled participation in the proceedings of the Shrimp 
Research Committee at the March 1963 meeting of the Gulf States Marine Fisheries 
Commission, it was planned that the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries represonta
ti ve would summarize general progress in Bureau shrimp research since the 
March meeting 1 year earlier. Such a review seemed appropriate in view of the 
considerable increase in funds ($500,000) allocated for Federal research on 
Gulf of Mexico shrimp resources jn fiscal years 1962 and 1963. All of the work 
reported was supervised out of the Bureau's biological laboratory at Galveston, 
Texas. 

With the aid of an annotated hydrographic chart, the geographic extent and 
organization of the Bureau's shrimp research activity were briefly described. 
Studies of the biology and dynamics of the brown and white shrimps now center 
on stocks lying between the mouths of Mobile Bay and Rio Grande River, of the 
pink shrimp on stocks occurring along the coast of southwest Florida. 

The overall research progrnm is subdivided into four sections, each of which 
deals with interdependent yet well-defined phases in the life history or 
develoument of our commercial shrimp populations. 

The first section is concerned with deterrnining the distribution of concentra
tions of spawning shrimp, the seasonal patterns of spawning intensity, and the 
ecological factors governing reproductive potential. The next subdivision 
entails a rather extensive study of the distribution and nbundance of shrimp 
lnrvae,a~ well as of the environmental factors governing their survival during 
novement from offshore spa1-ming grounds to inshore nursery grounds, Research 
within both of these program subdivisions relies heavily upon systematically 
collected biological samples, and upcn concurrent oceanographic data represent
ing measurements of environnental factcrs such as sea temprature, salinity, 
and circulation. To obtain this material, cruises with research vessels are 
made once monthly and cover a major portion of the continental shelf off the 
Gulf coast of the United States. All such research activity along the northern 
rim cf the Gulf involves Bureau personnel C'perating out of Galveston, whereas 
similar activity off southwest Florida invclves personnel of tho University 
of Miami which is currently performing research under Bureau contract. 

The third subdivision comprises various research projects dealing with the 
inshore er late postlarval and juvenile phases cf resource development. Of 
prir1ary interest here are the seasonal occurrence and relative abundance of 
pcstlarvae at the tin1e they pass thrcugh bay entrances during their movement 
from cffshore spawning grotmds to estuarine nursery areas. Indiees of post
larval abundance exhibit considerable pronise as a means for predicting the 
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later abundance of commercial-size shrin1p as well as corresponding fishing 
success. Current efforts are being directed on a large scale toward-assessment 
of the sampling techniques now employed to obtain then. Participating with 
Bureau personnel in this o.ttempt to provide the postlarva1 index with a :measure 
of reliability are the Gulf Coast Research Laboratory and the Universities of 
Miami, Southwestern Louisiana, and Texas, each of which has recently been 
awarded a Bureau contract. 

The fc.urth nnd final section of the Bureau's shrir.ip research progrru:i enbodies 
a broad study of those portions of Gulf shr:inp populations conprising the 
larger and older, subadult and adult shrir~.p taken from inshore nnd offshore 
waters by cornnercial fishing fleets .. Principal activity· involves the conduct 
of mark-recapture experiments to deterrline at appro.xir.iately what point in shrmp 
life history population growth and r:ortality are in balance and harvesting should 
begin. other activity includes the extensive sampling of commercial shrii:ip 
lnndings and fishing operations to provide nore accurate fishery statistics 
for use in the analysis of population trends and in studying the effects of 
fishing en the shril~p resource. Work to deternine the differential selectivity 
of various trawl-nesh sizes will begin shortly. 

Following the introductory review, results of the previous year's research 
activity were denonstrated on a series of charts. In a few instances, such 
activity represented the analysis of data gathered 2 years earlier (1961), 
the delay stemming from the fact that field collections must often undergo 
lengthy preparation before analysis can begin. In other instances, the Ltaterial 
presented wns immediately up to date,, The prelil"1inary nature of all results 
was stressed. 

F.J<:ar:iination of 1961 sample naterial relating to studies of the distribution 
and intensity of spawning activity in stocks of brown and white shrimp off 
eastern Texas and western Louisiana revealed: (1) the year-round presence of 
ripe and recently spent brown shrirlp females; (2) an indication of heightened, 
seninnnual spawning by the brown shrir.lp (late winter to early spring, nidsur.iner 
to early fall); (3) that mature brown shrim.p were rarely found inside 15 fm.; 
u~> that no mature white shrimp had been collected beyond 15 fm.; and (5) the 
occurrence of ripe or recently spent white shrinp females throughout the 
period March to January. 

Information from 1961 sampling operations to determine the seasonal distribution 
and abundance of Penaeus shrimp larvae in the same area tended to corroborate, 
for brown shrimp beyond. 15 fm., the seasonnl pattern of spawning activity 
evidenced (above) by the condition of reproductive organs in the adult shrimp. 
Year-round distributions of nauplii, protozooa, mysis, and early postlarvae 
all exhibited corresponding peaks in relative abundance. Associated studies 
to ascertain the role of oceanic currents in the r:iovement of larval shrimp 
from offshore spawning grounds to inshore nursery grounds showed that currents 
gradually shifted from predominantly alongshore in February to directly onshore 
by MaJr• This period of current shift coincided with heightened brown shrinp 
snawning that occurred during late February, March, and early April. Water 
temperature, measured just off the ocean floor, ranged seasonally at 7~ fm. 
from about 50°F. in the winter to 85°F. in the sumner, but in the neighborhood 
of 45 fr.1., (where much of the brown shrinp spawning takes place), reraainednenrly 
constant the year round at about 67°F. 
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The continuing survey of brown and white shri!:lp postlarvae as they move 
through Galveston Jiht~ance was only briefly reviewed since 11ost of those 
present were already quite familiar with this research activity, having kept 
abree .. st of its development over the past seYeral years. It is still too early 
to speculate on shrinping prospects for the western Gulf in 1963, but· the 
March index of abundance for brown shrinp postlarvae was approximately the 
same as that for March of 1962, while the April index promises to be slightly 
lower than that of a year ago. SirQilar though not as intensive surveys are 
now being conducted by Bureau personnel at Port Is~bel, Aransas Pass, San 
Luis Pass, Sabine Pass, Caminada Pass, and Bay St.Louis. Resulting data will 
lead to more reliable "overall" indices, and will denonstrate relative 
vartations in postlarval abundance from area to D .. rea as well. 

During 1962, juvenile brown and white shrimp in Galveston Bay yielded a record
high 1.1 million pounds to commercial fishermen for sale as sport fishing bait. 

Work on utilizable portions of brown, pink, nnd white shrinp nopulations 
{subadult and adult shrinp) was largely confined to dynamics research which 
invclved determination of shrinp 1:10venents, and estination of growth and/or 
r.iortality. 1 For the sake of brevity, preliminary results of mark-recapture 
exi::eriri.ents conducted in 1962 and oarly 1963 are presented in the acccr.ipany
ing table. 

In acccrdc:i .. nce with plans contained in the Bureau's expanded program of shrimp 
research which was presented to the Corrmission in ScpteCTber of 1962, catch
sampling personnel are new lccated at Brownsville, Aransas Pass, Galveston, 
Morgan City, Houma, Pascagoula, Tar.ma, and Key West. Besides working with 
Branch of Statistics agents townrds the general inprovement of fishery 
statistics, they are also (1) aiding in the conduct of w1rk-recapture experi
nents by recovering marked shrimp; (2) sampling locally for seasonal abundance 
of postlarvae; and (3) checking on the extent of discarding in areas where it 
is frequently practiced. Observations aboard a comme~cial trawler operating 
off the Texas coast in August 1962 yielded, for instance, the first useful 
neasurements of this wasteful activity. 
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SU~IARY OF 1962 MARK-RECAPTURE EXPERIMENTS WITH CONMERCIAL SHRilff..PS 

Initial Mortalitz 
Species When Where Mark leng~h- Release Recovered Growth Fishing Other Loss 

rn. No. No. run. Zctay %" - ~ 11:10. 

Stain 5? 175 2,431 153 
Brown Apr. Tex. --- 30 62 

Tags 61145 1,692 '2i1 

y~- y H 
La. Stain 115 2,370 624 --- -- --y 

Brown July Tex. Stain 105 2,973 74 

Pink Mar. Fla. Stain 128 2,496 563 

Pink Fla. : ... 100 

~ 

19,86o 1=!:I 36 Aug. Stain 

Pink Dec. Fla. stain 130 2,350 800t 

H 
Whit~ Sept. la. Stain 120 4,196 273 

y 
y 

Of 3 size groups, represents the one containing snallest shrimp; 

Of 2 size groups, represents the one containing s~allest shrimp; 

21 40 

0.2 29 48 

0.7 19 81 

21 Growth est:i.nates not feasible because of erratic return within size groups; mortality e.stii~ation 
iIJpractical due to (1) the short span of t:L"Ile within which recoveries were made, and (2) the 
effect of the count-size law in Texas which discouraged return of the small experimental shrinp. 

y 26 recaptured on Sanibel fishing grounds, 10 on Tortugas grounds; experi.nent was initiated at 
Indian Key, Didway between the two areas. 

2f Of 3 size groups, represents the one containing smallest shrrnp. 
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